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Disclaimer 

This is a research report. Available data from participating parties has been used for the examination of the 

practical value of the developed Gridmaster method. The data cannot be used to support investment decisions. 

No rights can be derived from the analyses and results of this research report. Participating parties cannot be 

held liable for any damage arising from this report and for any consequences of activities undertaken on the 

data or information contained herein. 
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Glossary  
Adaptive investment An investment that can be initiated in the future depending on the 

probability that the certain trigger conditions of the energy system, the 

adaptive investment is linked at, are met in the future. Those trigger 

conditions will lead to an increased transport capacity demand for which 

an adaptive investment is necessary to prevent capacity bottlenecks.  

Autothermal Reforming plant Plant that produces H2 from a fossil energy feedstock (fossil methane, 

refinery gas, petcokes). This technology will be implemented in the HIC 

Rotterdam in case H-vision will be implemented. 

Blue H2 H2 produced based on the conversion of a fossil energy source (fossil 

methane, refinery gas, petcokes). The produced CO2 is captured and 

permanently stored. 

Carbon Capture and Storage A technology that captures CO2 from concentrated sources for subsequent 

storage in permanent storage locations. 

Conversion asset An asset that transforms an energy and/or material input flow towards 
another energy and/or material output flow. Examples of conversion assets 
are factories or energy generation units, like methane fired power plants.  

Carbon monoxide plant Carbon monoxide production plant. The carbon monoxide plant in the HIC 

Rotterdam is part of the chlorine cluster. 

Direct Air Capture plant Conversion asset technology that captures CO2 from air. This conversion 

technology could possibly integrated into the energy system of the HIC, 

providing CO2 as a feedstock for hydrocarbon material / fuel production. 

Driving external factor Identified external factor that significantly contributes to the evolution of 

transport capacity demand over time 

Electricity network The 380 kV-, 150 kV- and Medium Voltage-network that was in scope of 

the case study Gridmaster HIC Rotterdam. 

Energy infrastructure The integrated energy infrastructure, comprising the electricity-, H2- and 

methane networks. 

Energy system evolution 

pathway  

A potential evolution of the energy system, excluding the energy 

infrastructure component, in a specific geographical area in the period 

from now to the end of the planning horizon (e.g. in 2050). 

External factor A dimension of the scenario space. An external factor has several values. 

Each value affects the scenario generation in a specific way.  

Fischer-Tropsch plant A Fischer-Tropsch plant converts a mixture of carbon monoxide and H2 

into hydrocarbons. A Fischer-Tropsch plant can be integrated into the 

energy system of the HIC Rotterdam. Potential incorporation of Fischer-

Tropsch plants into the HIC Rotterdam was part of the developed scenario 

space for the case study Gridmaster HIC Rotterdam. 

Fossil methane Methane of fossil origin. 

G-gas A specific methane gas quality. 

Gas Collective name for fossil methane, green methane and H2. 

Green H2 H2 stemming from an H2O electrolysis plant. 
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Green methane Methane stemming from processes that convert biomass or CO2 from 

capture from air into methane. 

Gridmaster method The developed long-term investment planning method for integrated 

energy infrastructure within the context of deep uncertainty of the 

evolution of the energy system. 

H-vision A possible investment program in the HIC Rotterdam that aims to install 

blue H2 production capacity (via an ATR) and replace part of the refinery 

gas that is used as feedstock for furnaces / boilers with blue H2.  

H2-network The to be developed H2-network for the HIC Rotterdam to be operated by 

Gasunie. This network is part of the considered integrated energy 

infrastructure in the executed case study. 

H2O electrolysis plant A group of technologies that convert water and electricity into H2, oxygen 

and residual heat. The produced H2 is referred to as ‘green H2’. 

HIC Rotterdam Harbor Industrial Cluster of Rotterdam. 

HTLH-network Part of the considered methane infrastructure in the Gridmaster case study 

HIC Rotterdam. 

Infrastructure element Building block for an energy network. The network is constructed of nodes 

and links. An infrastructure element is either a specific node or link. 

Integrated energy 

infrastructure 

The energy infrastructure that has been considered in the case study HIC 

Rotterdam. This comprised the methane networks (HTLH-, ODO-, NODO- 

networks), H2-network and electricity networks (380 kV-, 150 kV-, Medium 

Voltage-networks) for the HIC Rotterdam. 

Investment path A series of realized investments over the planning period for the 

considered energy infrastructure. Investment rules that trigger 

investments based on conditions of the energy system can be part of an 

investment path. 

Investment plan A series of planned investments over the planning period for the 

considered energy infrastructure. Investment rules that trigger 

investments based on conditions of the energy system can be part of an 

investment path. 

Lever A dimension of a policy factor that is controlled by the (group of) decision-

maker(s). The investment path for 380 kV-investments, used in the case 

study Gridmaster HIC Rotterdam, is an example of a lever. 

Long-term robustness 

performance on capacity 

A performance attribute of an investment path that expresses the ability of 

the investment path to successfully facilitate scenarios in the long run. 

Methane network The methane network that was in scope of the case study Gridmaster HIC 

Rotterdam. This methane network was divided in the HTLH-, ODO-, and 

NODO- subnetworks. 

Metric An indicator that measures a certain characteristic of an investment path. 

MIEK investment path The investment path for electricity, methane and H2-infrastructure for the 
HIC Rotterdam that is part of the Dutch Multi-year program Infrastructure, 
Energy and Climate in the Netherlands (Meerjarenprogramma 
Infrastructuur, Energie en Klimaat). 

Model cluster Part of the multi-model simulation tool. 
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MV-network Medium Voltage network (25, 50, 66 kV). 

NODO-network Part of the considered methane infrastructure in the Gridmaster case study 

HIC Rotterdam. 

ODO-network Part of the considered methane infrastructure in the Gridmaster case study 

HIC Rotterdam. 

Overload capacity Variable that is used for the expression of the overload magnitude of a gas 

infrastructure element or network in a certain reference year in the case 

study Gridmaster HIC Rotterdam.  

Overload class A range of overload magnitudes for an energy network that is used to 1) 

express the impact of energy infrastructure in long-term energy system 

evolution pathways and 2) to distinguish scenarios that can be facilitated 

by an investment path from scenarios that cannot by facilitated by an 

investment path. 

Overload duration Variable that is used for the expression of the overload magnitude of an 

electricity infrastructure element or network in a certain reference year in 

the case study Gridmaster HIC Rotterdam. 

Peak shaver An asset that is connected to the methane network in HIC Rotterdam that 

provides enhanced methane supply to the built environment in cold 

weather conditions. 

Petcokes A byproduct of an oil refinery that is used as fuel for on site utilities 

production. 

Planning horizon The time-period that is considered for the investment planning of energy 

infrastructure. In the case study, the planning horizon covers 2022 – 2050. 

Polyurethane cluster A group of production plants that are part of the chlorine cluster of the HIC 

Rotterdam. These plant produce polyurethane and related products. 

Polyvinyl chloride plant Production plant of polyvinyl chloride. The polyvinyl chloride plant is part 

of the chlorine cluster in the HIC Rotterdam. 

PRIM Patient Rule Induction Method. This is a factor mapping approach aiming 

to identify sensitive ranges of uncertain factors that are likely to cause a 

particular outcome. PRIM-analysis is used in the Gridmaster method to 

obtain storyline-overload relations and insights into the storyline drivers 

for overload magnitude developments in energy infrastructure.  

PRIM-box A result of a PRIM-analysis. A PRIM-box is a very concise representation, for 

typically only a limited set of dimensions of the model input space is 

restricted 

Project The Gridmaster HIC Rotterdam project: the project that is described in this 

report. 

Refinery gas A byproduct of an oil refinery that is used as fuel for on site utilities or H2-

production. 

Reverse Water Gas Shift plant A plant in which carbon monoxide is produced from CO2 and H2. This plant 

can be part of a technology configuration that potentially can be 

integrated in the HIC Rotterdam. This plant was part of a technology lego 

brick that was used in the scenario space design in the case study 

Gridmaster HIC Rotterdam. 
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Robustness performance on 

investment costs 

A performance attribute of an investment path that expresses the 

magnitude of investment costs across many scenarios. 

Scenario A description of a potential transient pathway of the energy system 

evolution in a certain geographic area over the planning horizon. A 

scenario is leading to a certain evolution of transport capacity demand. A 

scenario is part of the scenario space. 

Scenario space A scenario space is constructed from external factors and is aimed at 

encompassing all plausible scenarios relevant for energy infrastructure 

planning in a certain geographic area. 

Short-term robustness 

performance on capacity 

A performance attribute of an investment path that expresses the ability of 

the investment path to successfully facilitate scenarios in the short run. 

Simulation run A single computational experiment in which the evolution of overloads of 

energy infrastructure elements is examined for a combination of an 

investment path and a scenario. 

Site A part of the HIC Rotterdam with a specific geographic location that is part 

of a specific energy subsystem. At a site conversion assets can be located 

and a site is connected to energy infrastructure for the exchange of energy 

carriers from and to this site. 

Steam cycle A process in which steam is generated in a boiler, that is subsequently 

expanded steam through a turbine to extract work, and thus generating 

electricity. A steam cycle can be part of technology lego bricks that have 

been applied to construct the scenario space in the case study HIC 

Rotterdam. 

Steam Methane Reforming 

plant 

Methane based H2-production plant. Refinery gas can also be a feedstock 

for this plant. 

Storage asset An asset where an energy carrier can be stored for a certain period, like a 

battery, gas, liquid or solid storage. 

Storyline A storyline is a set of scenarios that represents a certain subspace of the 

scenario space that is relevant for energy infrastructure planning.  

Storyline driver A storyline driver corresponds to adaptation tipping point conditions that, 

when occurring without adaptive investment, will lead to a certain 

overload magnitude on the long run. An adaptive investment should be 

coupled to a storyline driver to prevent future overload conditions in case 

the energy system evolution leads into the direction of the storyline driver.  

Storyline factor A storyline factor is a dimension of the storyline space that is relevant for 

the evolution of energy infrastructure planning requirements. 

Storyline-overload relation The relation between a storyline and the corresponding range of overload 

evolution over the planning horizon. 

Storyline space Space built from independent storyline factors.  

Stress testing The core principle of the Gridmaster method in which the overload 

development over time in energy infrastructure is examined for an 

investment path in many scenarios.   

Structural change Structural change relates to a change of the installed base of conversion 

assets in the considered geographical area or to changing trends in energy 

exchange between the geographical area and its surroundings. 
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Syncrude Product output of a technology lego brick that represents a technology 

configuration for synthetic fuel production. 

Synthetic fuel production The production of hydrocarbon fuels from CO2 and H2. Synthetic fuel 

production growth in various technology configurations was part of the 

developed scenario space for the case study Gridmaster HIC Rotterdam. 

Technology lego brick A technology lego brick represents a certain energy conversion technology 

with a specific capacity and spatial footprint. In a scenario these lego bricks 

can be installed at a site, forming a part of the energy system on this site. 

In the case study, technology lego bricks were used in the modeling of 

energy system configurations of the HIC.  

Technology lego building The collection of lego bricks at a site during a reference year of a scenario 

is called a technology lego building. A lego building at a site can be seen as 

the energy system at a site level. 

Titanium dioxide plant Plant that produces titanium dioxide and is part of the chlorine cluster in 

the HIC Rotterdam. 

Topology factor A factor that was used for the calculation of the overload value for a 380 

kV- or 150 kV-network, based on the overload values for the infrastructure 

elements the network is composed of. 

Utilities In the case study Gridmaster HIC Rotterdam utilities is referred to as the 

group comprising the energy carriers steam, High Temperature heat and 

electricity.  

Vinylchloride monomer plant Production plant of vinylchloride monomer that is a feedstock for PVC 

production. The vinylchloride monomer plant is part of the chlorine cluster 

in the HIC Rotterdam. 
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Units and abbreviations  
ATR Autothermal Reforming plant 

CCS Carbon Capture and Storage 

CO plant Carbon monoxide plant 

CO2 Carbon dioxide 

DAC Direct Air Capture plant 

FT Fischer-Tropsch plant 

GW_H2 Gigawatt H2 

GW*km Gigawatt*kilometer 

GWe Gigawatt electricity 

H2 Hydrogen 

MW_H2 Megawatt H2 

MWe Megawatt electricity 

MWh Megawatt hour 

PUR-cluster Polyurethane cluster 

PVC plant Polyvinyl chloride plant 

RWGS plant Reverse Water Gas Shift plant 

SMR Steam Methane Reforming plant 

TiO2 plant Titanium dioxide plant 

TWh/y Terrawatthour / year 

VCM plant Vinylchloride monomer plant 
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Summary 
Decision-making on integrated energy infrastructure is challenging by deep uncertainty 

The evolution of the energy system over the coming years is deeply uncertain. At the same time, investments 

in energy infrastructure are costly, which present major challenges for long-term energy infrastructure 

investment planning. How can the impact of energy infrastructure be better incorporated in decision-making 

on long-term socially desired energy system evolution pathways? Which investments in energy infrastructure 

should be planned given the deep uncertainty of the long-term evolution of the energy system? How can the 

risks of stranded assets be balanced with the added value of enabling potential future energy system 

evolutions?  

Developed Gridmaster method to support decision-making under deep uncertainty 

In the Gridmaster HIC Rotterdam project these questions have been addressed. As part of this project, a 

decision-support method (hereafter: Gridmaster method) has been developed for long-term planning of 

integrated energy infrastructure, in the context of the deep uncertainty about the energy system evolution. 

The energy infrastructure investment planning challenge in the Harbor Industrial Cluster in Rotterdam (HIC 

Rotterdam), the largest petrochemical cluster of Europe, served as a case study for developing and partially 

testing of the Gridmaster method, as well as the associated digital tools. 

The developed Gridmaster method provides decision support information for two major decision-making 

processes: 1) the decision-making process on socially desirable long-term energy system pathways that should 

be supported by integrated energy infrastructure; 2) the decision-making process on the strategic direction for 

no regret and adaptive investments in integrated energy infrastructure for the facilitation of these socially 

desirable energy system pathways. 

Application of the Gridmaster method leads to insights into no regret investments on the medium term 

enabling the facilitation of a wide range of possible energy system evolution scenarios in this timeframe. 

Furthermore, it identifies drivers for transport capacity evolution on the long term, leading to insights into 

adaptive investments. These investments will be planned, only in case certain drivers leading to increased 

transport capacity demand seem plausible. In case these drivers do not seem plausible, these investments will 

not be planned. This adaptiveness of the investment plan, limits the risk on stranded assets while it increases 

the capability to facilitate future long term energy system scenarios. 

The foundation for the Gridmaster method is the Robust Decision Making approach as established in academia 

[1, 2]. This approach has been applied to the coordinated investment planning challenge of energy 

infrastructure. The core principle of the Gridmaster method is stress testing of an investment path across many 

potential scenarios, where a scenario describes a potential realization of how the energy system could evolve 

over time with respect to a wide variety of underlying uncertainties such as the emerging of new factories, new 

power plants, and / or changing energy exchange of the considered geographic area with the environment. 

The stress testing yields insights into the range of potential overload development over time in the considered 

energy networks. A large scenario space of long-term energy system evolution pathways, combined with a 

coherent multi-model of the energy system enables this process. Subsequent data analyses reveal insights into 

robust and adaptive investments.  
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Added value for grid operators in decision-making on robust and adaptive investments  

In the Gridmaster HIC Rotterdam case study, approximately 10,000 potential scenarios have been considered 

as the representation of the deep uncertainty about the energy system evolution. Using this amount of 

scenarios leads to a better representation of the real deep uncertainty, relevant for decision-making on energy 

infrastructure investments, compared to the few scenario (cornerstone) points that are typically considered in 

the current practice of grid planning.  

In total 11 storyline drivers for the 380 kV- and H2-networks have been identified by data analyses. A storyline 

driver is a specific set of scenario developments over time that drives a particular overload magnitude evolution 

for energy infrastructure in the long run. These storyline drivers are the adaptation tipping point conditions for 

which specific adaptive investment packages should be designed. In case the energy system evolution 

progresses into the direction of adaptation tipping point conditions, the linked adaptive investment package 

should be planned, enabling the facilitation of the evolution of the energy system. These storyline drivers are 

the vital developments that need to be monitored for the timely adaptation of the investment path. All other 

possible scenario developments are less relevant for long-term energy infrastructure planning. It should be 

noted that it is impossible, with the current investment planning practice, to identify these 11 storyline drivers 

as scenario points. Upfront determination of storyline drivers without modelling, that is part of the current 

practice, is not achievable given the vast amount of plausible scenarios and unknown impact of these scenarios 

on the overload conditions of the considered energy infrastructure. Especially, since several of these storyline 

drivers consist of combined developments of different external factors. The 11 storyline drivers cannot, 

however, be applied right away for the development of a robust, adaptive investment path for the 380 kV- and 

H2-networks due to an insufficiently validated scenario space and multi-model simulation tool for these 

networks. The linking of adaptive investments to storyline drivers has not been conducted in the project. 

For the Medium Voltage network no regret investments have been identified that can lead to a reduction of 

the maximum investment peak for this network. Reduction of the maximum investment peak is relevant since 

this can reduce the risk of non facilitation of the energy system evolution. These findings in the project have 

supported a real decision-making process for investments in this network. 

The developed scenario space, the largest part of the multi-model simulation tool and the visualization tool is 

publicly available and can be used in future work.  Some parts of the multi-model and data input are not publicly 

published due to either confidentiality reasons or due to too limited validation of the used model part. 

The following key conclusions have been drawn: 

• Although the developed Gridmaster method can be further improved on most aspects, the method looks 

promising in: 

o providing information on the impact of energy infrastructure in the decision-making process on 

long-term evolution pathways of a socially desirable energy system.  

o creating a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment path for integrated energy 

infrastructure. 

• Participatory modeling, in which various organizations cooperate in the development and building of 

energy system modeling tools, appears an effective means for the development of the Gridmaster method.  

• In the developed scenario space, several potential path dependencies for the energy system evolution have 

been successfully modeled. Path dependency is important to consider for planning of energy-infrastructure 

under deep uncertainty.  
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• The calculated robustness performances on capacity for the tested investment path for HIC Rotterdam 

confirms the added value of coordination of long-term investment planning for the individual energy 

networks. 

• The developed scenario space and multi-model simulation tool require a thorough further validation and 

corresponding improvement to support real decision-making on long-term planning of integrated energy 

infrastructure for the HIC Rotterdam.  

• Most requirements for a method that is able to create a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment 

path of integrated energy infrastructure are met by the developed Gridmaster method. Only some doubt 

exists whether the application of the Gridmaster method for a specific energy system scope can be done 

within an acceptable timeframe.  

Development effort required for practical application as decision support means  

In the decision-making on the follow-up of the Gridmaster HIC Rotterdam project, it is recommended to 

consider the advantages of a Gridmaster method implementation as a decision support practice and the 

associated costs for the realization of this implementation. Part of these costs include ‘investment costs’ for the 

creation of ‘Gridmaster standards’ for 1) an industrial cluster, 2) a city, 3) a rural region, 4) a province and 5) 

the Dutch main energy infrastructure. Furthermore, the expected exploitation costs and costs for the 

integration of Gridmaster processes into grid operator organizations need to be considered.  

In case it is decided to continue with the development of the Gridmaster method and associated digital tooling, 

the key recommendations for future work are to: 

• Test the Gridmaster method process steps that have not been tested in the current project. 

• Intensify the interactions with decision-makers in future Gridmaster projects. 

• Intensify interactions with grid strategists / strategy experts in future Gridmaster projects. 

• Execute a plausibility check for the developed scenario space with the scenario space at the higher scale 

level in order to improve the number of plausible scenarios encompassed in the designed scenario space. 

• Develop ‘Gridmaster-standards’ for 1) an industrial cluster, 2) a city, 3) a rural region, 4) a province and 5) 

the Dutch national main energy infrastructure. 

• Actively involve the academic community for the acceleration of removing barriers for the implementation 

of the Gridmaster method. 

• Thoroughly validate the developed scenario space and multi-model tool for the HIC Rotterdam case and to 

resolve the found weaknesses.  
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Problems with current investment planning method energy infrastructure 

The world is heading towards a CO2-neutral energy system in 2050. This transformation of the energy system 

will lead to fundamentally different requirements for energy infrastructure.  

In the last decades, the basis for long-term investment planning for energy infrastructure in the Netherlands 

was to facilitate all future developments of the energy system. This basis is currently questioned since the vast 

shift of the energy system towards a CO2 neutral energy system in less than 30 years spurs the societal debate 

on which energy system evolution pathways are societally desirable. Several energy system evolution pathways 

require massive investments in energy infrastructure leading to a huge spatial impact and high investment cost. 

The potential spatial impact is that huge that spatial areas, currently exploited for societal functions like housing 

and nature, should be converted towards locations for energy infrastructure. Given the required change in 

spatial area function and huge investment costs for energy infrastructure in certain scenarios for long-term 

energy system evolution, it is societally desirable to make a societal assessment on long-term options for the 

energy system evolution. In which energy system evolution pathways the societal benefits of the energy system 

evolution are higher than the disadvantages? By answering this question, more clarity is given to the grid 

operators on the uncertainty they have to deal with for long-term capacity planning of energy infrastructure. 

Furthermore, governmental organizations can timely make arrangements with stakeholders that are affected 

by the change of spatial area function (from the current function towards energy infrastructure location 

function). Grid operators can positively contribute to support this decision-making on long-term societally 

desirable energy transition pathways, by providing information about the long-term impact of energy 

infrastructure in scenarios for the long-term evolution of the energy system. 

At present, it is unclear what the main development direction of energy systems relevant for energy 

infrastructure investment planning will be. In other words, it is deeply uncertain how the energy transport 

capacity requirements for the energy infrastructure will evolve. For grid operators, this uncertainty of energy 

transition pathways poses a major strategic challenge: which future-proof investments should be made to 

facilitate different decarbonization pathways of the energy system, while minimizing the risk of stranded 

assets? 

Given the long lead times for the realization of additional transport capacity, grid operators cannot wait until 

connected parties have decided to change their requirements for energy extraction from or injection to the 

energy infrastructure. Furthermore, if grid operators offer prospects for long-term transport capacity 

development, they reduce the uncertainty for organizations that consider investments in energy conversion 

and / or storage assets. In this way, grid operators will accelerate the energy transition by lowering the 

investment risks for organizations that invest in energy conversion and / or storage assets. Therefore, an 

investment plan for integrated energy infrastructure with a long-term view is socially desirable. Consequently, 

grid operators need to anticipate future transport capacity developments. However, these developments are 

very uncertain due to the dependency on future decisions by other stakeholders on their energy requirements, 

and (dis)investments in energy conversion and storage assets1. In addition, the future investment decisions of 

 

1 Conversion asset:  an asset that transforms an energy and/or material input flow towards another energy 
and/or material output flow. Examples for conversion assets are factories or energy generation units.  
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other grid operators in the same geographic area amplify this uncertainty due to interdependencies between 

different infrastructure types, and their impact on the energy system evolution. The challenge for a grid 

operator is how to deal with the deep uncertainties about the evolution of the energy system for its long-term 

investment planning. In addition, coordination of investment planning for the energy networks a grid operator 

owns, with investment planning for energy networks that are owned by other grid operators is another 

challenge for a grid operator that is aiming for effective, future proof investments.  

In the current practice of investment planning for energy infrastructure, individual grid operators develop a 

relatively limited number of scenario (cornerstone) points2 (typically 3-4) for possible (very) long-term future 

states of the energy system in order to define the uncertainty space for planning their infrastructure 

investments. The scenario (cornerstone) points are assumed to be potential energy system states at the end of 

the planning horizon. The actual energy system evolution is expected to progress between trajectories from 

the current energy system state to scenario (cornerstone) points at the end of the planning horizon. These 

scenario (cornerstone) points are constructed via an open process in which experts and a number of key 

stakeholders define qualitative storylines, that are subsequently translated to quantitative scenarios. For each 

scenario, the transport capacity requirements are determined, and investment needs are identified to shift the 

current infrastructure towards an infrastructure that is capable of facilitating the envisioned future energy 

system. After that, investment pathways from the current moment to the reference year of the scenario are 

drafted. The resulting investment pathways serve as input for the decision-making process on investments for 

energy infrastructure. Furthermore, this information is used as input for policy making by governmental 

organizations to nudge the energy system towards a CO2-neutrality in 2050. 

This current practice of individual investment planning for energy infrastructure has the following 

shortcomings: 

1. Suboptimal engagement of stakeholders and suboptimal contribution to societal dialogue on desirable 

long-term energy system evolution pathways. Stakeholders including multinational companies, non-

governmental and governmental organizations, who each may have their own vision of how the energy 

system will evolve, also have an interest in knowing whether their visions can be supported by the energy 

infrastructure. In case these visions differ from the used scenarios, it is impossible to know whether or not 

their visions can be supported. A more inclusive investment planning method that better incorporates 

stakeholder scenario input into the process would improve strategic decision-making processes across 

different stakeholders, leading to a more robust investment plan capable of supporting societally desirable 

energy system evolution pathways. Furthermore, a more in-depth dialogue with stakeholders will support 

the identification of societally desirable system integration opportunities. 

2. The use of too few scenarios as basis for insights in potential transport requirement evolution pathways. 

The combination of independent developments that can impact the energy system evolution leads to a 

vast number of plausible scenarios. Although scenario (cornerstone) points, used in the current investment 

planning method, aim to capture the possible scenario space of energy system evolution, it is impossible 

 

Storage asset: an asset where an energy carrier can be stored for a certain period, like a battery, gas, liquid or 
solid storage.  
2 Sometimes cornerstone scenario points are used which are targeted to be extreme energy system states at 
the end of the planning horizon. Otherwise, not ‘extreme’ scenario points are used at the end of the planning 
horizon. In some studies, next to the scenario points at the end of the planning horizon, also some intermediate 
scenario points are used. 
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to cover all possible future states of the energy system at the end of the planning horizon, given the limited 

number of scenario (cornerstone) points. 

3. The focus on end state scenarios instead of transient scenarios. Although the current practice uses some 

scenario points in the period between now and the end of the planning horizon, it insufficiently covers the 

broad range of possible energy system evolution pathways over time.  Furthermore, the current practice is 

insufficiently capable to take path dependencies in the evolution of the energy system into account. 

Insights into path dependencies are relevant when developing a robust, adaptive investment plan for 

integrated energy infrastructure. This leads to a lack of information for grid operators about when and how 

to adapt their investment plan as the future unfolds.  

4. A static, rather than adaptive investment plan. The flexibility of adaptive plans is a key means of achieving 

decision robustness. While the future is unfolding, many deep uncertainties will turn into real events. 

Having an adaptive plan allows decisionmakers to adapt the implementation of the plan in response to 

these developments [3]. 

5. The individual investment planning approach by grid operators. Although the cooperation between 

Transmission System Operators and Distribution System Operators, responsible for energy infrastructure 

investments, has been improving in recent years in the Netherlands, current practice is that their energy 

infrastructure investment plans are not fully aligned. Unaligned investment planning leads to unknown 

impacts on the investment plans of each grid operator and the potential of the energy infrastructure to 

support long-term energy system evolution scenarios. 

As a result of these shortcomings, the current practice of investment planning is not fully capable of handling 

the deep uncertainty of the energy system evolution, and may lead to the following negative outcomes: 

- An increased risk of a societally undesirable development of the energy system due to the inadequate 

incorporation of the impact of energy infrastructure in decision-making on policies that are aimed to nudge 

the long-term evolution of the energy system into a societally desired direction.  

- An increased risk of underinvestment on certain corridors, resulting in insufficient transport capacity and 

bottlenecks for various energy carriers, which could hinder a timely energy transition.  

- An increased risk of unnecessary overinvestments, which ultimately become stranded assets. 

 

1.1.2 New investment planning method need 

The identified shortcomings of the current practice call for a new investment planning method that can properly 

deal with deep uncertainty in a multi-stakeholder decision-making context and is capable to align investment 

plans for multiple energy infrastructures (hereafter: integrated energy infrastructure). To this end, a consortium 

consisting of TenneT, Gasunie, Stedin, the Port of Rotterdam Authority, the Province of Zuid-Holland, the 

Municipality of Rotterdam, SmartPort, the Delft University of Technology, Siemens, TNO and Quintel started an 

initiative - called “Gridmaster” - to develop a methodology and associated digital tools to support 

decisionmakers in policymaking for steering of the long-term evolution of the energy system and for 

developing investment plans for integrated energy infrastructure. This new method is aimed to address the 

above mentioned shortcomings of the current practice.  

In the development of the new investment planning method (hereafter: the Gridmaster method) the energy 

infrastructure planning of the HIC Rotterdam serves as a case study. In this case study the capability of the 

Gridmaster method to develop a future-proof investment plan for electricity, hydrogen and methane 
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infrastructure for this industrial cluster is partially tested. The MIEK investment path3 for the HIC Rotterdam was 

used in the various process steps of the developed Gridmaster method. This study builds on the “Windmaster” 

case study [4], in which a participatory modeling approach was used to identify investment strategies for the 

HIC Rotterdam. 

The majority of the above text stems from [5]. 

 

1.2 Research questions and objectives 

The following research questions were addressed in the Gridmaster HIC Rotterdam project (hereafter: the 

project): 

• How can the current practice of long-term investment planning for energy infrastructure be expanded and 

adapted to better inform the decision-making process on societally desirable evolutions of the energy 

system with information about the impact of energy infrastructure? 

• How can the current practice of long-term investment planning for energy infrastructure be expanded and 

adapted to develop robust, adaptive investment plans for integrated energy infrastructure within the 

context of deep uncertainty of the energy transition? 

• What is the robustness of the developed MIEK investment path for HIC Rotterdam and what decision 

relevant information can support the decision-making on the long-term system objective the grid operators 

should aim for to facilitate with integrated energy infrastructure? 

From these research questions the following project objectives have been derived: 

1. The development of a new method for long-term adaptive grid planning that enables the creation of robust, 

adaptive integrated investment plans for energy infrastructure within the context of deep uncertainty of 

the energy transition. 

2. The development of a relevant scenario space for the development of a strategic direction for a robust, 

adaptive investment plan for methane-, H2- and electricity-infrastructure in HIC Rotterdam. 

3. The development of a multi-model tool that is aimed at a better understanding of the performance of 

integrated investment plans for energy infrastructure (methane, H2 and electricity) in HIC Rotterdam in 

many scenarios. This tool should also be re-usable in potential future projects, such as a project aimed at 

the national main grids. 

4. The execution of a stakeholder dialogue with relevant industry organizations to align the design of the 

scenario space. 

5. The development of interactive visualizations of the impact of scenario storylines on overload patterns 

during the planning horizon for the H2- and 380 kV-networks with the following added value:  

a. Provision of decision support information about the long-term impact of energy infrastructure for 

decision-making on societally desirable options for the long-term evolution of the energy system. 

b. A tool that can be used for the design process for the creation of a strategic direction for a robust, 

adaptive investment path of integrated energy infrastructure. 

 

3 MIEK investment path: the approved investment path for electricity, methane and H2-infrastructure for HIC 
Rotterdam for the period up to and including 2030 that is part of the Dutch Multi-year program Infrastructure, 
Energy and Climate in the Netherlands (Meerjarenprogramma Infrastructuur, Energie en Klimaat) 
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For dissemination of the project results, the final project objectives were agreed upon: 

6. Public dissemination of the developed method and (software)tools. 

7. Active dissemination of developed knowledge and insights with relevant stakeholders. 

The addressed research questions and project objectives slightly differ from the formulated research questions 

and project objectives at the start of the project (see appendix A for more details about the evolution of the 

project focus).  

 

1.3 Scope of work of case study 

For the development of the Gridmaster method, the case study HIC Rotterdam has been used. Below the scope 

of work is described. 

1.3.1. Geographical system boundaries  

Figures 1 - 3 show the geographical system boundaries of the project.  

 

1.3.2. Modeling scope 

Table 1 highlights the modeling scope of work of the project. 
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Figure 1: geographical systems boundary of the considered electricity networks  
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Figure 2: geographical system boundary of the considered methane- and H2-networks  
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Figure 3: geographical system boundary of the considered industrial cluster 
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Table 1: modeling scope of work 

Scope item Specification 

Planning horizon 2022 (current year) – 2050  

Considered reference years in 

planning horizon 

2025, 2030, 2035, 2040, 2045 and 2050 

Considered energy infrastructure Infrastructure for transport of electricity (380 kV, 150 kV and 

Medium Voltage connection points (25 kV, 50 kV and 66 kV), H2 and 

methane. The currently commercially operated H2-infrastructure for 

H2 supply to oil refineries is out of scope. The potentially new H2-

infrastructure for blue H2-transport after realization of the H-vision 

project is also out of scope. Other (potential) energy networks, like 

a CO2- or heat network are also out of scope. 

Time scale of operational model for 

energy system state determination 

during a reference year 

Hourly (during 8760 hours of a reference year the energy system 

state is determined)  

Data input scenario space model 
In scope:   

- Used dataset in ‘Windmaster project‘ as basis [4] 

- Update of data for synthetic fuel and synthetic methanol 

production technologies 

- Incorporation of data from the public Wuppertal report, 

published in 2016, on decarbonization pathways for the 

industrial cluster of the Port of Rotterdam [6] 

- Potential additions resulting from a stakeholder dialogue about 

a preliminary scenario space design 

- Potential uncertainty options about the evolution of the 

electricity market model 

Out of scope:  

- Exhaustive options for potential structural change of energy 

conversion assets for the oil refinery and petrochemical cluster 

- Road and rail mobility change options that potentially impact 

the considered energy infrastructure 

- Structural change options for terminals and tank storage 

facilities that potentially impact the considered energy 

infrastructure.  

- Potential flexibility measures / assets like energy storages and 

demand site management rules 

Data input energy infrastructure 
Level of detail for the energy infrastructure is comparable with the 

used energy infrastructure topology in the ‘Windmaster project’ [4] 
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1.4 Structure of report 

The remainder of the report is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the theoretical foundations the designed 

Gridmaster method has been based on. Section 3 highlights the Gridmaster method. In section 4 the case study 

is introduced. Section 5 covers the development of the scenario space and coherent energy system model in 

the case study. Section 6 illustrates the selection of desirable “storylines” in the case study. The development 

of a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment path within the case study is described in section 7. 

The results of the project are discussed in section 8. In section 9 conclusions are drawn and finally 

recommendations for future work are given in section 10.
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2. Theoretical foundations 

In this section the theoretical foundations for the developed Gridmaster method is described. This section is 

integrally adopted out of [5]. 

A growing body of literature is emerging about approaches and tooling that supports decision-making under 

deep uncertainty. In the water management sector, these approaches are already applied in real decision-

making processes. For example, in the Netherlands, the central government, water authorities, provinces and 

municipalities are working together on a new Delta Program on Flood Risk Management and Fresh Water 

Supply in which a new, adaptive management concept is applied: the Adaptive Delta Management approach 

[7]. The strategic investment planning challenge for integrated energy infrastructure is analogous to the 

investment planning challenge that is addressed in the Delta Program: decision-making on large capital 

investments in a context of deep uncertainty about how the future requirements for infrastructure will unfold. 

Like the applied approaches in the water management sector, the Gridmaster method uses basic principles 

from a new strategic planning paradigm known as ‘decision-making under deep uncertainty’. Three key ideas 

underpin this new paradigm [3]: (i) exploratory modeling; (ii) adaptive planning; and (iii) decision support. The 

first key idea, exploratory modeling, is a research method that uses simulation for analyzing complex and 

uncertain systems [8,9]. In this method, the aim is to systematically explore the consequences of various 

uncertainties that affect the system of interest. In fact, many simulations for the exploration of ‘what-if’ 

scenarios are conducted in which the values for uncertain factors as well as policy alternatives can be varied. 

Subsequent analysis of simulation results enables insights in patterns of system behavior over the entire 

uncertainty space [9]. The second key idea, adaptive planning, means that plans are designed from the outset 

to be adapted over time in response to how the future may actually unfold. Having an adaptive plan allows 

decisionmakers to adapt the implementation of this plan to the actual unfolding of the future [3]. The third key 

idea that underpins decision-making under deep uncertainty is decision support. Decision-making on complex 

and uncertain systems generally involves multiple actors coming to an agreement. In such a situation, decision-

making requires an iterative approach that facilitates learning across alternative framings of the problem, and 

learning about stakeholder preferences and trade-offs, in a collaborative process of discovering what is possible 

[10]. Under deep uncertainty, decision support should aim at enabling deliberation and joint ‘sensemaking’ 

among the various parties to a decision [3]. Figure 4 summarizes the coherence between these key ideas. 

Exploratory modeling leads to options for adaptive plans that are input for decision support in which these 

options are evaluated in a multi-stakeholder process. In turn, this process step can lead to a new exploratory 

modeling process step with potential altered uncertainties and valuation of the outcomes of interest.  

 

Figure 4: Relation between the key ideas underpinning decision-making under deep uncertainty 

Various methods for decision support on strategic planning under deep uncertainty draw on these key ideas, 

such as Robust Decision Making (RDM), Dynamic Adaptive Planning, Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways, Info-
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Gap Decision Theory, Engineering Options Analysis and variants thereof (see for example [11-16]). Given the 

nature of the decision problem, combinations from elements of these methods should be chosen to best 

support the decision problem at hand. Using the taxonomy proposed in [3], it was decided to use RDM as the 

base method for the development of the Gridmaster method. 

RDM rests on a simple concept. Rather than using computer models and data as predictive tools, the approach 

runs models myriad times to stress test proposed policy decisions against a wide range of plausible futures [1, 

2]. By using visualization and statistical analysis of the resulting large dataset of simulation results, key features 

can be identified that distinguish those futures in which plans meet and miss their goals. This information helps 

decisionmakers to identify and frame difficult trade-offs. Furthermore, it supports the evaluation of alternative 

policies and the decision-making process on robust policies. Those policies lead to the most effective trade-off 

in meeting multiple objectives over many scenarios. 

Under conditions of deep uncertainty, it is necessary to measure the performance of a plan across a wide range 

of scenarios, rather than measuring the performance of the plan in a ‘best guess future’ [17]. In the context of 

many plausible scenarios, application of robustness measures based on the concept of ‘satisficing’ (a 

portmanteau of satisfy and suffice) appears to be most appropriate. Satisficing expresses the extent to which 

the performance of a solution remains acceptable in many scenarios, without necessarily being the optimal 

solution [17]. For expressing the satisficing robustness of plans, the domain criterion is one indicator which 

can be used. This criterion quantifies the volume of the scenario space in which a solution meets the 

decisionmaker’s performance thresholds. In practice, this is done by calculating the fraction of sampled 

scenarios in which a solution satisfies one or more performance thresholds [17].  

For the exploratory modeling step in the RDM approach, a simulation model is needed that simulates the 

evolution of capacity bottlenecks in energy infrastructure given an investment path and a scenario. A scenario 

describes a possible evolution of structural changes of conversion assets, energy import and energy export in 

various geographic locations over time. Moreover, a scenario encompasses the operational behavior of the 

envisioned future energy system in the reference years of a scenario. Given the challenge to develop a 

representative simulation model, a multi-model design is preferable. In this multi-model, existing sub models 

that describe certain parts of the energy system can be used. Each sub model is developed by the stakeholder 

that has the most knowledge of and expertise in the system represented by that model. The development of 

the multi-model is a collective effort, creating a basis for transparency and confidence in the results and 

avoiding the creation of a ‘black box’ model, whose results can be difficult to interpret and trust.  

The development and realization of the multi-model can be labeled as a form of ‘participatory multi-modeling’. 

In participatory multi-modeling, model developers and stakeholders cooperate to increase mutual knowledge 

transfer and support enhanced learning about the system of interest. By this practice social learning is 

encouraged and new insights for participating stakeholders arise due to the interaction with other stakeholders 

[18]. The participatory process of modeling can serve as a leveraging point by facilitating social learning 

amongst stakeholders [19]. Next to the social learning amongst the model developers, social learning between 

the grid operators and stakeholders is enabled by the participatory character of the developed modeling 

practice in the Gridmaster project. 
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3. Gridmaster method 
In figure 5 the developed Gridmaster method is highlighted. This method has been partially tested in the case 

study Gridmaster HIC Rotterdam (see section 4). The Gridmaster method serves as alternative for the current 

long-term grid planning method in which three to four scenario (cornerstone) points represent the uncertainty 

space for long-term network planning at individual grid operators. The result of the Gridmaster process is a 

strategic direction for a robust, adaptive integral investment plan. This result serves as input for the 

development of strategic robust adaptive investment plans at the individual grid operators.  

A process step within the Gridmaster method is executed by either the group “collective grid operators” or by 

the group of “all relevant stakeholders”. The group “collective grid operators” owns the considered energy 

infrastructure for which strategic investment planning is conducted. The group “all relevant stakeholders” 

comprise all stakeholders that are affected by the evolution of the energy system. The group “collective grid 

operators” is part of the group “all relevant stakeholders”. 

The method can be divided into four parts: 

1. The development of the scenario space and a coherent energy system multi-model 

2. The selection of socially desirable storylines of energy system evolution pathways 

3. The development of a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment path 

4. The monitoring of the development of the energy system 

Part of the description of Gridmaster process steps is adopted from [5]. 

 

3.1.Development of the scenario space and a coherent energy system 

multi-model 

Figure 6 shows the process steps within the part of the Gridmaster method in which the scenario space and a 

coherent energy system multi-model are developed. These process steps are shortly described below. 

Step 1A1. System description. In this step the system boundaries of the considered energy system are 

described. This description entails the geographic area, the types of energy subsystems and the considered 

energy infrastructure. Furthermore, the time horizon of the analysis must be set. 

Step 1A2. Framing decision-making. In this step the decision problem is structured via the XLRM framework 

[11]: X stands for the external factors, the factors that cannot be controlled by the decisionmaker; L stands for 

policy Levers, the factors that can be controlled by the decisionmaker; R represents the relationships inside the 

considered system; and M stands for Metrics, the indicators that are used to measure the performance of a 

specific policy. For investment planning of integrated energy infrastructure, independent external factors (X) 

represent specific uncertainties with respect to the potential evolution of an energy subsystem under 

consideration, excluding the energy infrastructure. A single scenario is generated by a specific combination of 

selected values for the defined external factors. Such a scenario comprises the evolution of the energy system 

in six consecutive reference years, namely 2025, 2030, 2035, 2040, 2045 and 2050.  
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Figure 5: developed Gridmaster method
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Figure 6: process steps for the development of the scenario space and a coherent energy system model within 

the Gridmaster method 

The levers (L) comprise investment paths for the considered integrated energy infrastructure. An investment 

path comprises: (1) realized fixed investment packages in specific reference years in the period from now till 

2050, (2) rule-based investments representing a certain investment philosophy based on the rated capacity of 

connected customer sites to an infrastructure node and a threshold value thereof, and (3) rule-based adaptive 

investments that are implemented depending on specific scenario events (triggers or adaptation tipping points) 

which lead to a sharp increase in the required transport capacity. Investment paths can be translated to an 

investment plan by taking investment realization times into account. 

The relationships (R) inside the considered system are represented within a simulation model. The model 

enables the execution of simulations in which system behavior can be explored for specific combinations of 

scenarios and investment paths. The relations, in a simple sense, can be interpreted as a set of equations and 

algorithms that transform the input (external factors and levers) to outcomes. 

Metrics (M) are chosen to summarize information from the simulation results for decision support purposes. A 

first group of metrics is defined for the indication of the impact of energy infrastructure on long-term options 

for the energy system evolution. A second group of metrics is defined for the expression of the performance of 

the investment path across many scenarios. The applied metrics in the case study will be discussed in section 

5. 

Step 1A3. Software tool selection for simulation tool. The specification of modeling tools that will be used to 

design the multi-model simulation tool are specified in this step. 

Step 1A4. Conceptual design energy system. In this step the current energy system is described. Furthermore, 

options for investment paths and the interaction between an investment path and developments of the energy 

system are defined. The potential developments of the energy system are encompassed in the scenario space 

(see step 1B). 
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An initial set of investment paths is developed in workshops with grid strategists. These investment paths serve 

as input for process step 3B in which candidate investment paths are selected.  

Figure 7 summarizes the structuring of the decision problem in the developed method. 

 

 

Figure 7: Overview of the XLRM structured decision problem in the Gridmaster method  

In a reference year within a scenario, a particular set of conversion assets is present in the considered 

geographic area. Furthermore, a particular energy exchange situation between the area and its surroundings 

exists. Finally, the settings for particular operational characteristics of the energy system are part of a scenario. 

Every scenario exhibits a specific evolution of transport capacity requirements for electricity, hydrogen, and 

methane, resulting in overload patterns over time for the considered energy networks. Furthermore, per 

scenario an investment cost pattern over time will arise in case scenario dependent investment rules are part 

of the investment path. Based on the outputs of the simulation model, metrics are calculated that provide 

information about I) the impact of energy infrastructure on long-term energy system evolution pathways 

(“storylines”) and II) the performance of the investment path across many scenarios.  

Step 1A5. Design and realization of multi-model simulation tool. Based on the defined metrics and conceptual 

design of the energy system, the multi-model simulation tool is designed and realized in this step. The 

individual grid operators contribute to the realization of the simulation tool by providing load flow models that 

are capable to calculate overload values for infrastructure elements that are part of their owned networks. 

These load flow models are integrated into the multi-model simulation tool. The developed multi-model 

simulation tool in the case study is discussed in section 5. 

Step 1B. Development of scenario space.  The scenario space is constructed from independent external factors 

that govern a certain potential structural or operational evolution of a subsystem within the considered energy 

system. Each external factor has various values that represent a different evolution of the energy subsystem. A 

unique combination of values for the external factors yields a scenario.  

Two classes of external factors (uncertainties) are defined to represent the deep uncertainty for investment 

planning of integrated energy infrastructure. The first class comprises uncertainties with respect to structural 

change of the energy system. Structural change relates to a change of the installed base of conversion assets 

in the considered geographical area or to changing trends in energy exchange between the geographical area 

and its surroundings. For example, the growth of offshore wind landing capacity in the considered geographical 

area over the next 30 years might be defined as an external factor. Values for this external parameter refer to 
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different growth scenarios. Growth scenarios for hydrogen transit demand, technology changes at industrial 

sites, and growth scenarios for the integration of new production plants are other examples of defined external 

factors in the case study. The second class of uncertainties relates to the uncertainty about how the future 

energy system might be operated. The merit order for power generation assets is an example of this kind of 

uncertainty. Different merit orders lead to different operations of individual power generation assets inside the 

geographical area and thus to different operations characteristics of the energy system. 

A stakeholder dialogue to gather information about future visions of energy system evolution is part of the 

design process of the scenario space. Since the method is based on the exploration of many scenarios, relevant 

scenarios for stakeholders can be incorporated into the scenario space. 

 

3.2. Selection of socially desirable “storylines” 

After the development of the scenario space and a coherent energy system model, process steps are executed 

that lead to the selection of socially desirable “storylines”. Below these steps are elaborated on. 

2A. Exploration of overload development of current investment path in many scenarios. The first step for 

getting insight into social desirable “storylines” about energy system evolution pathways is to explore the 

overload patterns for the considered energy infrastructure that arise during the planning horizon in many 

scenarios of energy system development in case the current investment path is executed. To this end, many 

scenarios are selected from the scenario space. This is done via Latin Hypercube Sampling that produces a 

sample of the scenario space that reflects the true underlying distribution and it tends to require much smaller 

sample sizes than simple random sampling [20]. Simulation of the system development for the current 

investment path of energy infrastructure in the set of selected scenarios yield overload patterns over time for 

the considered energy infrastructure. These overload patterns serve as basis data for the next step. 

2B. Examination of dominant scenario developments for energy infrastructure planning over time. 

Identification of the external factors in scenarios that have the most prominent impact on the evolution of 

overload magnitudes of the considered energy infrastructure is the aim of this step. This set of external factors, 

which is a subset of the set of external factors the scenario space was constructed from, is used to build 

storylines of scenarios. A storyline represents a potential main direction of the evolution of the energy system 

that impacts the overload pattern of energy infrastructure in a significant way. It comprises a set of scenarios 

with similar characteristics. Subsequently, per storyline, the overload evolution of the energy networks and 

individual infrastructure elements can be shown. This information serves to support the stakeholder dialogue 

in step 2C. For the identification of drivers of overload patterns the Patient Rule Induction Method (PRIM) is 

used on the dataset that is obtained from step 2A.  

(see section 6 for more details on PRIM). 

Step 2C. Social dialogue for determination of socially desirable storylines. Informed by the storyline – overload 

relations yielded from step 2B, in step 2C a social dialogue is conducted aimed at the determination of the long-

term ambition for the energy system evolution. In this step the cost and benefits of storylines for scenarios are 

evaluated. A storyline represents potential social benefits. For example, the growth of synthetic fuel production 

capacity in an industrial cluster, that might be part of a storyline, has social benefits due to resulting 
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employment in that area. On the other hand, facilitation of this storyline incurs social costs in the form of 

required investments in energy infrastructure and the potential impact on land use for energy infrastructure 

expansion. These costs are expressed via metrics that indicate the impact of infrastructure on long-term energy 

system evolution pathways (see section 5). Based on the cost – benefit evaluation of storylines a decision can 

be made about the long-term ambition for the energy system evolution. This decision potentially restricts the 

uncertainty for energy infrastructure investment planning by consciously excluding potential storylines that in 

the long-term should be facilitated by the energy infrastructure. In step 2C, it should be strived for that all 

relevant stakeholders are involved in the decision-making process on determining the long-term energy system 

ambition. 

 

3.3. Development of strategic direction for a robust, adaptive 

investment path 

Step 3A. Selection of scenarios for the selection of candidate investment paths. A selected set of scenarios from 

the scenario space that is used for the identification of candidate investment paths, is the aim of this step. Two 

important inputs for this selection are necessary. First, the information about which storylines are socially 

desirable, resulting from step 2C, is an input. Only socially desirable storylines should be taken into account for 

investment planning of energy infrastructure. Secondly, a consideration of likelihood of storylines that become 

reality in the future is valuable. Based on these inputs, a selection of scenarios is made from the scenario space 

that serves as a representation of the deep uncertainty that investment plans for energy infrastructure should 

cope with. The selected set of scenarios is used in step 3B of the Gridmaster method. 

Step 3B. Selection of promising candidate investment paths. The objective of this step is to select the most 

promising investment paths (so-called candidate investment paths) from the developed set of initial investment 

paths (developed in step 1A4). Based on a comparison of the computed robustness metrics for the investment 

paths a trade-off decision is made between the robustness performance to facilitate scenarios across a broad 

range of scenarios and other performance indicators like investment costs. A selected candidate investment 

path serves as a good starting point for the development of a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive 

investment path for energy infrastructure.  

Step 3C. Selection of scenarios for stress testing of candidate investment paths. In this step the set of scenarios 

is selected from the scenario space for the stress testing of the candidate investment paths in step 3D. This set 

is based on input about the probability of socially desirable storylines (see also step 3A). 

Step 3D. Stress testing of candidate investment paths. In this step the performance of candidate investment 

paths is evaluated by stress testing. Many scenarios (9,980 in the executed case study within the project), 

sampled from the scenario space, are used to evaluate the robustness performance of a candidate investment 

path. In this evaluation, the percentage of scenarios that can be facilitated by the investment path is 

determined. Additionally, the investment costs of an investment path is determined.  

Step 3E. Identification of drivers of robustness problems for candidate investment paths. Identification of the 

external factors that have the most prominent impact on the evolution of overload conditions for the 

considered energy infrastructure for a candidate investment path is the aim of this step. This set of external 
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factors, which is a subset of the set of external factors the scenario space was constructed from, is used to build 

storylines of scenarios. This step is similar to step 2B. In contrast to stress testing of the current investment 

path, candidate investment paths are stress tested in a set of scenarios that differs from the set of scenarios 

that is used in step 2B. The resulting storyline-overload relations serve as information for the development of 

a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment path (obtained by the conduction of the subsequent 

process steps).  

Step 3F. Improvement of investment path: add robust and adaptive investments. In this step, candidate 

investment paths are improved by iterative stress testing. The developed storyline – overload relations, created 

in step 3E, serve as input for the expert design process to find potential solutions for future overload conditions. 

Potential solutions for improvement of the investment path comprise both robust investments and adaptive 

investments. Robust investments are planned to improve the short-term robustness of the investment path. 

These investments are chosen in such a way that the utilization of these assets is acceptable across a broad 

range of storylines. On the other hand, adaptive investments are effective in case specific storylines emerge. 

Trigger conditions should be defined to timely initiate a certain package of adaptive investments.  

The identified promising improvements of the investment path are subsequently integrated in the original 

investment path. Hereafter, these upgraded investment paths are stress tested across a broad range of 

scenarios. Evaluation of the stress test results yields robustness performances of the alternative investment 

paths.  

Step 3G. Trade-off decision-making on the strategic direction for a robust, adaptive integrated investment path. 

In a sensemaking process the created investment paths are compared and the most effective investment path 

is chosen. Although the decision-making responsibility for investment planning of individual networks lies at 

the individual grid operator, in an ideal situation, the decision-making by the individual grid operators is aligned 

in order to obtain a coordinated strategic direction for a robust, adaptive integrated investment path.  

In case the robustness performance of the most effective investment path is considered unsatisfactory, this 

investment path is stress tested again (iteration loop that starts at step 3C). This stress test and trade-off 

decision-making loop is continued until a satisfactory robustness performance is obtained. The resulting 

investment path gives a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive integrated investment path. This serves as the 

starting point for the development of a detailed robust, adaptive investment plan for an individual energy 

network that is part of the considered integrated energy infrastructure. The development of this plan is 

conducted by the individual grid operator. 

 

3.4. Monitoring the development of the energy system for adaptation 

After the decision on the strategic direction for a robust, adaptive integrated investment path, it is necessary 

to monitor the energy system evolution (step 4 in figure 5). This monitoring can trigger a new initiation of the 

execution of the Gridmaster method. A reason for this new initiation is a significant alteration of the real 

uncertainties about the energy system evolution. This can be, for example, caused by decisions that lead to 

path dependencies in the energy system evolution under consideration. For example, for the HIC Rotterdam, a 
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final decision on Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS), will lead to such a situation. Such a decision will block 

certain storylines on energy system evolution that are currently still plausible. 
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4.Case study description 

In the case study, the developed Gridmaster method has been partially tested and developed. Not all process 

steps have been tested due to scope limitations of the project. Table 2 provides an overview of the process 

steps that have been tested in the case study during the project.  

In section 5 the scenario space and linked coherent energy system model, developed in the case study is 

described. Section 6 elaborates on the executed process steps in the case study to select socially desirable 

storylines of energy system evolution pathways. In section 7 several process steps for the development of a 

strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment path, tested in the case study are highlighted. 

 

Table 2: overview of tested process steps of the Gridmaster method in the case study 

Process step Description of scope of tested process step in case 

study 

1A. Description coherence of energy system by 

multi-model 

All networks included in the energy system multi-model 

1B. Development of scenario space Scenario space linked to all networks 

2A. Exploration overload development current 

investment path in many scenarios 

All networks included, MIEK investment path used as 

current investment path 

2B. Examination of dominant scenario 

developments for overload evolution over time 

Executed for the 380 kV- and H2-networks 

2C. Decision-making on socially desirable storylines Not executed 

3A., 3B. Selection of promising candidate 

investment paths 

Not executed 

3C., 3D., 3E. Stress testing candidate investment 

path including identification of scenario drivers for 

robustness problems of this investment path 

- Executed for the 380 kV, H2- and MV-network 

 

3F. Improvement of candidate investment path - Analysis executed for the MV-network 

- Explorative analysis executed for the 380 kV- and H2-

network 

3G. Trade-off decision-making on strategic direction 

for robust, adaptive investment path 

Not executed 

4.  Monitoring of energy system development for 

adaptation 

Not executed 
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5.Development of scenario space and coherent energy 

system model 
5.1 Scenario space design (X) 

5.1.1 Objective 

The objective of the design of a scenario space is threefold. First, it should enable the exploration of overload 

development for the considered energy infrastructure of the current investment path. This provides necessary 

data for the creation of insight into the impact of energy infrastructure on various potential storylines for the 

long-term evolution of the energy system. Secondly, the scenario space should enable the stress testing of an 

investment path across a broad range of scenarios. In the third place, the design should be capable to include 

scenarios that have been put forward by stakeholders of the grid operators. This is required for coordinated 

decision-making on socially desirable storylines and for social support of the to be developed strategic direction 

for a robust, adaptive investment path for energy infrastructure. 

Scenarios that are part of the scenario space represent a possible evolution of the energy system in the period 

from 2022 – 2050 that is relevant for long-term investment planning of the energy infrastructure. By 

application of a sampling method sets of scenarios can be generated from the scenario space that represent 

the uncertainty the planning of energy infrastructure should deal with. The sampling method is the way how 

scenarios are selected from the scenario space.  

 

5.1.2 General starting points 

In the development of the scenario space the following general starting points have been used as a guidance: 

1. The scenario space should include diverse plausible scenarios that individually show a certain energy 

system evolution over the planning horizon. Every scenario within the scenario space starts with the current 

energy system situation and has a unique evolution of the energy system over time. 

2. The scenario space is constructed from external factors. An external factor represents an uncertainty 

parameter affecting the evolution of the considered energy system. A value for this external factor drives 

a particular evolution of a part of the considered energy system.    

3. The values for external factors should be independently combinable4.  

4. A single scenario is generated by the selection of a single value for all external factors the scenario space is 

built from. 

5. Relatively few values for a single external factor should be used to prevent that an unnecessary large 

scenario set is required for the analysis about the drivers for the performance of an investment path. The 

larger the necessary size of this scenario set, the more simulation runs should be carried out resulting in 

higher computational costs and lead times. 

 

 

4 Dependent developments in scenarios have been taken into account by 1) describing of interdependent 
scenario developments over time via a single value of an external factor or by 2) simulation of the system 
emergence over time via rules (e.g. the dependency of new  technology integration on the available free spatial 
area or the chain reaction rules for the closure of the chlorine cluster in case a certain threshold for minimum 
chlorine demand is reached). 
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5.1.3 Scenario space foundations for case study 

In this paragraph the main features of the developed scenario space for the case study have been described. 

More details about the developed scenario space can be found in appendix B.  

 

Classes of uncertainty 

In the case study two classes of uncertainties are defined to represent the deep uncertainty for investment 

planning of integrated energy infrastructure. The first class comprises uncertainties with respect to structural 

change of the energy system. Structural change relates to a change of the installed base of conversion assets 

in the industrial cluster or to changing trends in energy exchange between the industrial cluster and its 

surroundings. For example, the growth of offshore wind landing capacity over the next 30 years is defined as 

an external factor. Values for this external parameter refer to different growth scenarios. Growth scenarios for 

hydrogen transit demand and technology changes at oil refinery sites are other examples of defined external 

factors in the case study. The second class of uncertainties relates to the uncertainty about how the future 

energy system might be operated. The merit order for power generation assets is an example of this kind of 

uncertainty. Different merit orders lead to different operations of individual power generation assets inside the 

industrial cluster and thus to different operations characteristics of the energy system. 

Division into subsystems and location of conversion assets 

The energy system of the HIC Rotterdam can be divided into various subsystems. A subsystem comprises a 

group of energy conversion assets for which it is assumed that structural change is driven by similar factors. In 

addition, a specific energy supply or demand development can also be regarded as a subsystem within the 

energy system of the HIC Rotterdam. For example, a potential phasing out of oil refineries, a certain class of 

conversion assets, will be amongst others dependent on global oil market developments. Furthermore, the 

potential implementation of a central system as CCS will lead to CO2 sequestration of several oil refinery plants 

in the HIC Rotterdam. Therefore, the oil refinery sites are considered as a subsystem within the scenario space 

of the HIC Rotterdam. The H2 demand to the hinterland is another example of a subsystem that is part of the 

energy system of the HIC Rotterdam. 

Per subsystem, potential structural change pathways of the considered subsystem have been envisioned. The 

choice of subsystems has been done in such a way that the potential structural change in a particular subsystem 

is independent of the potential structural change in the other subsystems. As a result, a scenario for structural 

change of the whole HIC Rotterdam energy system over the planning horizon can be composed of the scenarios 

for structural change for its defined subsystems.  

Apart from the subsystems that are subject to structural change during the planning horizon, the Dutch 

electricity market is also a subsystem that is affecting the energy system of the HIC Rotterdam. The electricity 

market conditions drive the operation of certain conversion assets like hybrid boilers or (repowered) fossil 

methane power plants during a reference year of a scenario. As a consequence, the electricity exchange 

between the HIC Rotterdam and its surroundings is affected  by the electricity market.  

Table 3 shows the chosen subsystems the energy system of the HIC Rotterdam has been divided into (see 

appendix C for more details about the motivation thereof). 
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For the modeling of a relevant scenario space for investment planning of energy infrastructure, the geographic 

location of energy conversion assets and locations for the energy exchange between the HIC Rotterdam and its 

surroundings is relevant. Therefore, geographic sites have been defined at which conversion assets can be 

located or at which energy carrier exchange between the HIC Rotterdam and its surroundings can take place.  

Conversion assets that are currently part of the same subsystem might be physically located in different 

geographic areas within the HIC. Figure 8 shows the allocation of the current sites within the HIC Rotterdam to 

the defined subsystems.  

An assumption in the developed scenario space is that the area of a site remains constant during the planning 

horizon within and across scenarios. This is relevant since in the scenario space model, the integration of new 

production technologies at sites is restricted by the available space for the installation of these technologies. 

An exception is the Maasvlakte 2 area that will become available for non-oil based hydrocarbon fuel and 

chemical feedstock production. The available area during the planning horizon for this site is taken as 

uncertainty. As a consequence, across scenarios the available area for Maasvlakte 2 for the growth of non-oil 

based hydrocarbon fuel and chemical feedstock plants will vary. 

 

Land use policy 

Another important assumption in the designed scenario space is that the sites remain part of the same 

subsystem during the considered planning horizon. This means, for example, that a current oil refinery site 

remains part of the subsystem ‘oil based and non-oil based hydrocarbon production and (repowered) coal fired 

power plants’ in all scenarios. At this site, only structural changes are possible that are related to the uncertainty 

that is considered for the subsystem it is part of. A potential shift in site allocation to another subsystem is 

excluded in the current set up of the scenario space design. This means, for example, that it is assumed that it 

is impossible that in the future part of a current oil refinery site will be used to install onshore wind or onshore 

solar PV production capacity.  

Furthermore, in the designed scenario space, no options have been implemented that restrict growth of certain 

new technologies at certain geographic locations in the HIC Rotterdam. For example, a potential land use policy 

that restricts the integration of water electrolysis capacity at the east side of the HIC Rotterdam is not 

implemented in the current scenario space. Since the location of capacity growth of conversion assets is 

relevant for the required transport capacity, the applied land use policy that influences the growth of certain 

conversion asset types across the geographical area is a relevant factor to be taken into account for the 

investment planning of energy infrastructure.  
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Table 3: defined subsystems within the modelled energy system of the HIC Rotterdam 

Subsystem Sites that are part of the subsystem 

1. Oil based and non-oil based hydrocarbon production 

and (repowered) coal fired power plants  

1. Current oil refinery sites 

2. Current central Steam Methane Reforming (SMR) sites (H2 production for supply to oil refineries) 

3. Current coal fired power plant sites 

4. Maasvlakte 2 area that is allocated for non-oil based hydrocarbon production plants 

2. Chlorine based chemical cluster, other industrial sites 

and (repowered) methane based utility production 

sites 

5. Current chlorine based chemical cluster 

6. Current industrial sites that are not part of the chlorine based chemical cluster and subsystem 1 

7. Current central methane fired power plant sites and central methane fired cogeneration plant sites 

3. Nuclear power plant 
8. Envisioned site at Maasvlakte 2 

4. Onshore wind production 
9. Various sites across the HIC Rotterdam 

5. Onshore solar PV production 
10. Various sites across the HIC Rotterdam 

6. Offshore wind landing capacity 
11. Assumed is that the installed wind land capacity is connected to a specific 380 kV station 

7. Built environment 
12. Current peakshaver site (emergency supply of methane for the built environment in cold weather conditions 

13. Current site location where methane is extracted from the main methane backbone across the HIC Rotterdam for fulfilling the fossil 

methane demand for the built environment 

8. Elecrical charging of ships & shorepower 
14. (Potential) sites for the electrical charging of ships and / or electrical supply during a ships stay at the quay.  

9. H2 demand hinterland 
15. Site located at the east side of the HIC Rotterdam 

10. Dutch electricity market  
16. Sites affected by the modelled Dutch electricity market situation: 

o Sites with a (repowered) coal fired power plant 

o Sites that are part of the chlorine based value chain comprising (H2) hybrid boilers and, or furnaces 

o Sites that are part of the group ‘industrial other’ comprising (H2) hybrid boilers and, or furnaces 

o Sites with (repowered) fossil methane fired power plants or cogeneration units 

o Site with a potential nuclear power generation plant 

o Sites with onshore wind production 

o Sites with onshore solar PV production 

o Site with offshore landing capacity  
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Figure 8: allocation of considered sites to the defined energy subsystems
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5.1.4 Developed scenario space case study 

Current situation 

The current situation is the starting point of every scenario that is part of the scenario space. Per site, the current 

energy system situation has been described using open source data and estimates. An oil refinery or other 

industrial site  comprises various conversion assets and is connected to the energy infrastructure for exchange 

of energy carriers. The currently present power generation and cogeneration sites comprise conversion assets 

for the generation of electricity and steam (in case of cogeneration). These sites are also connected to the 

energy infrastructure. Also the sites via which energy carrier exchange between the HIC Rotterdam and its 

surroundings takes place are described. In appendix D the description of the current energy system is 

highlighted in more detail. 

 

Overview scenario space 

Figure 9 shows the developed scenario space for the case study. In total 29 external factors have been defined. 

Each factor comprises two to eight values, which when combined, in this case leads to 1019 plausible scenarios 

for energy system evolution from now till 2050. In a reference year within a scenario, a particular set of 

conversion assets is present in the industrial cluster. Furthermore, a particular energy exchange situation 

between the cluster and its surroundings exists. Finally, the settings for particular operational characteristics 

are part of a scenario. Every scenario exhibits a specific evolution of transport capacity requirements for 

electricity, hydrogen and methane over the planning horizon.  

Structural change 

27 external factors govern the potential structural change of the energy system over time (factors marked with 

a color in figure 9). Factors that are marked with the same color impact structural change of the same energy 

subsystem. Below, per subsystem, the external factors will be briefly discussed. In this discussion, figure 9 can 

be used for reference.  

Subsystem 1. Oil based and non-oil based hydrocarbon production and (repowered) coal fired power plants 

External factor 0 describes various plausible scenarios for structural change across the planning horizon for the 

evolution of fossil oil refining conversion assets at the existing Shell, BP and Exxon sites and for structural 

change options for the current coal fired power plants. Structural change of the currently installed SMRs that 

are not part of these oil refinery sites, is also part of the scenarios described by external factor 0.  

In the future, part of the CO2 emission sources from the current oil refineries and related SMRs might be 

captured for permanent storage (CCS). Moreover, a new Auto Thermal Reformer plant (ATR), producing blue 

hydrogen based on refinery gasses from oil refineries might become operational in case a H-vision project is 

realized [21].  

The future repowering options for the current coal fired power plants are dependent whether or not H-vision 

will be implemented. In case a H-vision project is realized, the produced blue H2 will be used to partly replace 

refinery gases as a source for high temperature heat production at refinery sites. Furthermore, a part of this 

blue H2 will be used as feedstock for repowered coal power plants that will be partly fired by blue H2 (H-vision 
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Figure 9: developed scenario space in the case study 
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option modeling is based on [21]). Due to the fact that H-vision leads to structural change at both the affected 

oil refinery sites and the current coal power plant sites, the structural change options for these sites have been 

described with a single external factor.    

It is assumed that the current oil refineries Gunvor and VPR will not be connected to the CCS-system in case this 

system will emerge. Furthermore, based on report [22] it is assumed that the capacity for oil refining conversion 

assets at these sites will be reduced earlier in time compared to the other oil refineries in the HIC Rotterdam. 

For these reasons, external factors 2a and 3 have been defined apart from external factor 0. These factors 

describe scenarios for the potential capacity reduction evolution of oil refinery capacities at the Gunvor and 

VPR site, respectively.  

By CCS implementation, the competitive edge of oil refineries and associated SMRs increases compared to a 

situation in which no CCS is applied. Therefore, in the scenario space a relation has been made between the 

implementation of CCS at sites and the options for capacity reduction of fossil energy based conversion assets 

that are located at these sites: in case CCS is applied, it is assumed that the oil refineries and methane based H2 

production plants connected to this system will remain longer in operation compared to the alternative 

scenarios in which no CCS is applied. 

At sites within subsystem 1, new non-oil based hydrocarbon fed conversion assets might be integrated in the 

future for the production of fuel and chemical feedstock. Site integration of those assets is among others 

dependent on the available free space at sites that are part of this subsystem. Implementation of CCS might 

have an impact on the capacity of future installed non-oil based hydrocarbon production plants in the HIC 

Rotterdam since CCS will probably lead to the longer presence of oil refineries leading to less free spatial area 

to install new conversion assets for non-oil based hydrocarbon fuel and chemical feedstock production. 

A part of the Maasvlakte 2 area will also be available for the future integration of non-oil based hydrocarbon 

production plants. It is, however, uncertain which part of this area will be available for integration of those 

plants. To take this uncertainty into account an external factor has been defined that describes various scenarios 

for the availability of spatial area at the Maasvlakte 2 site to accommodate non-oil based conversion assets for 

the production of hydrocarbon fuels and chemical feedstock (external factor 4).  

In the scenario space it is assumed that integration of new conversion assets for the production of non-oil-

based fuel and / or chemical feedstock in the HIC Rotterdam can only take place at sites that are part of 

subsystem 1. In case sufficient spatial area is available at those sites new technologies might be integrated. 

To vary the implementation of new technologies across scenarios two groups of external factors have been 

defined in the case study: 

1. External factors for growth scenarios of specific new technologies in different configurations across the 

HIC Rotterdam 

2. External factors that govern the site locations at which these technologies are implemented  

 

External factors for growth scenarios of specific new technologies 

For all considered potential new technologies a specific external factor has been defined that comprises 

different growth scenarios of conversion asset capacity for several technology configurations across the HIC 

(external factors 5 - 9). By selection of a value for such an external factor, a specific growth scenario over the 

planning horizon for the implementation of a certain group of conversion assets is selected. Table 4 depicts the 
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considered new technologies for non-oil based hydrocarbon fuel and chemical production within the scenario 

space. 

For example, external factor 6 represents the potential uncertainty about the growth of synthetic fuel 

production capacity in the HIC Rotterdam across the planning horizon. In scenarios in which value a is selected 

for this factor, a no growth scenario for synthetic fuel production is part of the overall scenario for the HIC 

Rotterdam. In contrast, selection of value b leads to a medium growth scenario for synthetic fuel production 

plants with configuration 1. In case of configuration 1 the required H2 and CO2 for synthetic fuel production 

are produced in HIC Rotterdam with dedicated H2O electrolysis plants and Direct Air Capture (DAC) units, 

respectively. On the other hand, selection of value e for external factor 6 leads to a maximum growth scenario 

for synthetic fuel production capacity with configuration 3. Technology configuration 3 is a configuration in 

which the required H2 and CO2 is imported from outside the HIC Rotterdam. The used technology configurations 

are modeled as ‘Lego bricks’ with a specific capacity and associated spatial footprint. Figure 10 shows the used 

Lego bricks for synthetic fuel production technologies that are used in the scenario space. Table 5 specifies the 

growth scenarios that correspond to the different values of external factor 6. In a similar way, the growth 

scenarios for the other new technologies have been defined as part of the scenario space.  

External factors that govern the site locations at which these technologies are implemented 

For energy infrastructure planning it is relevant which technologies are implemented at what location in a 

certain reference year of a scenario. Next to the uncertainty about when which technology will be implemented 

in the HIC Rotterdam, it is also uncertain at which geographic location (site) those technologies will be 

implemented.  

To this end two external factors have been defined that govern the geographic integration of new technologies: 

• Factor 49: technology implementation order. A certain value for this factor dictates in what order 

technologies are implemented at sites in a reference year. 

• Factor 50: geographical filling order. A certain value for this factor dictates the way how, geographically 

seen, available site area in the HIC Rotterdam is filled with new conversion assets.    

The combination of selected values for these external factors leads to the selection of a specific algorithm that 

governs the integration of new technologies across the sites where those technologies can be integrated in the 

reference years of a scenario (see appendix B for details).  

Subsystem 2. Chlorine based chemical cluster, other industrial sites and (repowered) methane based utility 

production sites 

External factors 10-13, 15, 16a and 51 govern the scenario generation on structural change of the sites that 

are part of the current chlorine based value chain. In the HIC Rotterdam a chlorine cluster is present (see figure 

11). This cluster comprises a chlorine production plant and various sites that comprise chlorine demanding 

processes. Due to legislation chlorine may only be produced for captive or local use. This means that it is not 

allowed to transport chlorine over great distances. The current chlorine dependent processes are thus directly 

dependent on the availability of the chlorine production plant in the HIC Rotterdam. As a result, in case, in the 

future, this chlorine production plant would close, the production processes that use chlorine as a feedstock 

will have to be closed too.  
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Table 4: considered potential new technologies for the production of non-oil based fuel and chemical feedstock in the case study 

Technology Description External factor governing the 

technology growth scenario  

Green gas based naphtha 

production technology  

Green naphtha production technology based on green methane and CO2 feedstock 5 

Synthetic fuel production 

technology 

Synthetic fuel production technology based on a H2 and CO2 feedstock (with varying 

combinations of green H2 production in HIC Rotterdam / H2 import and CO2 production 

via Direct Air Capture units in HIC Rotterdam / CO2 import) 

6 

Synthetic methanol based olefins 

production technology 

Synthetic methanol based olefins production technology based on a H2 and CO2 

feedstock (with varying combinations of green H2 production in HIC Rotterdam / H2 

import and CO2 production via Direct Air Capture units in HIC Rotterdam / CO2 import) 

7 

Biogasification based olefins 

production technology 

Biogasification based olefins production technology based on a biomass feedstock 8 

Plastic waste gasification based 

olefins production technology 

Plastic waste gasification based olefins production technology based on a plastic 

waste and H2 feedstock (with green H2 production in HIC Rotterdam or H2 import)  

9 
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Figure 10: Technology ‘Lego bricks’ that are used to express the various options for synthetic fuel production 

technology configurations that have been taken into account in the developed scenario space 
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Table 5: specification of growth scenarios for synthetic fuel production capacity governed by external factor 6. 

‘3synfuel1’ means that 3 Lego bricks of technology configuration synfuel1 are installed in that specific 

reference year (see figure 10). 12 synfuel3 means that 12 Lego bricks of technology configuration 3 are 

installed. The meaning of the other texts in the cells is analogous to the explained meaning for ‘3synfuel1’ and 

‘12synfuel3.’ 

                                         Reference year 

Value external factor 6 

2035 2040 2045 2050 

a. No synfuel growth scenario - - - - 

b. Med. synfuel config1 growth scenario - 3synfuel1 3synfuel1 - 

c. Max synfuel config1 growth scenario 3synfuel1 4synfuel1 7synfuel1 - 

d. Med synfuel config2 growth scenario - 6synfuel2 12synfuel2 - 

e. Max synfuel config2 growth scenario 6synfuel2 12synfuel2 18synfuel2 6synfuel2 

f. Med synfuel config3 growth scenario - 12synfuel3 12synfuel3 - 

g. Max synfuel config3 growth 12synfuel3 12synfuel3 18synfuel3 6synfuel3 

 

  

 

Figure 11: representation of the current chlorine cluster in the HIC Rotterdam 
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In the scenario space design, this site cluster interdependency has been taken into account. The potential 

capacity evolution of chlorine demand sites have been defined as external factor. Per external factor various 

values represent various capacity reduction scenarios of such a site (no capacity reduction or in a single case 

capacity growth is also an option). The selection of values for these factors leads in a scenario to a certain 

capacity evolution of these sites in the course of time. As, in a given reference year, the total chlorine 

consumption drops below a defined threshold value, it is assumed that the chlorine production plant cannot 

operate economically. As a consequence, this plant is assumed to close and the remaining chlorine demand 

sites will also have to close due to the chlorine dependency. In this way, the potential chain reaction between 

the interdependent sites of the chlorine cluster is modeled within the design of the scenario space. 

At the sites of the chlorine cluster, it is assumed that H2O electrolysis plants can be installed in the future. These 

plants produce H2 for H2-demanding processes at other sites in the HIC Rotterdam or for supply to the 

hinterland. External factor 15 governs the growth of these H2O electrolysis capacity at the considered sites. 

Depending on the selected value for this factor, a percentage of the available free spatial area will be filled with 

H2O electrolysis ‘Lego bricks’ (see figure 12). 

 

 

Figure 12: used ‘Lego brick’ for H2O electrolysis plant integration at sites that are part of the chlorine cluster 

The current processes at sites of the chlorine cluster need steam, high temperature heat and electricity for their 

operation. These utilities are produced with various on site and / or central conversion assets, like boilers, 

furnaces and cogeneration units. Nowadays, fossil methane is mainly used as energy source for these utility 

production assets. In the future, various different technologies can substitute the current fossil methane based 

utility production assets. Next to one technology replacement cycle, it can also be imagined that in the period 

till 2050 more than one technology replacement cycle takes place to fulfill the current functionality of the fossil 

methane fired conversion assets.  

In the scenario space design it is assumed that technologies based on a certain energy carrier are becoming a 

dominant technology due to its price benefits compared to technologies based on other energy carriers. Similar 

to the current dominance of fossil methane fired steam boilers, it is assumed that in the future a likewise 

dominance of hydrogen fired boilers, E-boilers or green gas boilers could occur. Also, it can be imagined that a 

hybrid boiler set up could become market dominant for an intermediate period. In this set up, an E-boiler with 

the same steam production capacity as the current fossil methane fired boiler is added to the steam generation 

park. Depending on the commodity prices for fossil methane and electricity, either the fossil methane boiler or 

the E-boiler is operated in this set up. The last potential replacement technology for the current fossil methane 

fired boilers that is taken into consideration in the design of the scenario space is the H2 hybrid boiler. This 

boiler technology comprises an E-boiler and a H2-boiler. Both individual boilers possess sufficient steam 

production capacity to fulfill the maximum demand of the connected steam consuming assets. Similar to the 

hybrid boiler operation, the H2 hybrid boiler is operated depending on the H2 and electricity commodity prices. 
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In case the H2 price is lower than the electricity price, the H2-boiler is active. Likewise, the E-boiler is active in 

case the electricity price is lower than the H2 price. 

Consequently, in case in a certain reference year of a scenario the replacement of a particular steam boiler 

technology takes place, all installed (former) fossil methane fired steam boilers in the HIC Rotterdam will switch 

towards the new boiler technology. 

Table 6 summarizes the considered potential boiler technologies that could replace the current fossil methane 

boiler technology in the HIC Rotterdam in the course of time. 

Table 6: summary of considered boiler technologies that could replace the current fossil methane boiler 

technology 

Technology Description 

Hybrid boiler The hybrid boiler consists of a fossil methane fired boiler and an E-boiler. The E-boiler 

produces steam based on electricity as a feedstock and has the same steam production 

capacity as the fossil methane fired boiler at a site. The operation of the boiler is based 

on the market situation (outcome of the electricity market model). Operational modes: 

1) 100% fossil methane fired boiler operation; 2) 100% E-boiler operation. 

H2 hybrid boiler The H2 hybrid boiler consists of a H2-boiler and an E-boiler. The H2-boiler produces steam 

based on H2 as a feedstock and has the same steam production capacity as the original 

fossil methane fired boiler that has been replaced. The E-boiler produces steam based on 

electricity as a feedstock and has the same steam production capacity as the H2-boiler. 

The operation of the boiler is based on the market situation (outcome of the electricity 

market model). Operational modes: 1) 100% H2-boiler operation; 2) 100% E-boiler 

operation. 

E-boiler The E-boiler produces steam based on electricity as a feedstock and has the same steam 

production capacity as the original fossil methane fired boiler at a site. 

H2-boiler The H2-boiler produces steam based on H2 as a feedstock and has the same steam 

production capacity as the original fossil methane fired boiler at a site. 

Green gas boiler The green gas boiler produces steam based on green gas as a feedstock and has the same 

steam production capacity as the original fossil methane fired boiler at a site. 

 

Based on rules, options for boiler technology replacement paths can be generated. In table 7 the used rules for 

the generation of boiler technology replacement paths are shown. Application of these rules leads to 90 

potential boiler technology replacement paths (see figure 13).  

In a similar way, also future technology replacement options for the current fossil methane fired furnaces, 

power generation units and cogeneration units have been defined. Via a cross consistency impact analysis an 

assessment has been made on which boiler, furnace, gas fired power generation and cogeneration 

technologies could co-exist in the future (see table 8 for illustration of the cross consistency impact analysis).  
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Table 7: applied rules for the generation of boiler technology replacement paths 

Technology 
building block  

Condition for implementation in boiler technology 
replacement path 

Possible timing of introduction 
of building block [reference 
year] 

Hybrid boiler Implementation only possible in case last technology 
building block is 'fossil fired boiler' (situation in 2022). 

2025, 2030, 2035 

H2 hybrid boiler Implementation only possible in case last boiler 
technology change > 5 year ago AND current 
technology is hybrid boiler. 

From 2030 onwards 

E-boiler Implementation only possible in case last boiler 
technology change > 5 year ago AND current 
technology is not 'H2-boiler'. 

From 2025 onwards 

H2-boiler Implementation only possible in case last boiler 
technology change > 5 year ago AND current 
technology is not 'E-boiler'. 

From 2025 onwards 

Green gas boiler Implementation only possible in case last boiler 
technology change > 5 year ago AND current 
technology is not 'H2 hybrid boiler', 'E-boiler' OR 'H2-
boiler'. 

From 2025 onwards 

 

 

Figure 13: illustration of a part of the possible set of boiler technology replacement paths  
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Table 8: used cross consistency impact matrix that identifies which replacement technologies for fossil 

methane furnaces are assumed to possibly co-exist with a specific boiler technology. A cross in a cell of the 

table indicates that the particular furnace technology can co-exist with the particular boiler technology 

Replacement       option for 

fossil methane    furnace → 

Replacement option for 

fossil methane boiler ↓ 

E-furnace H2-furnace Green gas 

furnace 

Hybrid furnace H2 hybrid 

furnace 

E-boiler X     

H2-boiler  X    

Green gas boiler   X   

Hybrid boiler    X  

H2 hybrid boiler     X 

 

A utility replacement pathway in a scenario is generated by first selecting a specific boiler technology 

replacement path. In this pathway one or more boiler technology replacements take place in the course of the 

planning horizon within a scenario. Using the results from the cross consistency analysis, subsequently a 

furnace technology, gas fired power generation technology and cogeneration technology5 is selected that 

could co-exist with the boiler technology in a certain period of the scenario. In case of a boiler technology 

change in a reference year of the scenario, assessment of the cross consistency impact analysis reveals whether 

or not the furnace technology, gas fired power generation technology or cogeneration technology should also 

be replaced by another technology. 

In this way, plausible scenario paths for utility production technology replacement have been drafted. From 

the many potential utility production paths, eight paths have been pseudo-randomly selected to represent the 

uncertainty about replacement paths for the current fossil methane based utility production technologies 

(external factor 16 a).   

Selection of value a of external factor 51 will not impact the selected value for external factor 16a. However 

selection of value b forces external factor 16a towards an electrification pathway for utility production 

technologies3. 

External factors 14, 15 and 16a govern the structural change evolution across the planning horizon of sites that 

are part of the group ‘industry other’. Structural change as a result of H2O electrolysis capacity increase is driven 

by external factor 15 in the same way as is described for sites that are part of the chlorine cluster. Furthermore, 

 

5 Validation of scenario generation with values for external factor 16a that should lead to a switch of fossil 
methane fired conversion assets towards H2 fired conversion assets led to the conclusion that this switch option 
was not programmed well (the methane fired conversion assets remained unaltered). Also, the functionality of 
external factor 51 was not implemented correctly. Recommendation for future work is to better validate the 
scenario generation model and improve the model according to the findings.   
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the potential structural change of utility production technologies that supply utilities to these sites is driven by 

external factors 16a and 51 in a similar way as described for the chlorine cluster. Possible scenarios for capacity 

reduction pathways for ‘other industrial sites’ are determined by external factor 14. These scenarios describe 

the potential evolution of the installed capacity for conversion assets at a specific site. A selected value for 

external factor 14 governs the reference year in which sites that are part of the group ‘industry other’ are closed 

(i.e. the year in which the capacity of the current conversion assets inhabiting these sites will be reduced to 

zero). Upon closure of a site, extra available spatial area is created for the potential integration of H2O 

electrolysis capacity at this site. 

 

Subsystem 3. Nuclear power plant 

In the future, potential nuclear power plant capacity can be installed at the Maasvlakte area. External factor 17 

encompasses various scenarios for the growth of this nuclear power plant capacity. 

 

Subsystem 4. Onshore wind production 

Various growth scenarios for onshore wind production are defined via external factor 18. 

 

Subsystem 5. Onshore solar PV production 

Factor 19 determines the growth scenario for onshore PV production that is part of a generated scenario. 

 

Subsystem 6. Offshore wind landing capacity 

Selection of a value for external factor 20 leads to a specific growth scenario for offshore wind landing capacity 

over the planning horizon. 

 

Subsystem 7. Built environment 

A G-gas pipeline that is running parallel to the main methane backbone (HTLH-backbone) in the HIC Rotterdam 

is currently used to transport G-gas towards the residential area as energy source for low temperature heating 

systems. Regular methane demand volumes by the residential area are supplied via a connection line (including 

a blending station) to the HTLH-backbone. In extreme cold weather conditions, additional methane supply via 

the peak shaver takes place. The methane supply to the peak shaver is extracted from the HTLH-backbone.  

In case the residential area switches to a non-methane energy carrier as energy input for their heating systems, 

the G-gas pipeline can be reused for H2 transport within the HIC Rotterdam. However, it is uncertain if the 

current G-gas users of the residential area will switch to a non-methane energy carrier in the future. In case 

they will switch, it is uncertain when this switch will occur. To take this uncertainty into account the external 

factors 24 and 25 have been defined.  
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Subsystem 8. Electrical charging of ships & shorepower 

Various growth scenarios for electrical charging of ships and shorepower over the planning horizon are defined 

by external factor 26. 

 

Subsystem 9. H2 demand hinterland 

Future H2 demand of the hinterland (basically, the rest of the Netherlands and large parts of Northwest Europe) 

can be partly supplied via the HIC Rotterdam. Values for external factor 23 represent different growth scenarios 

for H2 demand of the hinterland that can be supplied via the HIC Rotterdam. 

 

Operational change 

Subsystem 10. Dutch electricity market 

The operation of several conversion assets that are part of the HIC Rotterdam energy system, like gas fired 

power plants, are driven by the electricity market. Furthermore, the electricity exchange between the HIC 

Rotterdam and its surroundings on an hourly basis is affected by the electricity market conditions. To account 

for the impact of the electricity market on the operation of the energy system of the HIC Rotterdam, an 

electricity market model was part of the simulation model. Since, it is uncertain how the electricity market will 

evolve over the planning horizon, the following external factors have been defined that lead to various 

scenarios of electricity market evolution during the planning horizon: 

• External factor 28: ‘Merit order’. In scenarios various electricity generation assets can be simultaneously 

present within HIC Rotterdam in a reference year of a scenario. These electricity generation assets are 

assumed to be part of the Dutch electricity market. However, the merit order of different electricity 

conversion assets in the future is unknown due to uncertain developments in commodity prices of 

feedstocks for these conversion assets. Therefore, the merit order has been defined as external factor. A 

value for this factor refers to a certain merit order of electricity generation conversion assets. 

• External factor 34: ‘scenario rest of NL’. The electricity market model of the Netherlands is modelled with 

the Energy Transition Model of Quintel. For a certain merit order, the electricity price is computed based 

on an assumed electricity demand and supply for the Netherlands. Due to the unknown relation between 

scenarios of structural change in the HIC Rotterdam and scenario developments in the rest of the 

Netherlands, the external factor ‘scenario rest of NL’ has been introduced. Values for this factor refer to 

different scenarios of structural change in the rest of the Netherlands affecting the electricity market 

dynamics. 

 

Stakeholder dialogue 

A stakeholder dialogue to gather information about future visions of the energy system evolution is part of the 

design process of the scenario space. Since the method is capable of exploring many scenarios, relevant 

scenarios for stakeholders can be incorporated into the scenario space. In the project, such a stakeholder 

dialogue has been executed.  

The next ideas from the stakeholder dialogue have been used to enrich the preliminary design of the scenario 

space: 
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• The preliminary design of the scenario space has been adjusted to ensure that the only alternative for 

refinery gas and / or petcokes fired conversion assets are conversion assets that are fed by blue H2.  

• Next to the H-vision scenarios described in [21], the replacement of refinery gas / petcokes fired boilers by 

blue H2 boilers is considered to be plausible. Therefore, this potential development has been incorporated 

in the developed scenario space. 

• The potential development of central nuclear power plant capacity at Maasvlakte was added to the 

preliminary design of the scenario space. 

Next to the ideas that have been incorporated in the developed scenario space, various other ideas about the 

potential evolution of the energy system could not be included in the scenario space due to scope limitations 

within the project. However, these ideas can be used to extend the relevant scenario space of the HIC Rotterdam 

in future work. These ideas have been summarized in a superstructure of the (potential) energy system of the 

HIC Rotterdam (see appendix E). 

 

5.2 Investment paths (L) 

The modeled energy infrastructure is composed of the following networks: 

1. 380 kV-network 

2. 150 kV-network 

3. Medium Voltage-network (MV-network) 

4. H2-network 

5. HTLH-network (methane-network) 

6. ODO-network (methane-network) 

7. NODO-network (methane-network) 

The individual networks are composed of nodes and links. The nodes are connected to each other via the links. 

Nodes and links are representations of energy infrastructure elements from which the energy infrastructure is 

constructed. 

In workshops with grid strategists of the network companies, energy infrastructure investment paths for the 

individual networks have been defined. An investment path comprises investments across the planning horizon 

for a network. To facilitate the thought process for the creation of various options for investment paths an 

initial set of four scenarios have been used. This small set of scenarios was useful for the imagination of 

investment paths that potentially could be a good starting point for a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive 

integrated investment path.  

Table 9 highlights the type of investment paths that have been created for the individual networks. For the 380 

kV- and 150 kV-networks integrated investment paths have been designed that comprise investment packages 

in the various reference years across the planning horizon. Likewise, various investment paths for H2-

infrastructure have been developed. For the MV-network, various investment rules served as investment path. 

Given a specific rule and scenario developments in a reference year, the investments in these networks will be 

executed during a simulation run. For the methane networks (HTLH, ODO, NODO) it was assumed that no 

investments were needed due to the considered general trend of declining methane transport capacity demand 

futures. A potential function change of the existing G-gas backbone, from the current function to transport 

methane towards a new function to transport H2, was part of some of the developed investment paths. 
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For the finalization of the set of initial integrated investment paths, in a workshop with grid strategists from 

the various network companies, an assessment was made on the compatibility of the investment paths for the 

individual networks.  

The developed set of initial investment paths is confidential. This set of initial investment paths can serve as 

input for the execution of step 3B of the Gridmaster method: the selection of promising candidate investment 

paths. Due to scope limitations this process step has not been executed during the project.  

The MIEK investment path was part of the developed set of initial investment paths. This investment path, 

which represents the current investment path for the considered energy infrastructure for the HIC Rotterdam 

has been used as investment path for the examination of the added value of Gridmaster method process steps 

2A, 2B, 3D, 3E and 3F. Figure 14 illustrates the structure of the MIEK investment path, which is derived from 

the published investment plans for the High Voltage and hydrogen networks and an assumed investment rule 

for capacity expansion of the MV-network [23, 24].  

 

Table 9: structure of the composed investment paths per individual network 

Network Structure of investment path 

380 kV Realized fixed investment packages in specific reference years over the planning horizon 

150 kV Realized fixed investment packages in specific reference years over the planning horizon 

MV Rule-based investments representing a certain investment philosophy based on the 

rated capacity of connected customer sites to an infrastructure node and a threshold 

value thereof  

H2 Realized fixed investment packages in specific reference years over the planning horizon 

HTLH (methane) No investments over the planning horizon were considered to be necessary 

ODO (methane) No investments over the planning horizon were considered to be necessary 

NODO (methane) No investments over the planning horizon were considered to be necessary 
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Figure 14: Schematic illustration of the structure of the MIEK investment path 

 

5.3 Developed software simulation tool (R) 

5.3.1 Overview of digital toolkit 

Parts of the description of the developed software simulation tool in this section is taken from [5]. 

For the execution of large scale simulations a digital toolkit has been designed in the case study. Figure 15 

provides a high level overview of the functional set up of this toolkit. The toolkit comprises two main tools that 

are interconnected. The first tool is the Exploratory Modeling Workbench. The Exploratory Modeling Workbench 

is an open source library implemented in Python to support the execution of a series of simulations for the 

exploration of the impact of deep uncertainty on the performance of a plan [25]. In the workbench the 

definition of simulations takes place. Hereafter, the simulations are executed by multiple runs of the simulation 

model. The output of the large scale simulation is subsequently analyzed with analytical tools present in the 

workbench. 

The second tool is the multi-model simulation tool. For a specific combination of an investment path and a 

scenario, this tool computes the hourly overload per infrastructure element and the investment cost per year 

for the six reference years of the considered planning horizon. Based on this output the metrics are computed. 

This tool comprises the following interconnected model clusters to enable the required functionality:  

1. Location-specific energy subsystem configuration model cluster 

2. Energy system operations model cluster 

3. Investment and networks evolution model cluster 

4. Load flow model cluster  
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Figure 15: High level overview of the developed digital toolkit for large scale simulations to support the 

creation of a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment path for integrated energy infrastructure 

 

5.3.2 Multi-model simulation tool 

Location-specific energy subsystem configuration model cluster 

This model cluster enables the modeling of site configuration changes over time. A site is a specific spatial area 

within the total geographic area of the considered energy system (HIC Rotterdam for the case study) at which 

energy conversion assets (e.g. an oil refinery, a synthetic fuel plant, or methane fired power plant) can be 

located. Depending on the selected scenario, the configuration of the sites in the geographic area will change 

during the planning horizon. In a scenario, this model provides for the six reference years an image of the 

installed conversion assets (capacity and type) across the sites in the considered geographical area. 

Furthermore, the evolution of energy exchange capacity with the surroundings for the six reference years is 

taken into account. The model restricts the growth of installed energy conversion assets at a site by monitoring 

the available spatial area for new conversion assets at a site during the evolution of a scenario. Every modeled 

site is connected to nodes of the integrated energy infrastructure for energy exchange.  

The functionality of this model cluster can be compared with a Lego base plate at which in a scenario Lego 

buildings located at specific locations change in the course of time. In this analogy, the Lego base plate is 

representing the geographical area of the HIC Rotterdam at which (combined) energy conversion assets like 

synthetic kerosene factories and offshore wind parks can be located. The Lego buildings are built from Lego 

bricks. Here a Lego brick represents a certain energy conversion technology with a specific capacity and spatial 

footprint. At several locations at the border of the Lego baseplate Lego bricks represent connection points for 

energy exchange with the surrounding energy system. Offshore wind landing or H2 demand from the 

hinterland are examples of energy exchange that can be modeled with these kind of Lego bricks.  

To enable the generation of plausible scenarios of structural change the following elements have been defined: 

1. Sites at which ‘conversion technology Lego buildings’ can be built or removed. A site has the following 

attributes: 

a. A geographical location 

b. A spatial area 

c. A type indication that determines which conversion asset technology Lego bricks might be 

integrated 
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d. A start configuration with Lego buildings that represent the current energy subsystem 

e. A connection option to an energy infrastructure node. This connection can be dependent on the 

energy exchange capacity between the site and the energy infrastructure node. 

2. Sites at which energy exchange with the surroundings takes place. A site has the following attributes: 

a. A geographical location 

b. A type indication that determines which energy carrier can be exchanged with the surroundings 

c. A certain capacity for energy flow exchange 

d. A start configuration with a certain energy exchange capacity that is representative for the current 

energy subsystem 

e. A connection option to infrastructure nodes. This connection can be dependent on the energy 

exchange capacity between the site and the infrastructure node. 

3. Conversion technology Lego bricks that represent the smallest energy subsystem that is considered in the 

model. A conversion technology brick has the following attributes: 

a. A capacity 

b. A conversion logic: certain input energy/material flows are converted with a certain efficiency to 

certain output energy/material flows 

c. A spatial footprint 

d. Operations characteristics. E.g. dependent on the electricity market price or given by a fixed hourly 

profile 

4. Rules for building a Lego Building with Lego bricks. Which technologies can co-exist in a certain future? 

Which path dependencies can be assumed? For example, the implementation of CCS at oil refineries creates 

a path dependency. This will probably lead to a longer presence of an oil refinery operation compared to 

an alternative scenario in which no CCS implementation occurs. Which Lego buildings at different sites are 

dependent on the existence of other Lego buildings? For example, chlorine based chemical processes are 

dependent on the existence of the chlorine production plant. In case of a scenario event in which this 

chlorine production plant is assumed to close, the chlorine based chemical processes should also close. The 

impossibility to integrate a conversion technology Lego brick at a site that requires more spatial area than 

is available is implemented as a general rule which has been implemented in the project.  

5. Slack nodes. To balance the energy system on an hourly basis slack nodes have been defined that are used 

to close the energy carrier balance during  a simulation run at an hourly basis. 

Figure 16 depicts the mapping of sites to the external factors of the scenario space. This overview has been 

used to program the location-specific energy subsystem configuration model cluster. 

 

Energy system operations model cluster 

This model cluster governs the operational behavior of modeled energy conversion assets at sites and the 

profiles of energy exchange with the surroundings on an hourly basis in a certain reference year during a 

scenario. One part of this model cluster is a national electricity market model that simulates electricity price 

profiles during a reference year of a scenario using the Energy Transition Model (ETM) of Quintel. The calculated 

electricity price profile serves as an input for the ESSIM-model of TNO in which on an hourly basis per site-

infrastructure node energy flows are calculated using the information from the location-specific energy 

subsystem configuration model cluster. The electricity exchange flow between the HIC Rotterdam and its 

surroundings is calculated with the post processing module. Per reference year in a simulation run, for 8760 

hours per year energy flows (electricity, H2, methane) at the connections between the sites and the 
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infrastructure nodes are calculated. These data are used in the load flow models  for the various energy carriers 

(part of the investment and networks evolution model cluster).  

 

Investment and networks evolution model cluster 

In this model cluster the consequence of investment paths on the evolution of the integrated energy 

infrastructure is modeled. Next to the time-dependent investment packages, the modeled scenario-dependent 

investments are changing the modeled integrated energy infrastructure in a simulated reference year. Based 

on rules, the connection between a site and the electricity networks is defined. For example, in case a certain 

threshold load value is exceeded due to a scenario development, this site is switched from the Medium Voltage 

substation towards a 150 kV- or 380 kV- substation. In an analogues way, a site connection to a 150 kV-node 

can be switched towards a 380 kV-node. The infrastructural consequence of the use of the current G-gas 

pipeline for H2 transport, dependent on certain scenario developments in the built environment, is taken into 

account within this model cluster. 

Per reference year in a simulation run, the energy infrastructure topology and associated installed capacities of 

energy infrastructure elements is computed in this model cluster. This serves as input for the subsequent load 

flow calculations conducted by the load flow model cluster. 

Furthermore, this cluster computes the investment costs per reference year for a certain investment path in a 

certain scenario.  

 

Load flow model cluster 

This model cluster provides per reference year in a simulation run hourly calculated overloads for the energy 

infrastructure elements. To this end, two load flow models have been used. For the H2- and methane networks, 

the MCA LIGHT loadflow module of Gasunie have been deployed. The loadflow computations for the electricity 

networks were conducted by a Python script created by TenneT. 

 

Detailed functional design of the multi-model 

In figure 17, a detailed schematic is shown of the designed multi-model in which the submodels are 

sequentially executed as indicated with their respective number. The produced data of a submodel 

is collected in the cloud storage. Part of this data can be used as input for a simulation with another submodel. 

The simulation is initiated by running submodels 1 and 2 which generate and store all input scenarios (i.e. 

energy system evolution samples) in the cloud. Subsequently, the submodels from 3 to 8 are sequentially 

executed per scenario. Every simulation run starts with an input scenario (i.e. energy system evolution sample) 

and an input investment path (including the energy infrastructure connection to site locations). This input data 

is used by the other submodels which results in the final hourly overload values for energy infrastructure 

elements per reference year. 
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Figure 16: mapping of external factors to site types. The groups of external factors with a same color represent 

a particular energy subsystem that is part of the HIC Rotterdam energy system.  
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5.3.3  Overview of used tools 

In table 10 an overview of the used software tools for design and realization of the digital toolkit is given.  

 

5.3.4 Technical design multi-model simulation tool 

For stress testing of an investment path a large number of scenarios have to be evaluated. This leads to a 

challenge on the scale-up of calculations for achieving acceptable lead times for the simulation phase. The 

technical design of the realized multi-model for the case study, that enables many simulation runs in a 

reasonable time frame, can be found at https://github.com/GridMaster2022. 

 

5.3.5 Open source 

All code used for this project can be found at https://github.com/GridMaster2022. 

The developed scenario space and the largest part of the multi-model simulation tool is publicly available and 

can be used in future work. Some parts of the multi-model and data input are not publicly published due to 

either confidentiality reasons or due to too limited validation of the used model part. For the MCA LIGHT 

loadflow module of Gasunie the following disclaimers are relevant: 

• Gasunie will not provide support with the application of the MCA LIGHT load flow module. 

• The MCA LIGHT load flow module is suitable for research purposes. It is, however, not suitable for detailed 

planning calculations for the gas networks. 

To recreate the fully distributed and integrated cloud solution of the multi-model, certain pre-existing 

knowledge of Amazon Web Services is required to fill in networking and configuration requirements to deploy 

the multi-model to the Cloud. 

https://github.com/GridMaster2022
https://github.com/GridMaster2022
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Figure 17: Detailed overview of the functional design of the developed digital toolkit 
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Table 10: overview of used software tools for the design and realization of the digital toolkit 

Submodel Explanatory description Used software tool Programmer during 

the project 

Model of current energy system ESDL input file containing all assets in the initial configuration of the industrial 

cluster. 

ESSIM Siemens 

Model with rules for placing / removing technology Lego 

bricks at sites 

Python script with ‘mapping functions’ that map the settings of external factors to 

adaptations of the ESDL input file. 

Python IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment) 

Siemens 

Location-specific energy subsystem configuration model Python script with ‘mapping functions’ that map the settings of external factors to 

adaptations of the ESDL input file. 

Python IDE Siemens 

TNO 

Market model electricity Advanced energy system model that is used for determination of energy prices and 

simulation of national energy system. 

Energy Transition Model Quintel 

Model for hourly calculation of energy balances at site – 

infrastructure nodes 

Advanced energy system simulator that is used to determine energy flows within the 

industrial cluster. 

ESSIM TNO 

Post processing model Python script that translates output of energy system simulations to demand/supply 

curves per node in an energy network. 

Python IDE TenneT 

Network evolution model with rules for adaptive investments Python script that adapts network models based on triggers for adaptive 

investments. 

Python IDE Siemens 

Model rules for connecting sites to specific infrastructure 

nodes 

Python script that alters the allocation of demand/supply curves to specific nodes, 

based on specific conditions. 

Python IDE Siemens 

Station design module  Python script that alters stations in the electricity grid, based on specific conditions. Python IDE Siemens 

Network model electricity Representation of the electricity network 
Python IDE 

Pandapower  

TenneT 
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Submodel Explanatory description Used software tool Programmer 

during the project 

Network model H2 and methane Representation of the H2 and methane networks. MCA LIGHT Gasunie 

Loadflow model electricity Python script that determines electricity flows within the electricity network. 
Python IDE 

Pandapower 

TenneT 

Loadflow model H2 and methane Software tool that determines gas flows within the H2 and methane network. MCA LIGHT loadflow module Gasunie 

Metrics computation model Python script that translates various output data to specific metrics. Python IDE Siemens 
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5.3.6 Validation of simulation tool 

The various parts of the simulation tool have been validated on a sample basis before the simulation tool was 

used for large scale simulations. After the large scale simulation run, of which the simulation results have been 

used for various process steps in the case study, it appeared that the accuracy of the overload calculations is 

not good enough to draw quantitative conclusions about the robustness performance of the tested investment 

path6. However, the simulation results appeared good enough to show logic trends in overload patterns that 

can be linked to scenario events. Based on this, qualitative conclusions could be drawn.  

As a next step, it is recommended, to validate and improve the whole multi-model simulation tool thorougly, 

in order to enable Gridmaster analyses that rest on reliable quantitative data. Scenario generation, as an input 

for the model, should also be taken into account during this validation. 

 

5.4 Metrics (M) 

5.4.1 Metrics indicating impact of infrastructure on long-term energy system evolution pathways 

(storylines) 

In process step 2C of the Gridmaster method, the objective is to determine the long-term system objective for 

which energy infrastructure should be developed. In a broad stakeholder dialogue, a decision is made about 

which directions for the long-term evolution of the energy system are socially desirable and which are not. 

Decision support information about the social costs and benefits of storylines for long-term energy system 

evolution pathways provides a vital input for this decision-making process.  

An energy system evolution pathway can only be viable in case timely sufficient energy infrastructure capacity 

is available to support the structural change over time of conversion assets and storage assets in the considered 

geographic area, the altering energy exchange of the considered system with its environment and the potential 

change in operations of the energy system. Energy infrastructure development to support an energy system 

evolution pathway is part of the social costs for this pathway. To support the decision-making on which 

potential storylines of long-term energy system evolution are socially desirable, information about the impact 

on energy infrastructure is required. The impact of energy infrastructure can be seen, in the broad sense, as 

part of the social cost for a particular energy system evolution pathway. This social cost for energy infrastructure 

expansion comprises both the associated investment costs and the spatial impact.   

The magnitude of overload of energy infrastructure is a measure for the social cost of energy infrastructure 

expansion. As a rule of thumb, the higher the overload magnitude for a specific energy network, the higher the 

investment costs and spatial impact of energy infrastructure expansion for mitigation of the overload. 

Therefore, the overload magnitude can serve as metric for the impact of energy infrastructure on long-term 

energy system evolution pathways.  

In the project, the overload magnitude has been classified in various classes of overload magnitudes for the 

energy networks under consideration. This classification is a first attempt to develop a metric on overload 

magnitude that can provide information on the impact of energy infrastructure in storylines of energy system 

evolution pathways.  

 

6 Details on encountered problems with computed overload values for the HTLH-, 380 kV- and 150 kV-networks 
have been reported separately during the project. 
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Overload computation for infrastructure elements and networks 

In order to classify the overload magnitude of an energy network, it is necessary to define the way how the 

overload magnitude per network is determined. In the project it has been decided to choose different avenues 

for the measurement of overloads in the electricity networks (380 kV, 150 kV, MV) and gas networks (H2, 

methane (HTLH, ODO, NODO)). 

Overload computation in electricity networks 

The basis for the computation of the overload for an electricity network, is the calculated overload duration for 

individual infrastructure elements that belong to the considered electricity network. The obtained hourly values 

of overloads of infrastructure elements during a reference year of simulation, serve as data input for the 

calculation of the overload duration of an electricity infrastructure element. The overload duration of an 

electricity network element is calculated as follows: 

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =  𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠 ∗

 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠            (1),  

where overload values refer to the simulated hours in which the load of the infrastructure element is higher 

than the grid secure capacity of the infrastructure element. The unit for the computed overload duration is 

MWh. 

An electricity network is composed of infrastructure elements that are mutually connected via a certain network 

topology. For the calculation of the overload duration of an electricity network, the topology of this network 

matters. Two extreme network topologies can be distinguished: 

1. Network type A: every overload situation of an infrastructure element is independent of the overload 

situation of other infrastructure elements in the network.   

2. Network type B: a network with equal capacities of the infrastructure elements and injection to or 

extraction from the electricity network at the physical ends of the network: an overload situation leads to 

the simultaneous overloading of all infrastructure elements. 

Ad 1) for this network type, the not transported amount of electricity7 on a yearly basis can be calculated as 

follows:  

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘_𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝐴 [
𝑇𝑊ℎ

𝑦
] =

𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

1000,000
 (2) 

Ad 2)  for this network type, the not transported amount of electricity on a yearly basis can be calculated as 

follows: 

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘_𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝐵 [
𝑇𝑊ℎ

𝑦
] =

𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

1000,000∗𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
 (3) 

The MV-network is modelled as a network type A. Therefore, the overload for this network is calculated by 

means of equation 2. The 380 kV- and 150 kV-networks have ring structures and can be seen as networks with 

topologies between the described extreme network topologies. Therefore, equation 2 should be multiplied 

 

7 In the project the not transported amount of electricity was used as an indicator for the magnitude of an 
overload situation in case no remedial action is taken. In reality, remedial action is taken to mitigate transport 
congestions as much as possible. 
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with a ‘topology factor’ to estimate the overload value for these networks (see equation 4). This topology factor 

should, theoretically, lay between 1 and 1/(number of infrastructure elements).   

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 380 𝑘𝑉𝑜𝑟150 𝑘𝑉 [
𝑇𝑤ℎ

𝑦
] = 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ∗ 

𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

1000,000
 (4) 

For the 380 kV- and 150 kV-network an analysis has been conducted of the obtained overload patterns in 

various scenarios. The topology factor for the networks was determined using assumptions on which scenarios 

should not lead to unacceptable overload situations and the highest value for not transported electricity via the 

380 kV- or 150 kV-network for which no investment is required (that overload situation can be dealt with by 

congestion management measures)8.  

Overload computation in gas networks 

The basis for the computation of the overload for a gas network, differs from the basis that is used for the 

overload calculation for an electricity network (described above).  Instead of the overload duration of an 

infrastructure element, for gas infrastructure elements a length-weighted overload capacity is used as basis. 

This is computed as follows: 

𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ − 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 [𝑀𝑊 ∗ 𝑘𝑚] =

 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓  𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠∗ 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠∗𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

8760 
 (5), 

Where 8760 refers to the number of hours in a year and the length of an infra element is expressed in km. The length-

weighted capacity for gas infrastructure elements can be summed to obtain the length-weighted overload capacity of the 

corresponding gas network: 

𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ − 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 [𝐺𝑊 ∗ 𝑘𝑚] =
𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ−𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

1000
 

(6) 

In contrast to the computation for the electricity network, no ‘topology factor’ has to be applied for the calculation of the 

length-weighted overload capacity for a gas network from values for the length-weighted overload capacity of the gas 

infrastructure elements the network is composed of. 

 

Overload classes for individual networks 

For the 380 kV-, 150 kV- and MV-network, the overload classes are expressed in TWh/y. A value for a computed 

overload for one of these networks in a reference year represents the quantity of electricity that can not be 

transported in that year. For relatively small overloads no expansion investment is necessary since these 

overloads can be mitigated with congestion management measures. A specific maximum overload value for 

the 380 kV-network is assumed to be mitigated by congestion management measures. Overloads higher than 

this threshold value require expansion investments. For the classification of overload values for the 380 kV-

network, overload class 1 comprises overload values that do not require investments in the 380 kV-network. 

Via data analysis (150 kV) and a rule of thumb approach (MV) scaling factors have been determined in order to 

derive the range for the overload class 1 for the 150 kV- and MV-network, based on the defined overload class 

for the 380 kV-network.  

For overloads that do not belong to overload class 1, investments in the network should be executed. Analysis 

of the overload patterns over time that arise during the exploration of overload development of the current 

 

8 This analysis has been separately reported within the project 
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investment path in many scenarios, led to the definition of other overload classes for the 380 kV-network. In 

this analysis, the maximum overload value in a reference year was used as maximum value of an overload class. 

Application of the determined scaling factors, led to the corresponding overload classes for the 150 kV- and 

MV-network.  

In contrast to the overload computation for the electricity networks, the overload computation for the H2- and 

methane networks is expressed in GW*km. Analyses for the H2-network were leading for the determination of 

overload classes for the H2- and methane networks. It was assumed that the overload classes for the methane 

networks correspond to the determined overload classes for the H2-network. Overload class 1 corresponds to 

overload magnitudes that do not require expansion investments. It was assumed that the maximum calculated 

overload value for the H2-network in reference year 2025, in the dataset arising from the exploration of 

overload development of the current investment path in many scenarios, will not require expansion 

investments. This value was taken as upper bound for overload class 1 for the H2- and methane networks. The 

other overload classes for the H2-network have been determined in the same way as for the 380 kV-network.  

Table 11 shows the developed overload classes for the networks that were considered in the case study. Due 

to confidentiality reasons, these values are expressed in percentage of the maximum overload value that was 

calculated for a network. 

 

Table 11: overload classes for the considered networks 

 Overload class 

Network Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 Class 6 

380 kV [% of max. overload] 0-1 1-3 3-9 9-15 15-60 >60 

150 kV [% of max. overload] 0-3 3-10 10-30 30-53 >53 NA 

MV [% of max. overload] 0-7 7-23 23-66 >66 NA NA 

H2 [% of max. overload] 0-0.081 0.081-1 1-11 11-21 21-38 >38 

Methane [% of max. overload] 0-0.081 0.081-1 1-11 11-21 21-38 >38 

 

These developed overload classes should be seen as a first version of using overload classes as a metric for the 

impact of energy infrastructure. It is recommended to further develop the overload classification method as 

metric to express the social cost of infrastructure expansion needs at various storylines of the energy system 

evolution. This overload classification method should be co-developed with the development of the method 

for the computation of overload values for energy networks.  

 

5.4.2 Performance metrics investment path 

For the development of a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment path for integrated energy 

infrastructure, it is necessary to determine metrics that indicate the performance of an investment path in many 
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scenarios. This paragraph describes which metrics have been defined for application in the case study. The 

developed metrics play a role in part 3 of the Gridmaster method: the development of a strategic direction for 

a robust, adaptive investment path. 

 

Performance attributes of investment path 

In discussions within the project team, the following attributes of an investment path emerged as relevant 

when determining its performance in a deep uncertain future: 

1. Performance on capacity: this indicates the ability of an investment path to facilitate a broad range of 

scenarios, i.e. to provide timely sufficient transport capacity during the planning horizon. 

2. Performance on investment costs:  this indicates the costs associated with the adjustment of the energy 

infrastructure during the planning horizon. 

3. Performance on feasibility: this specifies the feasibility of the investment path. Aspects of feasibility include 

the expectation about the availability of sufficient manpower and components for the realization of the 

investment path.  

4. Performance on spatial integration: this indicates the spatial impact on the environment. The spatial 

footprint of the investment path and the location thereof are relevant elements of this spatial impact.  

5. Performance on utilization of realized transport capacity: this indicates the potential of an investment path 

to be optimized from a cost perspective by moving investments backwards. The lower the utilization of the 

realized transport capacity, the higher the probability that the investment path can still be optimized from 

a cost perspective.  

 

Due to scope limitations within the project, it has been decided to only use the performance on capacity and 

the performance on investment costs in the case study for the evaluation of the performance of a candidate 

investment path. In the executed case study, the MIEK investment path was chosen as candidate investment 

path.  

 

Metrics for performance measurement of an investment path across a broad range of scenarios 

In figure 18 an overview is given of the robustness metrics that have been used in the case study for measuring 

the robustness performance of the candidate investment path.  

 

Figure 18: overview of the definition of the robustness performance used for the evaluation of the performance 

of a candidate investment path in the case study (the MIEK investment path was used as the candidate 

investment path in the case study) 

 

The performance of an investment path is a trade-off between its performance on the following aspects: 
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1. Short-term robustness on capacity  

2. Long-term robustness on capacity 

3. Robustness on investment costs 

 

Short-term robustness on capacity 

The short-term robustness performance on capacity expresses the ability of an investment path to successfully 

facilitate scenarios in the short run. The timeframe that is considered as short-term is the period in which it is 

not possible to significantly change the transport capacity in energy networks apart from the short-term 

investments that are part of the candidate investment path. This timeframe varies between networks. This is 

due to the different lead times for the realization of planned investments for the various networks. For example, 

a normal lead time for a huge capacity expansion project for 380 kV-network can last ca. 10 years, while the 

lead time for a capacity expansion project for the MV-network is normally less than 5 years. The short-term 

robustness performance on capacity per network is calculated as the percentage of scenarios that meet the  

short-term conditions for providing sufficient transport capacity. In this definition we assume that every 

scenario is equally probable. The first condition is met when the overload of the network falls in overload class 

1 in the reference year that corresponds with the short-term timeframe. The second condition is met when the 

overload of the network is lower than the maximum value within a particular threshold overload class in the 

reference year after the reference year that corresponds with the short-term timeframe. Condition 2 relates to 

a supposed maximum possible ramp up rate of investments in a 5-year period. In case a steep increase of 

transport capacity is required within five years, then the required additional investments to sufficiently increase 

the transport capacity in this short timeframe can be supposed to be infeasible.  

Table 12 shows the conditions that have been defined per network that should be fulfilled in order to indicate 

a successful facilitation of a scenario in the short run. For the computation whether or not the conditions are 

met for a scenario, the defined overload classes are used (see table 11). 

In case both conditions are met, then a scenario can be facilitated by the investment path in the short run. In 

case one of the conditions are not met, then a scenario cannot be facilitated by the investment path in the 

short run.  

The short-term performance on capacity can be calculated per network. Additionally, the short-term 

performance on capacity can be calculated for the integrated investment path. In this case, a scenario can be 

successfully facilitated in the short run in case all energy networks can facilitate this scenario in the short run. 

The short-term capacity performance of an investment path can be increased by planning additional 

investments that impact the transport capacity in the short run. 

 

Long-term robustness on capacity 

The long-term robustness performance on capacity expresses the ability of an investment path to successfully 

facilitate scenarios in the long run. The better the performance of an investment path on this aspect, the more 

scenarios can be facilitated in the long run. In other words, the risk of the inability to facilitate scenario 

developments in the long run will become lower with better performance on this aspect.  
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Table 12: conditions that should be both met for a successful facilitation of a scenario on the short-term. 

 

 

The long-term robustness on capacity is expressed as the percentage of scenarios that can be facilitated in 

2050. Overload class 1 represents overload impacts on the infrastructure that do not lead to unacceptable 

congestion. Higher overload classes, represent overload impacts that require expansion investments in the 

energy infrastructure to prevent unacceptable congestions. Consequently, the long-term robustness on 

capacity for a (set of) network(s) is calculated as follows: 

𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 − 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 = % 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 1𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘  𝑖𝑛 2050 (7) 

 

Robustness on investment costs 

The MIEK investment path that is used in the case study, comprises both fixed investments and adaptive 

investments over the planning period.  Fixed investments are investments that are realized in a reference year 

independent of the scenario. Adaptive investments, on the other hand, are realized dependent on scenario 

developments over the planning horizon.  

The cumulative net present value calculation for an investment path in a single scenario is calculated as follows: 

𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜 = 𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜 

(8), 

in which the cumulative net present value of investments in reference year x is calculated via: 

𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑥 =
𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑥

(1+𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶)^(𝑥−2022)
 (9), 

where WACC stands for the weight average cost of capital. A WACC of 3% is assumed9 in the calculations within 

the case study. 

Since a part of the MIEK investment path contains adaptive investments, the investment costs of an investment 

path differ per scenario. Therefore, the performance of an investment path is expressed by means of a 

robustness calculation on the calculated values for the performance indicator on investment costs across the 

considered scenarios. In the case study it was decided to use the mean value of computed performance 

 

9 A WACC of 3% is in line with the method decision of the ACM (regulatory body in the Netherlands) for a reasonable return 
on investment for the period 2017 - 2021  
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indicators for the individual networks and the energy infrastructure as robustness metric for the investment 

cost performance of the MIEK investment path. 

 

5.4.3 Metrics for overload magnitude of energy infrastructure elements 

In case the short-term capacity performance is judged as insufficient, robust investments should be added to 

the investment path. These investments are targeted to achieve a better short-term capacity performance. To 

define options for robust investments, it is necessary to get insight into the overload patterns on an 

infrastructure element level. This enables a better understanding about the contribution of individual 

infrastructure elements to the observed overload situations of the network. In other words, this leads to 

guidance information about which investments should be added to the investment path for an increase of its 

short-term capacity performance. 

Some directions of future evolutions of the energy system will in the long run not lead to an increased transport 

capacity demand. On the contrary, other future directions of energy system evolution could, in the long run, 

lead to a rise in transport capacity demand. For these futures, adaptive investments should be incorporated in 

the investment path to timely deal with the corresponding rising transport capacity demand. An adaptive 

investment is an investment that is linked to a specific direction of the evolution of the energy system. In case 

this direction is likely to evolve, the corresponding adaptive investment should be initiated to timely increase 

the available transport capacity that is required for the facilitation of this direction. For the design of adequate 

adaptive investments, it is necessary to understand the overload evolution of infrastructure elements in the 

directions of energy system evolution that require those investments for infrastructure elements.  

To enable the definition of options for robust and adaptive investments, overload classes, derived from the 

defined overload classes for the networks the infrastructure elements belong to, should be defined. These 

overload classes indicate the order of magnitude of overloading of infrastructure elements. This metric can be 

used to understand the overload patterns over time, on an infrastructure element level, across many scenarios 

or a subset thereof.  

Table 13 highlights the overload classes for the infrastructure elements per network that have been applied in 

the case study. 
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Table 13: overload classes for infrastructure elements for the considered energy networks in the case study 

Network to which 

infrastructure  

elements belongs 

to  

Applied rules to calculate the overload classes for infrastructure elements 

380 kV or 150 kV 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘∗𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑖𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓)
 (10) 

 

MV, H2, methane 

(HTLH, ODO, 

NODO) 

𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘

(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑖𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓)
 (11) 
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6.Creation of storyline-overload relations  
6.1 Introduction 

A storyline is a set of scenarios that represents a certain subspace of the scenario space that leads to a specific 

distinctive overload pattern. These storylines are constructed from the external factors (dimensions of the 

scenario space) that significantly impact the evolution of overload of energy networks over time. In fact, the 

storylines describe the main scenario directions, relevant for energy infrastructure planning, the energy system 

can evolve to. By understanding what these storylines are, the planner of energy infrastructure is enabled to 

differentiate between primary and secondary things that impact the future transport capacity demand. Instead 

of all dimensions of the scenario space, a subset of these dimensions encompasses the primary development 

directions of the energy system that mainly determine the future evolution of the demanded transport capacity. 

Insight into the relation between scenario storylines and overload patterns over time enable grid operators to 

provide information about the impact of energy infrastructure on long-term energy system evolution pathways. 

This information supports decision-making on socially desirable storylines for the long-term evolution of the 

energy system.  

In the case study, it was decided to focus on the 380 kV- and H2-networks for the creation of storyline-overload 

relations over time, given the current investment path10. The objective was to examine whether it was possible 

to develop storyline-overload relations over time that could practically inform a decision-making process on 

socially desirable storylines for long-term energy system evolution pathways for HIC Rotterdam with 

information about the impact of energy infrastructure.  In this section, the approach for the creation of the 

storyline-overload relations and the achieved results are described.  

  

6.2 Exploration of overload development for 380 kV- and H2-networks 

in many scenarios for current investment path (step 2A of Gridmaster 

method) 

Execution of process step 2A of the Gridmaster method is the first step towards insight into the impact of 

energy infrastructure on long-term energy system evolution pathways. In this step, overload development over 

time for the energy infrastructure is explored in many scenarios for the current investment path.   

6.2.1 Simulation procedure 

For this exploration, a uniform sample of 10,001 scenarios from the scenario space was generated using Latin 

hypercube sampling across the external factors. Ten scenarios, constructed by experts, were added to this 

sample11.  This set of scenarios served as a representation of the deep uncertainty of energy system evolution 

pathways over time. Subsequently, 10,011 simulations were conducted, using the developed simulation tool, 

in which the impact of energy infrastructure was explored in these scenarios using the current investment path.  

 

10 The MIEK investment path was as current investment path in the case study 
11 In the project no distinction has been made between the ten scenarios constructed by experts and the 10,001 
scenarios obtained via uniform sampling in the subsequent analyses. In future work, it might be interesting to 
examine the added value of additional scenarios constructed by experts on top of the scenario set obtained by 
uniform sampling.  
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For 9,980 of the 10,011 scenarios overload values for all reference years for all considered energy networks 

(380 kV, 150 kV, MV, H2, HTLH, ODO, NODO) were generated. 99.7% of the simulated scenarios led to a 

complete set of generated overload results. In 31 scenarios at least one overload value was not generated 

correctly. Therefore, simulation results for these scenarios were not used in subsequent analyses. The lead time 

for simulation of the 10,011 scenarios was ca. 1.5 weeks.  

6.2.2 Results 

Figures 19 and 20 show the overload patterns for the 380 kV- and H2-networks in the 9.980 scenarios, 

respectively. In these figures, 9,980 lines are plotted that show the evolution of overload magnitudes for the 

considered networks for the explored scenarios.  

These figures show different patterns of overload during the planning horizon, depending on the scenario that 

is explored. Some scenarios lead to huge overloads in the course of time while other scenarios result in low 

overload values during the course of time. It is clear that for both the 380 kV- and the H2-network overload 

values arise in certain scenarios that exceed overload class 1. This means, that facilitation of these scenarios 

requires additional investments on top of the investments that are part of the current investment path. This 

observation leads to the conclusion that it is worthwhile to examine which storylines of energy system 

evolution could be distinguished that have the most impact on the development of transport capacity demand 

over time. This conducted examination is described in the next paragraph. 
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Figure 19: overload patterns over time for the 380 kV-network in 9,980 scenarios for the current investment path. As mentioned in paragraph 5.3.6, the absolute values 

for the calculated overloads are not accurate enough for drawing quantitative conclusions. The obtained overload patterns can be used for examination of storyline-

overload relations in a qualitative way. Further validation and improvement of the multi-model tool and the developed scenario space is required for enabling 

‘quantitative’ decision-making. 
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Figure 20: overload patterns over time for the H2-network in 9,980 scenarios for the current investment path. As mentioned in paragraph 5.3.6, the absolute values for 

the calculated overloads are not accurate enough for drawing quantitative conclusions. The obtained overload patterns can be used for examination of storyline-overload 

relations in a qualitative way. Further validation and improvement of the multi-model tool and the developed scenario space is required for enabling ‘quantitative’ 

decision-making. 
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6.3 Examination of dominant scenario developments for energy 

infrastructure planning over time (step 2B of Gridmaster method) 

6.3.1 Analysis method 

The following three steps have been executed for the creation of storyline-overload relations:  

1 Classification of overload time series 

2 Patient Rule Induction Method (PRIM)-analysis 

3 Synthesis of storylines 

 

Classification of overload time series 

For PRIM-analysis it is necessary to split a dataset into two separate groups, i.e., the group for which drivers 

from the scenario space are looked for, and the rest of the dataset. To this end, classification of the overload 

time series in different groups has been executed in the case study. Two methods have been applied: 

1. Classification per overload class per reference year 

2. Classification per time series cluster obtained by application of a time series clustering algorithm  

 

Classification per overload class per reference year 

By using the defined overload classes (see paragraph 5.4.1), it was possible to isolate time series that fall into 

a specific overload class in a particular reference year from the rest of the time series. Here, a time series 

comprises the sequence of overload values per reference year for a certain scenario for a particular network. In 

this way, per reference year, scenarios leading to overload values that fall into a certain overload class were 

separated from the rest of the scenarios. This enabled the conduction of PRIM-analyses that were aimed at 

identification of drivers from the scenario space that lead to a certain overload magnitude in a reference year 

for a specific energy network. 

 

Classification per time series cluster 

Also, classification of overload time series has been applied as a method to differentiate between groups of 

data. By application of Complexity-Invariant Distance time series clustering, groups of time series were created. 

The applied time series clustering method was based on reference [26]. 

 

Patient Rule Induction Method (PRIM)-analysis 

PRIM is a factor mapping approach aiming to identify sensitive ranges of uncertain factors that are likely to 

cause a particular outcome [10]. In other words, PRIM is a systematic manner to find which combinations of 

the model input parameters lead to specific results of interest, i.e. cases where output variables are in specified 

areas of the results space [27]. In the case study, the overload magnitude in a network for a certain reference 

year or the overload pattern over time for a network was used as the output variable of concern. The aim of 

PRIM analyses was to find drivers in the scenario space that are good predictors for the examined output of 
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interests, i.e. a specific overload range in a reference year or a specific dynamic overload pattern over the 

planning horizon.  

For a PRIM analysis two inputs are required. The first input is the classification of output data into two groups:  

1 A group with data comprising the outputs of interests. This data group comprises data for which the 

analyst is looking for drivers from the scenario space. Scenarios that lead to 380 kV overloads in overload 

class 2 in reference year 2040, is an example of a data set with outputs of interests. In this example, the 

analyst is interested in understanding which values for external factors (or combined values for different 

external factors) are predictors for an overload magnitude of class 2 for the 380 kV-network in 2040.   

2 A group with the rest of the data. 

The second input is the scenario input space or a part thereof. In the case study, the scenario space comprised 

29 categorical external factors with various numbers of values (see paragraph 5.1.4).   

A PRIM-analysis yields ‘PRIM-boxes’ of the model input space. A PRIM-box is a very concise representation, for 

typically only a limited set of dimensions of the model input space is restricted [28]. Per external factor (a 

dimension of the box) the range of values are reported that are part of the indicated scenario input space that 

is a predictor for the outputs of interests. 

The quality of a PRIM-box is measured with three criteria: coverage, density, and interpretability. Coverage, is 

the fraction of data in the dataset ‘outputs of interests ‘ contained within the PRIM-box. Density is the fraction 

of cases within the PRIM-box that are part of the dataset ‘outputs of interests’. Interpretability, the ease with 

which the PRIM-box can be communicated to and understood by policy makers, is typically measured 

heuristically as the number of restrictions used to define the PRIM-box. Improving any one of these three 

measures often negatively impacts one or both of the others [29]. 

The method to find multiple PRIM-boxes, as suggested in [27] has been applied.  

As an outcome of a PRIM-analysis, multiple potential boxes are highlighted with different quality characteristics 

(coverage, density and dimensions of the box (measure for interpretability)). As a guideline, boxes were 

selected with a density ≥ 0.8 [30]. P-values for a found dimension / external factor should be lower than 0.05. 

In case no PRIM-boxes were found with a density ≥ 0.8 the analysis was stopped.  

Software functionality to conduct PRIM-analyses, available in the EMA-workbench, has been used for the 

execution of the PRIM-analyses. 

Example of PRIM-analysis 

Below, an example is shown of one of the conducted PRIM-analysis for illustrative purposes.  

In the example, the following question was the basis for the PRIM-analysis: which combinations of values in 

the scenario space are predictors for overload values for the H2-network of overload class 3 magnitude in 2040?  
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Figures 21 and 22 show the obtained results from the PRIM-analysis. From the PRIM-box options that have been 

found during the first analysis round ‘box number 3’ was selected. This box fulfills the criterion of a density ≥ 

0.8 and has a coverage of 0.84. The box describes the following scenario area: a H2 hinterland demand between 

7 – 20 GW_H2 combined with a H2 import that is smaller than 17 GW_H2 in 2040. The obtained result from the 

first PRIM-box means that 84% of the scenarios that lead to a H2 overload magnitude in overload class 3 in 2040 

is a result of a combination of a H2-hinterland demand between 7 – 20 GW_H2 and a H2 import lower than 17 

GW_H2 in 2040. 20% of the scenarios that comprise the described scenario area in the first PRIM-box does not 

lead to a H2-overload in class 3 in 2040. 

After selection of the first PRIM-box, potential PRIM-boxes were found in the second analysis round. ‘Box 15’ 

was selected from the presented options. This box also met the density criterion and had a coverage of 0.11. 

This box describes the following scenario area: a H2 hinterland demand between 5 – 7 GW_H2 combined with 

a H2 import between 4 – 20 GW_H2 in 2040. The obtained result from the second PRIM-box means that 11% of 

the scenarios that lead to a H2 overload magnitude in overload class 3 in 2040 is a result of a combination of a 

H2-hinterland demand between 5 – 7 GW_H2 and a H2 import between 4- 20 GW_H2 in 2040. 20% of the 

scenarios that comprise the described scenario area in the second PRIM-box does not lead to a H2-overload class 

3 in 2040. 

Please note that the used overload data for the PRIM-analyses for the 380 kV-network were not calculated 

correctly from the overload values of the corresponding infrastructure elements. The ‘topology factor’, as 

explained in paragraph 5.4.1 was not applied in the computation of overload values for the network. 

Furthermore, it appeared that data handling has led to an incomplete dataset. Although the quality of analysis 

was affected by this, the PRIM analyses still revealed drivers for certain overload situations over time that seem 

plausible in a qualitative sense. From the PRIM-analysis results, information about the dimensions of the input 

parameter space, that drive overload conditions for the 380 kV-network could be revealed. This information 

has been used as input for the storyline synthesis.  
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Figure 21: results of the first search round for a PRIM-box in the illustrative example 
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Figure 22: results of the second search round for a PRIM-box in the illustrative example 
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Synthesis of storylines 

The executed PRIM-analyses led to information about which external factors (or dimensions of the scenario 

space) are dominant in steering the evolution of transport capacity requirements over the planning horizon. 

Furthermore, information about relevant ranges of values for these external factors was retrieved from these 

analyses. This information, together with knowledge about the scenario space and coherent energy system 

model, was used to synthesize storylines of energy system evolution pathways that comprise the main drivers 

for the evolution of the transport capacity development of the 380 kV- and H2-network. 

 

6.3.2 Analysis results and discussion 

Results PRIM-analysis 

During the case study, the analysis team experimented with different set ups of the PRIM-analysis. Different 

classification methods for data and experiments with data input space (categorical versus ordinal input space) 

were conducted. The results are summarized in appendix F. In this appendix, also preliminary PRIM-analysis 

results for the ODO- and NODO- networks have been shown (no further analysis has been conducted for these 

methane networks).  

 

Results using time series clustering as data classification method 

In case the time series were clustered in relatively few groups (three or four), PRIM-analysis revealed drivers 

from the scenario space that explained the overload patterns of the created time series clusters. For example, 

PRIM-analysis indicated that the time series cluster with the highest overload values at the end of the planning 

horizon for the H2-network, was driven by very strong growth over time of the H2 demand of the hinterland. 

Subsequent analysis by grid strategists, confirmed that this result from the PRIM-analysis seemed plausible.  

In this case the time clustering algorithm could logically group time series that exhibited a certain order of 

magnitude of overload at the end of the considered planning horizon (2040 – 2050). Subsequent PRIM-

analyses led to insights about drivers for different observed overload patterns in the period from 2040 – 2050. 

However, no insights about drivers for different overload patterns in the period from 2025 – 2040 were 

obtained using this method. 

In case the time series were clustered into more groups (10 – 12), for various time series clusters no PRIM-box 

was found. This means that in those cases no drivers from the scenario space could be identified that explained 

the pattern of the created time series clusters.  

A possible explanation for the better results for PRIM-analyses with few time series clusters compared to PRIM-

analyses with more time series clusters is the suitability of the applied clustering algorithm in splitting the 

original dataset into time series with different patterns over time. The time series that were considered 

comprised six consecutive reference years leading to rather irregular ‘spiky’ patterns over time. This spikiness 

in overload patterns might be a cause for the sometimes insufficient performance of the used clustering 

algorithm in clustering time series with similar patterns. In case time series were split into three to four time 

series clusters, visual inspection of the resulting clusters revealed that time series clusters had mutually 

different patterns, especially at the end of the planning horizon. Also, the number of time series that were part 

of a specific time series cluster (cases) was significant. A significant number of cases is necessary for the PRIM-

algorithm to find drivers from the scenario space.   
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In contrast, splitting of time series in more clusters (10-12 cluster groups) led to several clusters with a low 

number of cases. Furthermore, visual observation of the obtained clusters suggested that some identified 

clusters comprised time series with mutually different overload patterns. In future work, it is recommended to 

investigate the effectivity of other time series clustering algorithms. Also the problem of a too low number of 

cases of some time series clusters for a proper PRIM-analysis, seems worthwhile to investigate further.  

 

Results using data classification method ‘classification per overload class per reference year’  

Using the data classification method ‘classification per overload class per reference year’ for PRIM-analyses led 

to more insights into drivers for overload development of different order of magnitude in the years 2025- 2040. 

The obtained results for the H2-network in the years 2045-2050 showed similar drivers compared to the results 

obtained with the time series clustering method. 

Due to the limited time, no in depth analysis was possible to improve PRIM-analysis results. The executed PRIM-

analyses can be seen as a first exploration of the capability of PRIM-analyses to reveal drivers in energy system 

evolution pathways for specific overload pattern development over time for energy infrastructure.  

The obtained results suggest that PRIM-analyses are instrumental in finding drivers from energy system 

evolution pathways for overload pattern development in energy infrastructure.   

 

Results storyline synthesis 

Table 14 highlights the results of the storyline synthesis.  

Table 14: developed storyline space for H2- and 380 kV-networks 

 

 

The following independent storyline factors, that form the basis for the storyline space, have emerged from 

this synthesis effort: 

1. Growth of non-oil based HydroCarbon (HC) production. This storyline factor represents various main 

directions of energy system evolution at sites that are part of the HC production subsystem: current oil 

refineries and a part of Maasvlakte 2. For example value A represents small changes in these subsystem 

over the planning period. Other values for these storylines represent strong or very strong growth of 

synthetic fuel production capacity that is either fed with in situ H2 production via H2O electrolysis or via 

seaside H2 import. Storylines with value D or E can only emerge in case CCS is not implemented in HIC 

Rotterdam. In case it is certain that CCS will be implemented, storyline D and E are not viable anymore. 

Integration of CCS leads thus to a path dependency (it prevents emergence of storylines that are build with 

storyline factor 1 values D and E). 
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2. Growth of electrolysis capacity for H2 export. This storyline factor represents various growth scenarios for 

H2O electrolysis capacity in HIC Rotterdam of which the produced H2 is used at other sites in the HIC or is 

exported to the hinterland.  

3. Growth of offshore  wind landing capacity. This storyline factor describes various growth scenarios for 

offshore wind capacity landing in the HIC Rotterdam. 

4. Growth of H2 demand of the hinterland. With this storyline factor various growth scenarios for H2 demand 

in the hinterland are described. 

5. Switch of heat supply system for the built environment towards a heat grid and /or electricity driven 

systems. Value B for this storyline factor results in the availability of extra H2 transport capacity from 2040 

onwards by the availability of a current G gas line for H2 transport. Selection of value A will not lead to a 

change of the functionality of the current G gas line (i.e., that line will be used for methane transport during 

the planning horizon). 

From the developed storyline space, 360 storylines can be created. The developed visualization tool12 provides 

per storyline the following information: 

• Overload patterns over time for the 380 kV- and H2-networks for the scenarios that are part of a storyline. 

• ‘DNA-map’ for these networks in which the overload magnitude in several reference years is expressed with 

an overload class score for the scenarios that are part of a storyline. 

• ‘DNA-map’ per infrastructure element (380 kV, H2) in which the overload magnitude in several reference 

years is expressed with an overload class score for the scenarios that are part of a storyline. 

• Overload evolution over time for the 380 kV- and H2-networks on a geographic map. 

• The highest overload score per network (380 kV, H2) in the period from 2035 onwards for a selected 

scenario that is part of the storyline. This scenario is selected from the set of scenarios that describe a 

storyline by taking the scenario with the median overload value in reference year 2045. 

 

6.4 Providing impact of infrastructure information for storylines 

Figures 23 and 24 show the bandwidths of overload evolution over the planning horizon for various storylines 

for the 380 kV- and H2-network, respectively. The created information can be used to inform a decision-making 

process on socially desirable long-term energy system evolution pathways with information about the impact 

of energy infrastructure. Per  option for a long-term energy system pathway (storyline) the overload score for 

the 380 kV- and H2-network, that represents the impact of energy infrastructure, can be given. Table 15 

illustrates the information that is provided for the decision-making on long-term socially desirable energy 

system evolution pathways. This decision-making process step corresponds to process step 2C of the 

Gridmaster method. 

 

 

 

 

12 The visualization tool can be found at https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/gridmaster2022 
 

https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/gridmaster2022
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Figure 23 : evolution of overload for the 380 kV-network in various storylines 
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Figure 24 : evolution of overload for the H2-network in various storylines 
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Table 15: illustration of provided information about the impact of energy infrastructure on long-term energy 

system pathways (storylines). See figures 23 and 24 for the description of the storylines for which the impact 

of energy infrastructure is given. 

Storyline Social benefits / social value Social cost [overload class] 

… … 380 kV:.. ;H2:..   

233 … 380 kV:3 ;H2:4 

263 … 380 kV:2 ;H2:3 

306 … 380 kV:5 ;H2:4 

313 … 380 kV:6 ;H2:5 

340 … 380 kV:3 ;H2:6 

… … 380 kV:.. ;H2:.. 
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7.Development of strategic direction for a robust, 

adaptive investment path 

The objective of part 3 of the Gridmaster method is to develop a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive 

investment path for integrated infrastructure (see figure 25). Not all process steps of part 3 of the Gridmaster 

method have been tested in the case study. In this section, the process steps that are tested are described. 

 

Figure 25: snapshot of the overall Gridmaster process from figure 5 that highlights the process steps for the 

development of a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment path for integrated energy 

infrastructure 

 

7.1 Stress test of candidate investment path 

In the case study, process step 2C (decision-making on socially desirable storylines for energy system evolution) 

has not been tested. As a consequence, no information about which storylines are socially desirable and which 

are not was created in the case study. Furthermore, process step 3B (selection of promising candidate 

investment paths) was not executed in the case study. Instead, the MIEK investment path was chosen as 

candidate investment path that was stress tested in the case study (process step 3D of Gridmaster method). 
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The set of scenarios for stress testing was equal to the set that was used for the creation of storyline-overload 

relations for the indication of impact of energy infrastructure in long-term energy system evolution pathways 

(see section 6).  

After selection of the scenario set for stress testing and the candidate investment path, step 3D of the 

Gridmaster method was executed in the case study.  

The bandwidths of overload patterns over time for the various energy networks are shown in figures 26 - 32. 

As already mentioned in paragraph 5.3.6, the accuracy of overload calculations is not good enough to draw 

quantitative conclusions about the robustness performance of the tested investment path. However, the 

simulation results were good enough to assess the usefullness of the developed method for the creation of a 

strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment path of integrated energy infrastructure.  

Based on the simulation results, the robustness performance of the MIEK investment path has been calculated 

(see table 16). 

Table 16: Calculated robustness performance of the MIEK investment path (no quantitative conclusions can 

be drawn, see paragraph 5.3.6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From table 16, it can be seen that the robustness performances on capacity (both short-term and long-term) 

are lower for the integrated investment path compared to the performances for the individual energy networks.  

This is caused by the fact that drivers in energy system evolution pathways for overload growth in the various 

energy networks differ. For example, a huge growth of H2 import will lead to a growth in overload magnitude 

for the H2-network, but will not affect the overload magnitude development in the electricity networks. This 

observation confirms the added value of coordination of long-term investment planning for the individual 

energy networks. 
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Figure 26: obtained simulation results for the overload evolution over time for the 380 kV-network in 9,980 scenarios. In the table the percentages of scenarios in the 

various overload classes have been shown for the various reference years. As mentioned in paragraph 5.3.6, the absolute values for the calculated overloads are not 

accurate enough for quantitative conclusions. 
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Figure 27: obtained simulation results for the overload evolution over time for the 150 kV-network in 9,980 scenarios. In the table the percentages of scenarios in the 

various overload classes have been shown for the various reference years. As mentioned in paragraph 5.3.6, the absolute values for the calculated overloads are not 

accurate enough for quantitative conclusions. 
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Figure 28: obtained simulation results for the overload evolution over time for the Medium Voltage-network in 9,980 scenarios. In the table the percentages of scenarios 

in the various overload classes have been shown for the various reference years. As mentioned in paragraph 5.3.6, the absolute values for the calculated overloads are 

not accurate enough for quantitative conclusions. 
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Figure 29: obtained simulation results for the overload evolution over time for the H2-network in 9,980 scenarios. In the table the percentages of scenarios in the various 

overload classes have been shown for the various reference years. As mentioned in paragraph 5.3.6, the absolute values for the calculated overloads are not accurate 

enough for quantitative conclusions. 
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Figure 30: obtained simulation results for the overload evolution over time for the HTLH-network in 9,980 scenarios. In the table the percentages of scenarios in the 

various overload classes have been shown for the various reference years. As mentioned in paragraph 5.3.6, the absolute values for the calculated overloads are not 

accurate enough for quantitative conclusions. 
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Figure 31: obtained simulation results for the overload evolution over time for the ODO-network in 9,980 scenarios. In the table the percentages of scenarios in the various 

overload classes have been shown for the various reference years. As mentioned in paragraph 5.3.6, the absolute values for the calculated overloads are not accurate 

enough for quantitative conclusions. 
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Figure 32: obtained simulation results for the overload evolution over time for the NODO-network in 9,980 scenarios. In the table the percentages of scenarios in the 

various overload classes have been shown for the various reference years. As mentioned in paragraph 5.3.6, the absolute values for the calculated overloads are not 

accurate enough for quantitative conclusions. 
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7.2 Identification of options for the robustness performance 

improvement of the investment path 

Process steps 3E and 3F of the Gridmaster are aimed at identifying options for the improvement of the 

robustness performance of the candidate investment path. In the case study, these steps have been (partially) 

executed for the 380 kV-and H2-networks. Furthermore, options for robustness performance improvement of 

the Medium Voltage network have been examined in the case study. Below, the results for both analyses have 

been described.   

 

7.2.1 Options for robustness improvement of the 380 kV- and H2-network 

Identification of drivers for robustness problems  

In step 3E of the Gridmaster method, the objective is to identify the main drivers for the future overload 

evolution in the considered energy networks. In other words, the objective is to find storyline-overload relations 

in order to enable the identification of adaptive investments that improve the robustness performance of the 

investment path.  

The storyline-overload relations for the 380 kV- and H2-network, described in paragraph 6.3.2, can be reused. 

This information can be reused since the same investment path and same set of scenarios was used for both 

the exploration of overload development of the current investment path (step 2A of the Gridmaster method) 

and the stress testing of the candidate investment path (step 3D of the Gridmaster method).  

 

Options for additional robust and adaptive investments  

380 kV-network 

The overload pattern for the 380 kV-network shows scenarios for which the overload is higher than overload 

class 1 in reference years 2025 and 2030. However, it is impossible to increase the transport capacity of this 

network before 2030 due to the long lead times for the realization of capacity expansion investments. 

Therefore, to support the assessment of the capability of the Gridmaster method in identifying robust and 

adaptive investments, the overload pattern for the 380 kV-network was manipulated for the reference years 

2025 and 2030. The data with overload classes > 1 have been removed, which resulted in figure 33.  

Options for robust investments 

In reference year 2035, a part of the scenarios lead to overload magnitudes in overload classes > 1. Therefore, 

additional robust investments are necessary to facilitate all scenarios for the short-term. These investments 

should be planned in the short-run for on time realization of the necessary extra transport capacity. 

For reference year 2035, a so-called ‘DNA-map’ has been made that shows the overload magnitude of energy 

infrastructure elements across the set of scenarios (see figure 34). This map provides insights into the 

contribution of individual infrastructure elements to the overload magnitude of the 380 kV-network across the 

evaluated scenarios. 
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Figure 33: adjusted overload pattern for the 380 kV-network (data with overload class > 1 in reference years 2025 and 2030 have been removed). 
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Figure 34: Part of the DNA-map for infrastructure elements of the 380 kV-network in 2035. On the y-axis scenario IDs are shown. On the x-axis the infrastructure elements 

are shown. Per scenario ID per infrastructure element the overload magnitude (via overload classes) is shown via a color scale. The darker the color, the higher the 

overload class.  
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The following information can be retrieved from figure 34: 

1. Infrastructure elements B, E, G, J, and K are not critically overloaded across the evaluated scenarios, i.e. the 

overloads fall into overload class 1. 

2. A low percentage of scenarios leads to overload class >1 for infrastructure elements F and L. 

3. A relatively high percentage of scenarios gives rise to an overload class > 1 for infrastructure elements A, 

C, D, H, I, M and N. For elements C, H and N, a relatively high percentage of scenarios gives rise to an 

overload class > 3. 

These observations support the assessment by grid strategists of effective options for additional robust 

investments to increase  the short-term robustness performance on capacity for the investment path. The 

effectivity of the potential  options should be verified in a next round of simulations in which the options for 

adjusted candidate investment paths are  stress tested.  

 

Options for adaptive investments 

After 2035, a part of the scenarios lead to a strong growth in overload magnitude while other scenarios  result  

in relatively low overload magnitudes in the period from 2040 - 2050. Under the assumption of a realized 

robust investment package in 2035, two overload regions can be identified. The first overload region is the 

region for which adaptive investments after 2035 are necessary. The other overload region does not require 

adaptive investments (see figure 33). 

The obtained storylines for the 380 kV- and H2-network (see table 14) have been used to find the drivers for 

adaptive investments for the 380 kV-network. This was done by conducting PRIM-analyses, in which the input 

space comprised the storyline space and the output of interests comprised a set of storylines with a certain 

overload class value in 2050.  

Table 17 summarizes the results of the conducted PRIM-analyses. Drivers for adaptive investments comprise 

always a combination of various storyline factors. Three drivers have been found for overload evolution towards 

overload class 5 in 2050 (see table 18). The coverage of these drivers is 81%, meaning that 81% of scenarios 

that end with overload class 5 in 2050 are a result of these drivers. Two drivers have been identified for overload 

evolution towards overload class 6. These drivers have a high coverage of 95%. The coverage for drivers that 

lead to overload classes 5 and 6 is satisfactorily high. The storyline drivers constitute two or three storyline 

factors.
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Table 17: summary of PRIM-analyses for identification of storyline drivers of adaptive investments for the 380 kV-network 

Overload 

class in 2050 

Storyline driver for long-term overload class Coverage / 

density of found 

PRIM-boxes 

 

 

2 

1) Very strong growth of H2 import for synthetic fuel production & 

2) Moderate / strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for H2-export &  

3) Low growth of offshore wind 

0,48 / 0,8 

1) Strong growth of H2 import for synthetic fuel production & 

3) Low growth of offshore wind 

0,22 / 1 

 

 

 

 

3 

1) No strong / very strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for synthetic fuel production & 

2) Strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for H2-export &  

3) Strong growth of offshore wind 

0,29 / 1 

1) Low / moderate growth of H2 import AND / OR low / moderate growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for hydrocarbon production & 

3) Low / moderate growth of offshore wind  

0,19 / 0,8 

1) Strong / very strong growth of H2 import for synthetic fuel production & 

2) Low growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for H2-export &  

3) Low / moderate growth of offshore wind 

 

0,13 / 0,8 
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Overload 

class in 2050 

Storyline driver for long-term overload class Coverage / 

density of found 

PRIM-boxes 

3 1) Strong growth of H2 import for synthetic fuel production & 

2) Moderate growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for H2-export 

0,06 / 0,8 

 

 

 

 

4 

1) Low / moderate growth of H2 import AND / OR low / moderate growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for hydrocarbon production & 

2) Strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for H2-export &  

3) Very strong growth of offshore wind 

0,17 / 1 

1) Strong growth of H2 import for synthetic fuel production & 

3) Very strong growth of offshore wind 

0,08 / 1 

1) Low / moderate growth of H2 import AND / OR low / moderate growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for hydrocarbon production & 

2 Low / moderate growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for H2-export &  

3) Strong growth of offshore wind 

0,08 / 1 

 

 

5 

1) Low / moderate growth of H2 import AND / OR low / moderate growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for hydrocarbon production & 

2) Low growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for H2-export &  

3) Strong / very strong growth of offshore wind 

0,38 / 0,9 

1) Strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for synthetic fuel production & 

2) Moderate / strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for H2-export 

0,3 / 1 
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Overload 

class in 2050 

Storyline driver for long-term overload class Coverage / 

density of found 

PRIM-boxes 

 

5 

1) No low / moderate growth of H2 import AND / OR low / moderate growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for hydrocarbon production 

& no Strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for synthetic fuel production &  

2) Moderate growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for H2-export &  

3) Very strong growth of offshore wind 

0,13 / 0,8 

 

 

6 

1) Very strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for synthetic fuel production & 

2) Moderate / strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for H2-export 

0,84 / 0,8 

1) Very strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for synthetic fuel production & 

2) Low growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for H2-export & 

3) Low / moderate growth of offshore wind 

0,11 / 0,8 
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Table 18: overview of the identified numbers of storyline drivers and the coverage of found PRIM-boxes for the 

380 kV-network for overload classes > 4 in 2050 

Overload class in 2050 Number of drivers Cumulative coverage of PRIM-

boxes 

5 3 81% 

6 2 95% 

The ‘DNA-map’ functionality in the visualization tool can be used to understand what the overload of 

infrastructure elements will be in case a certain driver for storylines becomes reality. For illustration of this 

functionality, figures 35 and 36 show the DNA-maps for the infrastructure elements for four storylines that are 

part of storyline driver ‘combination of very strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for synthetic fuel 

production AND moderate / strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity growth for H2-export‘.  

These DNA-maps show the overload pattern evolution over time for energy infrastructure elements across the 

scenarios. These patterns can inform grid strategists about adaptive investment options that might be valuable 

in case the driver ‘‘combination of very strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for synthetic fuel production 

AND moderate / strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity growth for H2-export‘‘ might become reality. Part of 

an adaptive investment package to mitigate overload situations in case this storyline driver becomes reality are 

probably investments in infrastructure elements C, F, H, I, L, N and O. Reason for this is that these infrastructure 

elements have overload classes of 5 or 6 in 2050 across all explored scenarios that belong to the storyline 

driver.  
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Figure 35: illustration of the overload magnitude evolution for energy infrastructure elements of the 380 kV-network of storylines that are part of the storyline driver 

‘‘combination of very strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for synthetic fuel production AND moderate / strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity growth for H2-

export”. 
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Figure 36: illustration of the overload magnitude evolution for energy infrastructure elements of the 380 kV-network of storylines that are part of the storyline driver 

‘‘combination of very strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for synthetic fuel production AND moderate / strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity growth for H2-

export”.
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H2-network 

No robust investments are necessary to improve the short-term performance on capacity for the H2-network. 

However, adaptive investments are necessary to cope with scenarios that lead to overload classes > 1 after 

2030  (see figure 37).  

 

Options for adaptive investments 

In an analogous analysis approach, drivers for storylines have been identified that lead to certain overload 

classes of the H2-network in the long run (see tables 19 and 20). The identified drivers for storylines that lead 

to overload classes > 1 in 2050 have PRIM-box coverages between 75% - 98%. This means that ≥ 75% of the 

scenarios that lead to overload classes > 1 can be explained by the diagnosed storyline drivers. These coverage 

values seem acceptably high. The storyline drivers constitute between one and four storyline factors. 

 

Via the visualization tool, DNA-maps for H2 infrastructure elements are available for storylines that are part of 

a storyline driver. This is illustrated in figures 38 and 39. 
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Figure 37: overload pattern for the H2-network  
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Table 19: summary of PRIM-analyses for the identification of drivers of adaptive investments for the H2-network 

Overload 

class in 2050 

Storyline driver for long-term overload class Coverage / 

density of found 

PRIM-boxes 

 

 

1 

1) No strong / very strong growth of H2 import for synthetic fuel production & 

4) Low growth of H2-demand to the hinterland &  

5) Switch of built environment towards electricity / heat grid 

0,5 / 1 

 

2) Moderate growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for H2-export &  

4) Low growth of H2-demand to the hinterland 

0,17 / 0,8 

 

 

 

 

2 

1) No very strong growth of H2 import for synthetic fuel production & 

4) Low growth of H2-demand to the hinterland &  

5) No switch of built environment towards electricity / heat grid 

0,68 / 0,9 

 

1) No strong / very strong growth of H2 import for synthetic fuel production &  

2) Strong growth of H2O electrolysis capacity for H2-export & 

4) Low growth of H2-demand to the hinterland &  

5) Switch of built environment towards electricity / heat grid 

 

 

0,18 / 1 
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Overload 

class in 2050 

Storyline driver for long-term overload class Coverage / 

density of found 

PRIM-boxes 

3 1) Very strong growth of H2 import for synthetic fuel production &  

4) Low growth of H2-demand to the hinterland 

0,75 / 0,8 

 

4 4) Moderate growth of H2-demand to the hinterland 0,98 / 0,9 

5 1) No very strong growth of H2 import for synthetic fuel production & 

4) Strong growth of H2-demand to the hinterland 

0,88 / 0,9 

 

6 4) Very strong growth of H2-demand to the hinterland 0,79 / 1 

 

Table 20: overview of the identified numbers of storyline drivers and the coverage of found PRIM-boxes for the H2-network for overload classes > 1 in 2050 

Overload class in 2050 Number of drivers Cumulative coverage of PRIM-boxes 

2 2 86% 

3 1 75% 

4 1 98% 

5 1 88% 

6 1 79% 
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Figure 38: illustration of the overload magnitude evolution for energy infrastructure elements of the H2-network of storylines that are part of the storyline driver ‘‘moderate 

growth of H2 demand to the hinterland”.
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Figure 39: illustration of the overload magnitude evolution for energy infrastructure elements of the H2-network of storylines that are part of the storyline driver ‘‘moderate 

growth of H2 demand to the hinterland”.
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Summary 

Figures 40 and 41 summarize the process steps executed to obtain insights into overload magnitudes that need 

to be mitigated with robust no regret investments and storyline drivers for the transport capacity evolution 

towards specific long-term overload magnitudes. For the 380 kV-network robust no regret investments are 

required to mitigate overloads with overload class level 4 that might occur on the short-term. On the contrary, 

for the H2-network no robust investments appear to be necessary to obtain sufficient transport capacity on the 

short-term.   

For the 380 kV- and H2-network in total 11 storyline drivers have been identified. These storyline drivers are 

the adaptation tipping point conditions for which specific adaptive investment packages should be designed. 

In case the energy system evolution progresses into the direction of adaptation tipping point conditions, the 

linked adaptive investment package should be planned. An individual storyline driver comprises a subset of 

scenarios, showing the range of overload evolution over time for this storyline driver. ‘DNA-maps’, showing the 

range of overload evolution over time for the storyline driver, support the identification of options for an 

adaptive investment package that prevents overloads in case the storyline driver becomes reality.  

It should be noted that it is impossible, with the current investment planning practice, to identify these 11 

storyline drivers as scenario points. Especially, since several of these storyline drivers consist of combined 

developments of different external factors, such as the combined development of a very strong growth of H2 

import for synthetic fuel production with a low growth of H2 hinterland demand that is a storyline driver for H2 

transport capacity demand evolution into overload class 3 in the long run.  Furthermore, the identification of 

the possible range for short-term overload magnitudes, relevant for the planning of robust no regret 

investments, is more accurate compared to the current investment planning practice due to the use of many 

more scenarios in the exploration of the effectivity of an investment path. 
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Figure 40: summary of the executed process steps for the identification of robust, no regret investments and 11 storyline drivers, relevant for long-term adaptive 

investments for the 380 kV- and H2-network, from an initial scenario space comprising 1019 scenarios. It should be noted that step 3 was not discussed in a broad expert 

group. 
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Figure 41: schematic representation of the process for identification of storyline drivers (adaptation tipping point conditions). The indicated steps refer to the steps in 

figure 40. 
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7.2.2 Options for robustness improvement for the Medium Voltage network 

The investments of the MIEK investment path for the 380 kV-, 150 kV-, H2-, HTLH-, ODO- and NODO-networks 

comprised fixed investment packages for several reference years. In contrast, the investments in the MV-

network were defined via an investment rule. This rule was based on the rated capacity of connected customer 

sites to an infrastructure node and a threshold value thereof13.  The stress test of the MIEK investment path 

resulted in investment patterns over time for investments in the MV-network (see figure 42).  

The investment rule led to a good short-term (100% of facilitated scenarios) and long-term robustness 

performance (98% of facilitated scenarios) on capacity for the Medium Voltage network. This good 

performance is feasible in case the maximum investment peak for the network appears not too high. Therefore, 

it was investigated whether this maximum investment peak appeared to be problematic and what measures 

could be taken to flatten this peak. A detailed report-out of the analysis have been shared within the project. 

In this report, only the conclusions of this study are described. 

Examination of figure 42 led to the conclusion that the highest observed investment peak arose in 2030. Expert 

examination led to the conclusion that this investment peak seemed not to lead to feasibility problems. 

However, it is interesting to understand whether robust investments could be diagnosed that were necessary 

across the reference years in all scenarios. Upfront investments would lead to no regret investments while 

reducing the potential maximum investment peak. Analyses showed that two specific investments at a certain 

location were required in every scenario that was simulated. These no regret investments could be planned in 

2025 in order to reduce the potential investment peak in 2030. Figure 43 shows the resulting downward shift 

in investment peak.  

Next to the identification of the robust investments, PRIM-analyses have been conducted for the understanding 

of the drivers of the investment peak in 2030. It appeared that the technology transition towards E-boilers and 

E-furnaces in 2030 combined with onshore solar PV and onshore wind growth were drivers for the shown 

investment peak in 2030. 

The analysis of the Medium Voltage network showed that it was possible to diagnose no regret investments 

that can lead to flattening of the maximum investment peak. As already stated earlier, validation (and 

improvement) of the multi-model tool and the scenario space is a logical next step in order to enable more 

reliable and trustworthy simulation results that are good enough to inform the real decision-making process 

on the strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment path. 

 

 

13 Details on the applied investment rule are confidential. Details of the analysis have been reported separately.  
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Figure 42: investment patterns over time in the MV-network in 9,980 scenarios (left). Medium Voltage investments allocation per location in 2030 (right). The y-axis 

represents different scenarios. At the x-axis different geographical locations for MV-infrastructure elements are shown. The magnitude of investment per scenario per 

location is indicated with a color scale.   
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Figure 43: illustration of the impact of the addition of robust investments in 2025: a reduction of the potential investment peak in 2030.  
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8. Discussion 
In this section the project results are discussed. It is assessed to what extent the research goals have been 

successfully met. Furthermore, an assessment is made on what is needed to implement the Gridmaster method 

for decision support in real decision-making processes for long-term investment planning of integrated 

investment planning in the Netherlands.  

The discussion is structured as follows. First, the potential of the developed Gridmaster method to support 

strategic decision-making processes on long-term investment planning of integrated energy infrastructure is 

discussed. Subsequently, the specific insights for the HIC Rotterdam is elaborated on. Hereafter, participatory 

modeling is addressed. Finally, the relevant aspects for decision-making on how to proceed with the further 

development of the Gridmaster method and associated tooling is discussed.  

 

8.1 Potential of developed Gridmaster method for decision support on 

strategic decision-making for integrated energy infrastructure in the 

context of deep uncertainty of the energy system evolution 

The following research questions at the start of the project relate to the development of the Gridmaster 

method.  

• How can the current practice of long-term investment planning for energy infrastructure be expanded and 

adapted to better inform the decision-making process on societally desirable evolutions of the energy 

system with information about the impact of energy infrastructure? 

• How can the current practice of long-term investment planning for energy infrastructure be expanded and 

adapted to develop a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment plan for integrated energy 

infrastructure within the context of deep uncertainty of the energy transition? 

From these research questions, it follows that the developed Gridmaster method should be capable to: 

1. Inform the decision-making process on societally desirable evolutions of the energy system with 

information about the impact of energy infrastructure in various options for the long-term evolution of the 

energy system. 

2. Create a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment plan for integrated energy infrastructure that 

is capable to effectively deal with the deep uncertainty of the evolution of the energy system. 

Below, it is discussed to what extent the demanded capabilities have been incorporated in the developed 

Gridmaster method.  

 

8.1.1 Capability to indicate the impact of infrastructure for options of long-term energy system 

evolution pathways 

A designed scenario space that encompasses scenarios for energy system evolution over time is a central 

feature of the developed Gridmaster method. The advantage of a scenario space, in contrast to the current 

practice of using three or four scenario (cornerstone) points, is that there are no theoretical limits for the 

number of scenarios that can be included in this space. For example, the scenario space developed in the case 

study encompassed 1019 scenarios. This feature removes a barrier for stakeholder engagement in the creation 

of scenarios that might impact the energy infrastructure. Instead of a necessary replacement or adjustment of 
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a scenario, in case the number of scenarios is limited to three or four, other scenarios can simply be added to 

the scenario space. Furthermore, compared to the limited number of scenarios in the current practice, the 

scenario space is better capable to reflect the real deep uncertainty that grid operators are confronted with for 

long-term investment planning.  

Although the scenario space enhances stakeholder engagement and allows a broader vision on potential 

energy system evolution scenarios, it also has a potential downside. The vast amount of possible scenarios 

makes it hard or impossible to meaningfully compare the impact of energy infrastructure in these scenarios for 

decision-making on socially desirable energy system evolutions. The three or four scenario (cornerstone) 

points, used in the current practice, has the advantage that it is relatively easy to understand the different 

impacts of energy infrastructure in these scenarios. In the Gridmaster method, the problem of too many 

scenarios for a sensible comparison of options for energy system evolutions, is dealt with by the creation of 

storylines of energy system evolution. These storylines, encompass the main drivers for the evolution of 

transport capacity demand over time for the considered energy infrastructure. These main drivers, are not 

determined a priori, but a posteriori. By so-called PRIM-analyses the most impactful dimensions of the scenario 

space are revealed. This is a way to separate important scenario developments from less important ones from 

an energy infrastructure investment planning standpoint. As a consequence, instead of a vast number of 

possible scenarios, a limited number of storylines arises that encompass the most important driving forces for 

the growth of transport capacity evolution over time for the considered energy infrastructure. In the case study, 

for the 380 kV- and H2-network, 360 storylines were created from a scenario space encompassing 1019 

scenarios. These 360 storylines were built from five independent storyline factors. A specific combination of 

values for these parameters yields a single storyline. All possible combinations of values for these parameters 

lead to 360 storylines. This structure enables a structured dialogue about potential energy system evolution 

pathways. By coupling of the storylines to the overload evolution for the energy infrastructure, it is possible to 

indicate the magnitude of overload development for a specific storyline. Since the magnitude of overload 

relates to the social costs (investment cost and spatial impact) of energy infrastructure, in this way, information 

about the impact of energy infrastructure per storyline can be given. For interpretability purposes, a system of 

overload classes has been developed with limited categories (six). The impact of a specific network for a 

storyline is indicated by the resulting maximum overload class over the planning horizon for the storyline.  

In the project insufficient attention has been given to the interaction with decision-makers on how this 

structured information can support them in decision-making processes on the selection of socially desirable 

long-term energy system evolution pathways. Another point of attention is the plausibility of the scenarios that 

describe the possible energy system evolution in a specific geographic area. These scenarios should also be 

plausible on a higher scale level. For example, the scenario developments in the HIC Rotterdam should be 

plausible in relation to plausible scenarios for the energy system evolution in the Netherlands. Validation of the 

plausibility of scenarios within the scenario space in relation to the higher scale level energy system might 

result in the necessity to change the initial set up of the scenario space. In the case study HIC Rotterdam, this 

validation has not been conducted within the project team. The following research question summarizes this 

point of attention: how is uniform sampling of the scenario space ensured if a not uniform part of the selected 

scenarios is regarded as invalid after the plausibility check at the higher energy system scale level? 

The developed method looks promising in providing impact of energy infrastructure information in the 

decision-making process on long-term socially desirable energy system evolution pathways. However, next to 

gaining experience with the method, further development of the method, associated digital tooling and data 

input is necessary for use in real decision-making on long-term energy system goals. It is recommended to 
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further develop the method and tooling in a real decision-making contexts to accelerate the practical value for 

real life decision-making. Areas of further improvement are: 

• Tailoring of decision support information to the needs of decision-makers and the further transfer of the 

method from theory to practice. 

• Further assessment of the definition of overload classes and the relation to investment cost and spatial 

impact of energy infrastructure. 

• Further assessment of the definition of the method for the computation of overload magnitudes for 

networks (in the case study different methods have been used for the electricity and gas networks). 

• Improvements of the scenario space design, and the interaction with stakeholders to include their visions 

on energy system development into this scenario space. 

• Validation of the scenario space for a specific geographic area with the scenario space for the energy system 

at a higher scale level (e.g. scenario space of HIC Rotterdam in relation to the scenario space for the 

Netherlands). 

• Validation and improvement of the multi-model simulation tool in order to create more reliable overload 

results. 

 

8.1.2 Capability to create a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment plan for integrated 

energy infrastructure 

For the creation of a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment plan for integrated energy 

infrastructure, the following information is needed: 

1. Information, given a candidate investment path for energy infrastructure, about the possible evolution of 

the range of overload magnitudes over time for the considered energy networks as a consequence of the 

deep uncertainty of the energy system evolution.  

2. Information, given a candidate investment path for energy infrastructure, about the short-term robustness 

performance on capacity for energy networks.  

3. Information, given a candidate investment path for energy infrastructure, about the short-term overload 

magnitude of infrastructure elements across many scenarios.  This information reveals those energy 

infrastructure elements for which robust investments should be considered.  

4. Information, given a candidate investment path for energy infrastructure, about the relevant dimensions 

in potential energy system evolution pathways that significantly impact the long-term growth towards 

specific overload magnitudes for the considered energy networks. These dimensions and the relevant 

ranges per dimension are summarized in a storyline space for the energy system evolution.   

5. Information, given a candidate investment path for energy infrastructure, about the storyline drivers. These 

storyline drivers are the dominant conditions in the energy system evolution that, in the long run, will lead 

to specific overload magnitudes. Storyline drivers correspond to adaptation trigger conditions for which 

coupled adaptive investments should be designed. In case the evolution of the energy system is heading 

into the direction of the adaptation trigger conditions, the corresponding adaptive investments should be 

planned for a timely realization of sufficient transport capacity for the facilitation of the energy system 

evolution. 
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6. Information, given a candidate investment path for energy infrastructure, about the overload of 

infrastructure elements for a storyline driver that in the long run will lead to unacceptable overload 

magnitudes with the current investment path. This information provides insights into effective options for 

adaptive investments that should be linked to storyline drivers (adaptation trigger conditions). 

7. Information about path dependencies of potential future developments of the energy system. This 

information leads to the understanding of the evolution of the deep uncertainty of the energy system 

evolution. This  enables the creation of a monitoring system that timely signals the necessity for a re-

assessment of the current investment path. 

8. A measurement system (metrics) for the determination of the robustness performance of an investment 

path. 

Based on this information, the requirements can be formulated for an effective method for the creation of a 

strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment plan for energy infrastructure. An other requirement for 

an effective method is that the execution of the method can be carried out within a reasonable lead time. 

Table 21 shows an assessment of the extent to which the developed Gridmaster method can successfully meet 

the formulated requirements. From this assessment, it can be concluded that the developed Gridmaster 

method seems promising as a way to create a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment path for 

integrated energy infrastructure. Eight out of nine requirements are met by the Gridmaster method. It is 

questionable whether the requirement on an acceptable lead time for the execution of the method will be met. 

It is certain that, due to the innovative nature of the Gridmaster method, further application and standardization 

of the Gridmaster method and associated digital tooling will lead to reduced lead times for data handling and 

analyses. Moreover, large scale computation can be expanded to allow for > 10,000 simulations in a short 

timeframe (couple of weeks). As described above, next steps should be taken in the development and execution 

of the Gridmaster method to enable added value to real decision-making on long-term investment choices for 

integrated energy infrastructure.  
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Table 21: assessment of the capability of the developed Gridmaster method for the development of a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment plan for 
integrated energy infrastructure 

Requirement Assessment of Gridmaster method 

1.Providing a range of overload 
magnitudes over time for energy 
networks based on a 
representation of the ‘real‘ deep 
uncertainty of the energy system 
evolution 

- Gridmaster method meets this requirement: 

• In the case study the ‘real uncertainty’ was represented by 9,980 scenarios uniformly sampled from the developed scenario 
space. In case a better representation of the ‘real uncertainty’ is required, the number of selected scenarios from the 
scenario space can be increased. 

• For 9,980 scenarios the overload evolution over the planning horizon was calculated for all considered networks that were 
part of the energy infrastructure. A logical evolution of the connection of sites to the network nodes of the energy 
networks was part of the model, leading to a logical energy system configuration during the simulations for scenarios. For 
example, the model can cope with the re-use of a former methane pipeline for H2 transport. Furthermore, electricity 
connections of sites switch to other voltage levels in case certain threshold values for electricity connection capacities are 
exceeded.  

2.Providing insight into the 
short-term robustness 
performance of the investment 
path 

- Gridmaster method meets this requirement: 

• A metric for the determination of the short-term robustness performance has been defined and applied in the case study.  

3.Providing insight into the 
short-term overload magnitude 
of energy infrastructure 
elements in many scenarios 

- Gridmaster method meets this requirement: 

• Via the developed overload classification system, the overload magnitude in various reference years across 9,980 
scenarios was calculated in the case study. ‘DNA-map’ visualization capability leads to insight into the short-term overload 
magnitude across many scenarios for each infrastructure element. 

• In the case study, robust investments have been identified for the MV-network.  
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Requirement Assessment of Gridmaster method 

4.Capability to create a relevant 
storyline space that 
encompasses the dominant 
dimensions of the energy system 
evolution and its relevant ranges 
relevant for long-term 
investment planning of 
integrated energy 
infrastructure14 

- Gridmaster method meets this requirement: 

• Application of PRIM-analyses in the case study, which is part of the developed method, were effective in the creation of 
storylines for the 380 kV- and H2-network. PRIM-analysis as a way to find storylines-overload relations looks promising.  
 

5. Capability to identify storyline 
drivers (adaptation trigger 
conditions) 

- Gridmaster method meets this requirement: 

• 11 storyline drivers (with sufficient statistical significance) have been found for the 380 kV- and H2-network by the 
execution of PRIM-analysis on the storyline-overload data. These storyline drivers are the adaptation trigger conditions for 
which specific adaptive investment packages should be designed. 

6. Providing insight into the 
overload magnitude of energy 
infrastructure elements for 
storyline drivers  

- Gridmaster method meets this requirement: 

• For the case study, the developed visualization tool shows overload data per infrastructure element for specific storylines 
via a ‘DNA-map’. Via an additional functionality, not present in the developed visualization tool, it is possible to create such 
a ‘DNA-map’ for the conditions of a storyline driver.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14 In the case study, drivers for location specific overload magnitude developments for energy infrastructure elements of the 380 kV- and H2-networks were not targeted. 
In future work, investigation into these drivers might also be relevant. 
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Requirement Assessment of Gridmaster method 

7. Incorporating path 
dependency functionality of 
future energy system evolution 
pathways in the scenario space 

 

 

- Gridmaster method meets this requirement: 

• Several potential path dependencies for the energy system evolution have been taken into account in the developed 
scenario space in the case study: 

o Dependency of the evolution of spatial free area for the integration of new conversion technology assets in the 
HIC Rotterdam: 

▪ Implementation of CCS leads to a longer existence of certain oil refineries, leading to less spatial area for 
new technologies integration (leading thus to a path dependency in the evolution of the energy system), 

▪ Growth of DAC technology, a technology with a huge spatial footprint, limits the available free area for 
new technologies integration (leading thus to a path dependency in the evolution of the energy system), 

▪ Early closure of current plants, create early spatial area availability for the integration of new technologies 
(leading to path dependency). 

o Various technology pathways for the replacement of the current fossil methane fired utility production assets have 
been defined, representing technology change pathways. 

• For future work, it should be evaluated whether the applied modeling practice for path dependency in the case study 
could be improved to simplify the analysis into path dependency relations with overload magnitude developments. 

8.Use of adequate metrics for 
the robustness performance 
measurement of an investment 
path 

- Gridmaster method meets this requirement: 

• A first set of robustness metrics have been defined for the robustness performance measurement of an investment path. 
Also ideas for expansion of this set of metrics have been generated in the project. 

9.Acceptable lead time for the 
execution of the method 

- Gridmaster method might meet this requirement: 

• Lead time for simulation of 9,980 scenarios required ca. 1.5 weeks. 

• Data collection, data handling, data analysis and visualization of results required significant time. Also the development of 
the method required a substantial amount of time. However, during the case study a lot has been learned on data 
handling, data analysis and visualization of results. Furthermore, a limited group of professionals was involved in these 
activities. Therefore, it is expected that continued application and development of the Gridmaster method and associated 
tools will reduce lead times for the execution of Gridmaster projects. 
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8.2 Decision-relevant information about the long-term development 

of integrated energy infrastructure for HIC Rotterdam 

The following research question, formulated at the start of the project, relates to the request for relevant 

practical insights for the long-term development of integrated energy infrastructure for HIC Rotterdam:  

• What is the robustness of the developed MIEK investment path for HIC Rotterdam and what decision 

relevant information can support the decision-making on the long-term system objective the grid operators 

should aim for to facilitate with integrated energy infrastructure? 

In the project, the MIEK investment path was stress tested. The robustness performance on capacity (short-

term and long-term) of the MIEK investment path has been calculated. Furthermore, storyline-overload 

relations were determined for the 380 kV- and H2-networks that can be used to inform the decision-making 

process on socially desirable long-term evolutions of the energy system with information about the impact of 

energy infrastructure.  

For the 380 kV-network an overload magnitude of overload class 4 was identified that should be mitigated by 

robust, no regret investments on the short-term. Furthermore, for the 380 kV- and H2-networks 11 storyline 

drivers have been identified. These storyline drivers are adaptation tipping point conditions that will, in case no 

adaptive investments are planned, lead to a specific overload magnitude for either the 380 kV- or H2-network 

on the long run. In addition, for the MV-network, robust, no regret investments have been diagnosed that can 

reduce the maximum potential investment peak for MV-network investments.  

Although the computed overload values showed logical relations with scenario events, it appeared that the 

quality of the overload computation for some networks was too inaccurate to draw quantitative conclusions15. 

Moreover, the developed scenario space was not properly validated in relation to the scenario space for bigger 

scale energy system that it is part of (the energy system of the Netherlands). However, the quality of overload 

computations was good enough for the testing of process steps of the developed Gridmaster method.  

The overload computation for the 380 kV- and 150 kV-network turned out to be too inaccurate. This can have 

multiple causes: 

• A computational error in the modelling chain from scenario space up to and including the load flow 

calculation. 

• A methodological problem in the computation of overload values for the electricity networks from overload 

values of the individual network elements.  

• (An) implausible relation(s) within the scenario space that leads to implausible electricity flows across the 

electricity networks in several scenarios.  

Also some modeling anomalies have been observed in the overload calculation for the HTLH-network.  

 

15 The kind of models used, will not lead to very accurate investment magnitudes. However, the set up of the 
models will lead, after proper validation of the models, to sufficient detail for the determination of a strategic 
direction for a robust, adaptive investment path. After determination of this strategic direction, the used load 
flow models in the current practice of grid planning need to be used for an exact assessment of required 
investments in energy infrastructure. 
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A rigorous validation of the modelling tool (for all networks) and scenario space is necessary to ensure a 

sufficient accuracy of the calculated overload values for infrastructure elements and corresponding networks. 

Based on this validation, it becomes clear which of the obtained decision-relevant information about the long-

term development of integrated energy infrastructure for HIC Rotterdam can be reused for informing the real 

decision-making processes.  

 

8.3 Participatory modeling 

A key feature of the new Gridmaster method is that it incorporates ‘participatory modeling’, by allowing all 

relevant stakeholders to take part in the modelling exercise itself, or to contribute to the development of the 

to be considered relevant scenario space. For example as part of this project, all members of the consortium – 

each having its own background and expertise – contributed to the development of the simulation multi-model 

tool and/or relevant assumptions. This is vital since long-term modeling of the possible energy system evolution 

requires expertise and views from a wide range of knowledge areas, such as energy infrastructure planning, 

load flow calculations, potential energy system evolutions, data management, large scale computing and data 

analysis. Given that no single organization possesses all the required knowledge and expertise, another 

advantage of participatory modeling is that it facilitates learning and knowledge transfer among the involved 

stakeholders on investment planning for energy infrastructure, which ultimately should pave the way for 

achieving broader social consensus for the resulting decisions. The cooperation between the participating 

consortium organizations in the case study, is experienced as supportive in the creation of a comprehensive 

scenario space and coherent multi-model energy system evolution model.  

In addition, cooperation between various organizations supported problem solving in the design and realization 

of the multi-model tool. For future work in the field of ‘Gridmaster’, the practice of participatory modeling seems 

useful.  

 

8.4 Considerations for decision-making on continuation of Gridmaster 

development 

The project showed that the developed Gridmaster method seems promising for decision support on long-term 

investment planning of integrated energy infrastructure. However, the developed method was not completely 

tested in the case study. Furthermore, associated digital tooling, data handling methods, data analysis methods 

and participative practices should be further improved to develop the Gridmaster method into a decision 

support practice that is used to inform real decision-making processes on long-term investment planning of 

integrated energy infrastructure. In short, an effort is needed to implement the Gridmaster method in real 

decision-making processes on long-term investment planning of integrated energy infrastructure. 

For a fast development and implementation of the method, standardization of the method and digital tooling 

is required. Standards for scenario space and coherent energy system models can be made for 1) an industrial 

cluster; 2) a city, 3) a rural region, 4) a province and 5) the Dutch main infrastructure. After development, these 

standards can be rolled out across the Netherlands. After the development of the first ‘standards’ it is less time 

consuming to further improve these standards in the course of time. Thus, the biggest investment is needed 

for the creation of the first standards.  
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After the investment cost for the creation of standards, exploitation cost will arise during the execution of the 

Gridmaster method in different geographical areas. Furthermore, an effort is needed for the implementation 

of the Gridmaster method in the grid operator organizations.   

Below the costs aspects and benefits of an upgrading of the Gridmaster method towards a new practice for 

decision support are summarized. This information is aimed to facilitate decision-making on how to proceed 

with the Gridmaster initiative after the project: is it desirable to upgrade the Gridmaster method or not? And if 

desirable, what is a desired development path? 

 

Benefits of Gridmaster upgrade towards implementation for decision support in real decision-making on long-

term investment planning of integrated energy infrastructure. 

Approximately 104 billion Euro of investments in energy infrastructure (methane, H2 and electricity) are 

expected to be necessary in the time period from now till 2050 to support the energy transition in the 

Netherlands [24, 31]. The deep uncertainty about the energy system poses huge challenges in making the right 

investment decisions on capacity expansion and re-use of existing energy infrastructure. Wrong investment 

decisions can lead to: 

- Blocking of socially desirable energy system evolution pathways by transport capacity limitations. 

- Stranded assets of energy infrastructure. 

The Gridmaster method is promising in dealing with this deep uncertainty. Upgrade of the Gridmaster method 

will probably lead to better investment choices leading to the following benefits: 

1) The ability to facilitate a wide range of energy system evolution scenarios, lowering the risk of blocking of 

socially desirable energy system evolution pathways. 

2) The ability to timely plan new adaptive investments in case the energy system evolution is heading into a 

direction that requires additional transport capacity. In case the energy system evolution direction does not 

lead to increased transport capacity requirements, no adaptive investments are necessary. The capability 

to identify adaptive investments will prevent unacceptable stranded assets while the risk of blocking of 

socially desirable energy system evolution pathways is reduced. 

3) Better alignment of investment plans for the different energy networks due to the fact that coordination 

of investment plans for different energy networks is part of the Gridmaster method. 

4) More societal support for investment choices of grid operators due to the encouragement of stakeholder 

engagement in the decision-making process, the capability to include stakeholder visions in the scenario 

space and the enhanced transparency of how decisions are made. 

 

Costs aspects for the implementation and execution of the Gridmaster method 

- Investment costs for the creation of standards for 1) an industrial cluster, 2) a city, 3) a rural region, 4) a 

province and 5) the Dutch national main infrastructure. 

- Exploitation cost for the execution of Gridmaster studies in different geographical areas. 

- Effort (cost) for the integration of the Gridmaster processes into the grid operator organizations. 
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9. Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn about the developed Gridmaster method and practical decision 

support information related to the long-term planning of integrated energy infrastructure for HIC Rotterdam. 

• Although the developed method can be further improved on most aspects, the method looks promising in: 

o providing information on the impact of energy infrastructure in the decision-making process on 

long-term evolution pathways of a socially desirable energy system.  

o creating a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment path for integrated energy 

infrastructure. 

 

• Most requirements for a method that is able to create a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment 

path of integrated energy infrastructure are met by the developed Gridmaster method. Only some doubt 

exists whether the application of the Gridmaster method for a specific energy system scope can be done 

within an acceptable timeframe. In the executed project, the analysis steps demanded more time than 

expected. Not all steps of the Gridmaster method could be tested in the project. However, it is relevant to 

note that, given the innovative character of the Gridmaster method, a significant learning potential is still 

present for improvement of the efficiency of the execution of such projects. Also, it should be noted that a 

small team was responsible for the execution of the analyses. Organizational scale up and built-up of 

knowledge, will accellerate the execution of analyses. 

 

• Participatory modeling, in which various organizations cooperate in the development and building of 

energy system modeling tools, appears an effective means for the development of the Gridmaster method. 

Among others, it increased the quality and authority of the developed multi-model simulation model. 

 

• The developed Gridmaster method is not completely tested in the case study. Furthermore, associated 

digital tooling, data handling methods, data analysis methods and participative practices should be further 

improved to develop the Gridmaster method into a decision support practice that is used to inform real 

decision-making processes on long-term investment planning of integrated energy infrastructure. 

 

• Large-scale simulations for stress testing of an investment path, in which the overload evolution over time 

of the energy infrastructure is explored in many scenarios (~10,000) can be done in a relatively short 

timeframe (~1.5 weeks) for the modelled geographic scope (HIC Rotterdam) using the developed multi-

model toolset. It is possible to scale up the computational capacity in case more simulations would need to 

be executed in future Gridmaster projects.  

 

• The conceptual set-up of the developed scenario space forms a good starting point for the development of 

scenario spaces for similar studies in other geographic areas and/or other energy subsystems. A point of 

attention for future work is the execution of a plausibility check with the scenario space at the higher scale 

level in order to improve the number of plausible scenarios encompassed in the designed scenario space. 

 

• In the developed scenario space, several potential path dependencies for the energy system evolution have 

been successfully modeled. Path dependency is important to consider for planning of energy-infrastructure 

under deep uncertainty.  
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• A stakeholder dialogue together with organizations that potentially impact the future transport capacity 

requirements for energy infrastructure adds value in the development of the scenario space and coherent 

energy system multi-model. 

 

• The developed overload classification method is suitable for the indication of the impact of energy 

infrastructure in different options for long-term energy system evolution. However, this method should be 

further refined to enable the coupling of overload classes to societal costs for energy infrastructure. These 

societal costs for energy infrastructure comprise two components: 1) the order of magnitude of investment 

costs and 2) the spatial impact of energy infrastructure expansion.  

 

• The set of developed robustness metrics seems sufficiently adequate for a first assessment of the 

robustness of an investment path for integrated energy infrastructure, i.e. the measurement of the 

performance of an investment path across many transient scenarios.  

 

• The calculated robustness performances on capacity for the MIEK investment path for HIC Rotterdam 

confirms the added value of coordination of long-term investment planning for the individual energy 

networks. 

•  

• The designed multi-model simulation tool is capable of calculating overload values for infrastructure 

elements of the various networks, considered in the HIC Rotterdam case study, on a hourly basis for six 

reference years during the planning horizon.  The nature of the multi-model enabled an assessment of the 

integrated energy infrastructure across many scenarios. 

 

• A logical evolution of the connection of sites (parts of the energy system) to the network nodes of the 

energy networks is successfully incorporated into the multi-model, leading to a logical energy system 

configuration during the simulations for scenarios. For example, the model can cope with the re-use of a 

former methane pipeline for H2-transport. Furthermore, electricity connections of sites switch to other 

voltage levels in case certain threshold values for electricity connection capacities are exceeded. 

•  

• The confidence in an acceptable accuracy of overload computations for some networks (especially the 380 

kV and 150 kV-networks ) is insufficient to enable robust quantitative conclusions to be drawn about the 

robustness of the MIEK investment path for the HIC Rotterdam case study. However, the computed 

overload values in the HIC Rotterdam case study seem consistent with scenario events, and thus sufficient 

for the purposes of testing of the developed Gridmaster method for these networks.  

 

• Stress testing of the MIEK investment path with ~ 10,000 scenarios yields overload ranges over time for 

the considered energy networks. This information indicates the possible overload magnitude on the short-

term that should be mitigated with robust, no regret investments in order to facilitate a wide range of 

scenarios with the integrated energy infrastructure. Compared to the current investment planning practice, 

the Gridmaster method provides more insight into the possible range of overload on the short-term, due 

to the increased number of scenarios used for the overload exploration over time. 

•  

• ‘Storylines’ – which describe the dominant dimensions of the scenario space that determine the transport 

capacity evolution over time for the considered energy infrastructure – can help in simplifying the 
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sensemaking process and interpreting results across many thousands of simulations. PRIM analysis,  in 

combination with the structure of the scenario space, seems a promising approach to finding storyline–

overload relations.  

 

• For the 380 kV- and H2-network in total 11 storyline drivers have been identified. These storyline drivers 

are the adaptation tipping point conditions for which specific adaptive investment packages should be 

designed. In case the energy system evolution progresses into the direction of adaptation tipping point 

conditions, the linked adaptive investment package should be planned (the linking of adaptive investment 

packages to storyline drivers has not been executed in the project). It should be noted that it is impossible, 

with the current investment planning practice, to identify these 11 storyline drivers as scenario points. 

Upfront determination of storyline drivers without modelling, that is part of the current practice, is not 

achievable given the vast amount of plausible scenarios and unknown impact of these scenarios on the 

overload conditions of the considered energy infrastructure. Especially, since several of these storyline 

drivers consist of combined developments of different external factors. 

 

• The analysis of the Medium Voltage network shows that it is possible to diagnose robust, no regret 

investments that can lead to the reduction of the maximum potential investment peak. This decision 

support information has been used in a real investment decision case for this network. 

 

• The developed visualization tool is a good starting point for the communication of results obtained from 

the application of the Gridmaster method to experts. 

 

• The ‘DNA’-map visualizations, incorporated into the developed visualization tool, seem effective in creating 

insight into overload conditions of energy infrastructure elements and energy networks across sets of 

scenarios or storyline drivers. It is straightforward to apply ‘DNA-map’ visualizations for storyline drivers in 

order to support the identification of adaptive investments (this functionality was not built into the 

visualization tool in the project). 
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10.Recommendations 
In decision-making on the follow-up of the Gridmaster HIC Rotterdam project, a trade-off must be made 

between the advantages of a Gridmaster method implementation as a decision support practice and the 

associated costs for the realization of this implementation. Part of these costs include ‘investment costs’ for the 

creation of ‘Gridmaster standards’ for 1) an industrial cluster, 2) a city, 3) a rural region, 4) a province and 5) 

the Dutch main energy infrastructure. A ‘Gridmaster standard’ provides a good basis for a ‘Gridmaster 

assessment’ for a typical energy system, supporting the acceleration of the Gridmaster method as a decision 

support practice. Furthermore, the expected exploitation costs and costs for the integration of Gridmaster 

processes into grid operator organizations need to be considered.  

Table 22 highlights the identified areas for improvement of the Gridmaster method, associated digital tooling 

and analyses practices. For each identified issue, a recommendation is given to resolve this issue. This table can 

be used for the scoping of next Gridmaster projects.  
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Table 22: recommendations for future improvements 

Gridmaster step Identified issue/weakness Recommendations for future improvements 

1. General Insufficient awareness at decision-makers about the societal 

impact in case the deep uncertainty of the energy system 

evolution is insufficiently addressed in long-term investment 

planning of integrated energy infrastructure  

- Start an awareness project for top management of grid operator and government organizations 

about the societal risks in case the deep uncertainty of the long-term energy system evolution 

is insufficiently addressed in long-term investment planning for integrated energy 

infrastructure. 

- Create an accessible narrative to explain the impact of insufficiently addressing the deep 

uncertainty on energy system evolution in long-term investment planning of integrated energy 

infrastructure. 

- Create an accessible narrative to explain how application of the Gridmaster method leads to a 

robust, adaptive investment path that reduces societal risks and increases the societal 

opportunities for a socially desirable energy system evolution. 

- Intensify interactions with decision-makers in future Gridmaster projects. 

Insufficient awareness at grid strategists / grid operator experts 

how the Gridmaster method can support the development of a 

strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment plan of 

integrated energy infrastructure. 

- Start a dialogue with grid strategists / strategy experts at grid operators about decision-support 

for long-term investment planning and the potential of the Gridmaster method to support the 

creation of a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive investment plan for integrated energy 

infrastructure. 

- Intensify interactions with grid strategists / strategy experts in future Gridmaster projects. 

The absence of a standard / basis set up of a ‘Gridmaster’ practice 

for long term integrated investment planning of energy 

infrastructure at typical energy systems. This absence impedes 

implementation of the Gridmaster method for real decision-

making. 

 

 

- Develop standards for 1) an industrial cluster, 2) a city, 3) a rural area, 4) a province and 5) the 

Dutch national main energy infrastructure. 
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Gridmaster step Identified issue/weakness Recommendations for future improvements 

1. General Missed opportunity to increase the policy coordination scope for 

steering towards a socially desirable energy system evolution. 

- Include land use policies in the scope of a future use case. For example, the land use policies of 

harbor companies affect the potential structural change at industrial sites of an industrial cluster, 

thereby influencing the potential pathways for energy system evolution.  

- Include policies for steering private investments in the scope of a future use case. For example, 

policies that stimulate rooftop PV-systems in the built environment or battery investments in 

particular areas in a city, affect the energy system evolution and thereby the energy transport 

demand evolution over time. 

Too little involvement of the academia - Actively involve the academic community for the acceleration of the development of methods, 

processes, and tools that improve the quality of decision-support practices for decision-making 

on long-term investment planning of energy infrastructure. Find an organizational solution to 

align use cases with the long-term PhD-project lead times. 

2. Develop 

scenario space 

and coherent 

energy system 

multi-model 

Insufficient incorporation of flexibility options into the scenario 

space and coherent energy system multi-model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Better include flexibility options, such as energy storage options and demand side management 

into the scenario space and coherent multi-model simulation tool.  
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Gridmaster step Identified issue/weakness Recommendations for future improvements  

2. Develop 

scenario 

space and 

coherent 

energy 

system multi-

model 

Not commonly executed plausibility check of the scenario space 

with the scenario space at the higher system level 

- Perform a plausibility check of the developed scenario space at the higher scale energy system 

level. 

- Answer the following research question: how can uniform sampling of the scenario space 

ensured if a not uniform part of the selected scenarios is regarded as invalid after the plausibility 

check at the higher energy system scale level? 

 

Overload calculations for some networks not of sufficient quality - Intensify interactions between ‘Gridmaster-experts’ and grid experts to improve the quality of 

overload computation (especially for 380 kV- and 150 kV-networks) 

- Perform a more rigorous validation of calculation modules, e.g. testing with historical data, 

before launching simulations. 

- Evaluate the method for robustness metric computation on capacity for the electricity networks 

- Further validate the load flow modules for methane- and H2-networks. 

Relatively big analysis effort to assess the impact of modeled 

path dependency relations on overload evolutions over time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Evaluate whether the applied modeling practice for path dependency in the case study could be 

improved to simplify the analysis into path dependency relations with overload magnitude 

developments. 
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Gridmaster step Identified issue/weakness Recommendations for future improvements  

3. Select socially 

desirable 

storylines 

Relation between overload class and societal cost (investment 

cost and spatial impact) of energy infrastructure has not been 

made 

- Develop the relation between overload class and societal cost of energy infrastructure. 

- Refine the initial set up of the overload class system as a measure for the societal cost of energy 

infrastructure. 

Storyline-overload relations for 360 storylines were shown in the 

visualization tool. User experience indicated that the presented 

information was too complicated to be used as decision support 

information. 

- Further develop the visualization tooling that supports the communication of the impact of 

energy infrastructure on options for the long-term energy system evolution. Interact with 

decision-makers in this development process. 

Not tested process step 2C of the Gridmaster method: social 

dialogue for determination of socially desirable storylines 

 

 

- Test process step 2C in a use case. 

4. Develop 

strategic 

direction for 

robust, 

adaptive 

investment 

path 

No experience with trade-off analysis with different options for 

investment paths due to lack of time in executed projects 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Execute process step ‘iterative stress testing’ (3C – 3F) of the Gridmaster method to create 

different options for strategic directions for a robust, adaptive investment path. Subsequently, 

execute the process step ‘trade-off analysis’ together with decision-makers. 
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Gridmaster step Identified issue/weakness Recommendations for future improvements 

4. Develop 

strategic 

direction for 

robust, 

adaptive 

investment 

path 

Too complicated analysis results for decision-support 

information 

- Intensify interactions with decision-makers in future Gridmaster projects. 

Not tested process step 3A: Selection of scenarios for candidate 

investment path selection 

- Test process step 3A in a use case 

Not tested process step 3B: Selection of promising candidate 

investment paths 

- Test process step 3B in a use case 

Not tested process step 3C: Selection of scenarios for stress 

testing 

- Test process step 3C in a use case 

Not tested process step 3F: Improve investment path: add robust 

and adaptive investments 

- Test process step 3F in a use case 

Not tested process step 3G: Trade-off decision-making on the 

strategic direction for a robust, adaptive, integrated investment 

path 

- Test process step 3G in a use case 

5. Monitor 

development 

of energy 

system 

Not tested process step 4: Monitoring of energy system 

development for adaptation 

 

 

 

 

 

- Test process step 4 in a use case 
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Gridmaster step Identified issue/weakness 
Recommendations for future improvements 

6. Data analyses - Insufficient reliable results of the applied time-series 

clustering algorithm  

- Investigate the effectivity of other / adjusted simulation data analyses, like the examination of 

the effectivity of other time series clustering algorithms as a part of PRIM-analyses.  

- Drivers for location specific overload magnitude 

developments have not been investigated seriously. 

- Investigate drivers for location specific overload magnitude developments for energy 

infrastructure elements  

7. Visualization-

tool 

- Incompleteness of the visualization tool functionality to 

create decision-support information  

- Further develop effective visualizations to inform decision-makers with decision support 

information 

- Interact with decision-makers in the further development of the visualization tooling 
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Appendix A: evolution of the project focus 

In the course of the project one of the original research questions was replaced and project objectives have 

been adjusted accordingly (see tables A1 and A2). Instead of a more global execution of the developed 

Gridmaster process steps, it was decided to focus more on a detailed analysis of the stress test results of the 

MIEK investment path. As a consequence, not all designed process steps of the Gridmaster method have been 

tested in the case study HIC Rotterdam.   

Table A1: original versus final research questions 

Research question Original project plan Actually executed 

project 

1. How can the current practice of strategic investment 

planning for energy infrastructure be expanded and 

adapted to develop robust investment plans for integrated 

energy infrastructure within the context of deep uncertainty 

of the energy transition? 

Yes Yes 

2. What is a robust, adaptive investment plan for integrated 

energy infrastructure for the HIC Rotterdam that supports 

investment decision-making of individual organizations? 

Yes No 

3. What is the robustness of the developed MIEK investment 

path for HIC Rotterdam and what decision relevant 

information can support the decision-making on the long-

term system objective the grid operators should aim for to 

facilitate with integrated energy infrastructure? 

No Yes 
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Table A2: original versus final objectives of the project 

Objective Original project plan Actually executed 

project 

1. Development of a new method for strategic adaptive grid 

planning for integrated energy infrastructure 

Yes Yes 

2. Development of a scenario space for long-term 

investment planning of integrated energy infrastructure in 

HIC Rotterdam 

Yes Yes 

3. Development of a multi-model simulation tool that 

enables a better understanding of the performance of 

integrated investment plans 

Yes Yes 

4. Gaining insight into robust investment plans for 

integrated energy infrastructure in HIC Rotterdam 

Yes No 

5. Development of interactive visualizations of promising 

adaptive investment paths for integrated energy 

infrastructure in HIC Rotterdam via Adaptation Pathways 

Maps 

Yes No 

6. Public dissemination of the developed method and 

(software)tools 

Yes Yes 

7. Active dissemination of developed knowledge and 

insights with relevant stakeholders 

Yes Yes 

8. Execution of a stakeholder dialogue with relevant 

industry organizations to align the design of the scenario 

space 

No Yes 

9. Development of interactive visualizations of the impact of 

scenario storylines on overload patterns during the planning 

horizon for the H2- and 380 kV-networks with the following 

added value:  

1) Provision of decision support information for a 

stakeholder dialogue on the long-term ambition of the 

energy system evolution 

2) A tool that can be used for the design process for the 

creation of a strategic direction for a robust, adaptive 

investment path of integrated energy infrastructure 

No Yes 
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Appendix B: scenario space details 

More documentation about the developed scenario space can be found at https://github.com/GridMaster2022.

https://github.com/GridMaster2022
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Appendix C: motivation for choices on subsystem division of the HIC Rotterdam 

energy system 

Subsystem Sites part of subsystem Motivation for the definition of the subsystem 

1. Oil based and non-oil based hydrocarbon 

production and (repowered) coal fired power 

plants  

• Current oil refinery sites 

• Current central SMR sites (H2 production for supply 

to oil refineries) 

• Current coal fired power plant sites 

• Maasvlakte 2 area that is allocated for non-oil 

based hydrocarbon production plants 

• Oil refineries are part of the same global value chain. 

• In case CCS is rolled out in HIC Rotterdam, probably Shell and Exxon 

refineries will be connected to this system. 

• In case the H-vision project is rolled out, BP and Shell refineries and 

potentially Exxon refinery will be connected to the central ATR production 

unit (blue H2 production asset). 

• In case the H-vision project is rolled out, probably the current coal fired 

plants will be partly fed with blue H2 ex the central ATR production unit. 

• Assumption that firms that exploit oil refineries are also willing to exploit 

non-oil based hydrocarbon production plants. 

2. Chlorine based chemical cluster, other 

industrial sites and (repowered) methane 

based utility production sites 

• Current chlorine based chemical cluster 

• Current industrial sites that are not part of the 

chlorine based chemical cluster and are no oil 

refinery 

• Current central methane fired power plant sites 

and central methane fired cogeneration plant sites 

• The interdependency of chlorine demanding sites on the availability of 

affordable chlorine produced by the central chlorine production site. 

• The currently fossil methane based utility production assets that provide 

steam and HT heat for the considered industrial processes. Assumed is that 

technology change in utility production will affect all industrial sites that are 

part of this subsystem. 

• Structural change of currently central gas fired power plants and 

cogeneration plants is likely related to the structural change of utility 

production technologies that are currently based on fossil methane.  
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Subsystem 
Sites part of subsystem Motivation for the definition of the subsystem 

3. Nuclear power plant 
• Envisioned site at Maasvlakte 2 • Nowadays, no nuclear power plant is part of the energy system of the HIC 

Rotterdam. However, future political decision-making might lead to the 

integration of a nuclear power plant at Maasvlakte 2.  

The political choice for the integration of a nuclear power plant is considered 

to be independent on the political decision-making on the growth of other 

power production assets that impact the energy system of the HIC. 

4. Onshore wind 
• Various sites across the HIC Rotterdam • The political choice for the growth onshore wind capacity is considered to 

be independent on the political decision-making on the growth of other 

power production assets that impact the energy system of the HIC. 

5. Onshore solar PV 
• Various sites across the HIC Rotterdam • The political choice for the growth onshore solar PV capacity is considered 

to be independent on the political decision-making on the growth of other 

power production assets that impact the energy system of the HIC. 

 

6. Offshore wind import 
• Assumed is that the installed wind land capacity is 

connected to a specific 380 kV station 

• The political choice for the growth offshore wind land capacity is considered 

to be independent on the political decision-making on the growth of other 

power production assets that impact the energy system of the HIC. 

7. Built environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Current Peakshaver 

• Current demand of fossil methane for the built 

environment that is supplied via the methane 

backbone that runs across the HIC Rotterdam 

• The heat supply to the built environment will change from the currently 

mainly fossil methane based systems to other systems. The built 

environment is currently affecting the methane infrastructure in the HIC via 

both the peak shaver and the ‘normal’ methane supply to the built 

environment. The peak shaver unit is an emergency methane supply system 

that only is activated in case of (very) cold periods in which the methane 

demand for low temperature is extremely high. 
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Subsystem 
Sites part of subsystem Motivation for the definition of the subsystem 

8. Electrical charging of ships & shorepower 
• (Potential) sites for the electrical charging of ships 

and / or electrical supply during a ships stay at the 

quay.  

• During the planning horizon, electrification of shipping will be one of the 

trends that will change current shipping.  The future development of 

charging of batteries to drive ships and the power supply during stay at the 

quay will be independent of other potential change in the other considered 

subsystems. 

9. H2 demand hinterland 
• Site located at the east side of the HIC Rotterdam • H2 demand hinterland represents the H2 demand of systems that could be 

supplied by H2 via the HIC. H2 supply will either be imported via the seaside 

and or produced in the HIC Rotterdam via water electrolysis plants. H2 

demand systems that are supplied via the HIC Rotterdam might consist of H2 

demand for non-oil based hydrocarbon production in other industrial 

clusters inside or outside the Netherland, H2 demand for the built 

environment and H2 demand for mobility. 

10. Dutch electricity market  
• Sites that encompass conversion assets that react 

on the electricity market dynamics (electricity price 

signal).  

• Conversion assets that produce or demand electricity, located in the HIC 

Rotterdam, are part of the Dutch electricity market system. The operation of 

a gas fired electricity generation asset is for example driven by the electricity 

market conditions. Furthermore, the electricity exchange between the HIC 

Rotterdam and its surroundings is dependent on the electricity market 

situation. Due to the impact of the Dutch electricity market on the 

operations of part of the conversion assets that are located in the HIC 

Rotterdam, the Dutch electricity market is chosen as a subsystem of the HIC 

energy system.  
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Appendix D: current situation of the HIC Rotterdam 

energy system 

More documentation about the developed scenario space can be found at https://github.com/GridMaster2022. 

 

 

 

 

https://github.com/GridMaster2022
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Appendix E: super structure of (potential) energy system of the HIC Rotterdam 

See the scheme on the next page. 
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Appendix F: Results of PRIM-analyses for 

identification of drivers for specific overload patterns 

for 380 kV-, H2-, ODO- and NODO-networks 

Hydrogen PRIM-analysis with overload classes  

 

Year Class Box 1  Box 2  Comments and 

PRIM 

2025 1 

 

   

Cases: 10010 

 

Total coverage 

box 1+ 2 

=  0.16+0.83=0.9

9 

   
 

2030 1  

 

 
  

Cases: 9816 

 

Total coverage 

box 1 + 2 = 

0.89+0.1=0.99 
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 2 

 

 

  Cases: 195 

 

 

  

2035 1 

  

  Cases: 1956 

  

 

 

   

2 

 
 

  Cases: 2713 

 

 

  

3 

 

 

  Cases: 5345 
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2040 1 

 

 

  Cases: 1076 

 

 

 

  

 2 

 
 

  Cases: 969 

 

Comment: relative 

low density, 

possible reason: 

low amount of 

cases  

 

 

  

 3 

  

 

 

Cases: 4474 

 

 

 

 

 

Total coverage 

box 1 + 2 = 

0.84+0.1=0.10 = 

0.94  
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 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cases: 2069 

 

Total coverage 

box 1 + 2 = 

0.36+0.23=0.59 

 

 

 

 

 

 5 

 

 

 

 

Cases: 1424 

 

Total coverage 

box 1 + 2 = 

0.36+0.23=0.59 
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2045 1 

 

 

  Cases: 330 

 

 

 

  

 2 

 

 

  Cases: 1428 

 

 

 

  

 3 

 

 

 

 

Cases: 2221 

 

Total coverage 

box 1 + 2 = 

0.28+0.69=0.97 
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 4 

 

 

  Cases: 2182 

 

 

 

  

 5 

 

 

 

 

Cases: 1424 

 

Total coverage 

box 1 + 2 = 

0.28+0.61=0.89 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 6 

 

 

  Cases: 2499 

 

 

 

  

2050 1 

 
 

   Cases: 330 
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No PRIM box 

found due to 

Python error 

 2 

 

 

  Cases: 1519 

 

 

 

  

 3 

 

 

  Cases: 473 

 

 

 

  

 4 

 

 

  Cases: 2339 

 

 

 

  

 5 

 

 

 

 

Cases: 2218 

 

Total coverage 

box 1 + 2 = 

0.86+0.11=0.97 
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 6 

 

 

 

 

Cases: 3086 

 

Total coverage 

box 1 + 2 = 

0.81+0.18=0.99 
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Hydrogen time series clusters 

Time cluster Box 1  Comments and 

PRIM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cases: 539 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cases: 4382 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cases: 2557 
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Cases: 2534 
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380 kV TenneT PRIM-analysis – with subgroups and no factor x34 and DAC and overload classes 

Year Class Box 1  Box 2  Comments and 

PRIM 

2025 1 

 

   Cases: 68 

 

No PRIM box 

found 

2  
 

 

 
 

Cases: 9942 

 

Total coverage 

box 1 + 2 = 

0.62+0.37=0.99 

 

 

 

 

2030 1 

 

   Cases: 2 

 

No PRIM box 

found 

2 

 

 

  Cases: 8832 

 

 

  

3 

 

   Cases: 1176 Too 

low density for 

results 
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2035 1 

 

   Cases: 64 

 

No PRIM box 

found 

2 

 
 

 

 

Cases: 5650 

 

Total coverage 

box 1+ 2 = 

0.8+0.11= 0.91 

 
 

 

 

3 

 

 

  Cases: 2673 

 

 

  

4 

 

 

  Cases: 1624 
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2040 1     No cases 

2 

 

 

  Cases: 3542 

 

 

  

3 

 

 

  Cases: 2569 

 

Relative low 

coverage 
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4 

 

 

 

 

Cases: 2455 

 

Second box has a 

large number of 

factors 

 

 

 

 

5 

 

   Cases: 1444 

 

Python error 
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TenneT 380 kV time series clusters, low/medium/high 

 

Total:  

 

 

Time cluster Box 1  Comments and 

PRIM 

Low (green) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cases: 7314 
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Medium (orange) 

 

 

 

Cases: 2048 

 

 

High (red)  

 

 Comment: 

outcome of 52 

cases in the 

peeling trajectory 

with a high 

number of 

restricted 

dimensions so no 

explanation 

available 

 

 

Cases: 648 
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PRIM-results ODO-network 

The following timeseries clustering was made based on the clustering algorithm:  

 

 

Conclusion: no PRIM-boxes found. Potential causes: lack of overload in the ODO-network and inappropriate time series 

clustering algorithm.   
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PRIM-results NODO  

 

 

Almost all cases are in cluster 5 and 6: 

 

 

Conclusion: no PRIM-boxes found. Potential causes: lack of overload in the NODO-network and inappropriate time series 

clustering algorithm
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